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Thesis Abstract 

Yilhus- the salient feature of the Iewish aristocracy- may be defined as a type of prestige deriving 
fiom the achievements of one's forbears and living family members in the scholarly, mystical, or, to a lesser 
degree, economic realms. Unlike land acquisition, by which the non-Jewish anstocracy preserved itself, 
yikhus was intimately linked with achievement in the above reahs ,  requiring a continual infusion of new 
talent from each generation of a particular family. This definition is anived at afier a close consideration of 
the existing secondary literature and pnmary sources such as rabbinic literature, homiletic literature, ethical 
wills, memoirs. 

A question which has yet to be resolved is the extent to which the founders of Hasidism, a mystical 
revivalist rnovement that swept Eastern European Jewish communities h m  the second half of the eighteenth 
century until the Holocaust, challenged prevailing notions ofyikhur. The question relates to the identities of 
Hasidim's leaders- the Zaddikim- themselves. If, as the older histonography daims, the Zaddikim emerged 
fiom outside the elite stratum, and therefore lackedyikhus, they might be expected to challenge a notion 
which would threaten their perceived right to lead. If, on the other hand, the Zaddikim were really the same 
scions of noble Jewish families who had always led the communities, they would probably uphold the value 
of yikhs. 

Chapter 1 includes a definition and history of the evolution of the concept, followed by a survey of 
the secondary literature on yikhus both before and during the rise of Hasidism. It becomes clear that most 
histonans do not provide a satisfactory explanation ofyikhus. Regarding yikhus and Hasidism, three 
mistaken views ernerge. First, historians fail to observe that yikhus is a primary characteristic of a Zaddik. 
Instead, they point to charisma as the exclusive quality. Second, some scholars suggest that the importance 
of yikhus declined during Hasidism's rise. Finally, other scholars assume that attitudes toward yikhus 
assured the eventual institution of Hasidic dynasties, which occurred after the mid-nineteenth century. 

Chapter 2 comprises an analysis of the ideals of the Zaddikim as dernonstrated in early Hasidic 
literature, most of which is homiletic. One is able to detect, in the second generation, a split between those 
Zaddikim who cnticize undue pride in yikhur, and those who uphold the value unquestioningly. 

The third and final chapter considers the Zaddikim themselves. It entails a look at the family origin 
of twenty-eight major Zaddikim of the first h e e  generations, to determine how many wereyikhus 
possessors. Second, the type of yikhus the Zaddikim possess is considered, i.e., whether or not a Zaddik 
belonged to a prominent aristocratic family, or merely descended from a scholar or communal leader. 
Finally, the marriage strategies of each Zaddik for his children are descnbed. In the course of these analyses, 
it becomes clear that the vast majority of Zaddikim did, indeed have yikhus. And virtually al1 Zaddikim, 
even those who lacked yikhus, sought to marry their children to yiWrus possessors, thereby consolidating 
their position within the elite. 



French Abstract 

Le yikhus -- aspect clé de l'aristocratie juive -- était une sorte de prestige venant des accomplissements des 
ancëtres et des membres vivants de la famille dans les domaines intellectuels, mystiques ou, bien que moins, 
économiques. A la différence de I'acquisition foncière, une stratégie souvent employée par l'aristocratie non- 
juive, Ie yikhm était troitement lié aux réussites de la famille et nécessitait l'infusion continue de nouveau 
talents de chaque génération de la famille. Cette définition de yikhus est proposé après I'analyse des sources 
sécondaires éxistantes ainsi que des sources primaires tel que la littérature rabbinique, la littérature 
homiletique, les testaments ethiques, et des mémoires. 

Une question qui n'a toujours pas de réponse défm-tive est celle de savoir à quel point le yikhus a été 
influencé par le Hasidisme, un mouvement mystique de renouveau qui s'est étendu dans les communautés 
juifs de l'Europe de l'Est entre la deuxième partie du 18e siècle et le Holocauste. La question s'addresse 
surtout aux identités des leaders du Hasidisme, les Zaddikim. Si, comme l'on prétend I'ancieme 
historiographie, les Zaddikim ont apparu en dehors des groupes élites et par conséquent n'avaient pas le 
yikhus, ils auraient contesté des idées qui mettaient en cause lm statut de leader. Si, par contre, les 
Zaddikim faisaient partie des mêmes familles juives nobles qui avaient toujours mené les communautés, ils 
auraient probablement soutenu la valeur du yikhus. 

Le premier chapitre donne une définition du concept et une histoire de son évolution, suivi par une vue 
d'ensemble de la littérature sécondaire à son sujet avant et pendant l'essor du Hasidisrne. Il est montré que 
peu d'historiens donnent des explications satisfaisantes au sujet du yikhur. En ce qui concemce le yikhus et le 
Hasidisme, trois idées fausses apparaissent souvent. Premier, au lieu de constater que le yikhus faisait partie 
intégrale de l'identité Zaddik, les historiens mettent souvent l'accent sur I'importance du charisme. 
Deuxième, certains d'entre eux donnent l'impression que l'importance du yikhus diminuait pendant que le 
Hasidisme prenait du terrain. Finalement, d'autres supposent que les attitudes envers le yikhus ont assuré 
l'instauration des dynasties Hasidiques, qui se sont produits à partir de la deuxième partie du 19e siècle. 

Le deuxième chapitre analyse les valeurs des Zaddikim tel qu'ils sont présentés dans le début de la littérature 
Hasidique, dont la plupart est homiletique. Il est possible de discerner dans la deuxième génération une 
scission entre ces Zaddikim qui critiquent la fierté mal placée duyikhus et ceux qui soutiennent sa valeur 
incontestablement. 

Le troisième et dernier chapitre parle concrètement des Z a d d i h .  il présente I'ongine familiale de 28 
Zaddikim importants des trois premières générations, afm de déterminer le nombre d'entre eux qui 
possedaient le yikhur. Deuxième, il considère le type de yikhur que les Zaddikim possedaient, cette à dire si 
le Zaddik appartenait à une famille aristocratique importante ou s'il venait simplement d'une lignée 
d'intellectuel ou de leader communal. Troisièment, il donne une explication des stratégies utilisées pour 
maner les enfants. Au cours de ces analyses, il est montré que la grande majorité des Zaddikim possedaient 
en effet le yikhus. Et presque tous Zaddikim, même ceux qui manquaient le yikhus, cherchaient à maner 
leurs enfants à c e w  qui possedaient le yikhus, de cette façon solidifiant leur position comme membres de 
l'élite. (-Trnnrlation by Bob White, Dept. of An f hropology. McGiIl University) 



Chapter 1: Yikhzrs According to Modem Scholarship 

In mid- to late-eighteenth century Eastern Europe, a number of Jewish mystics broke with the 

traditional tendency to act in hidden, exclusive circles, and became leaders of enormous influence. While 

Jewish leaders might previously have happened to be mystics, mernbers of this new breed began to 

deliberately fuse mysticism with social responsibility and leadership. The combination was potent: these new 

leaders came to command a tremendous amount of power both in the public sphere and over the private lives 

of their nurnerous followers. The rnovement is lmown as Hasidism, and its leaders, Zaddikim. 1 

We are in the midst of a scholarly revolution regarding the social history of Hasidism. The previous 

histonography, which is now being questioned, claims that these Zaddikim were men of humble social ongin 

who arose fiorn the Jewish masses to positions of great prominence, whether deserved or not. Three 

variations may be discerned within this historiographÿ. First, there is a denigration of Hasidism and the early 

Zaddikim. Joseph Weiss. for example, regards the Hasidic leader as a wandenng preacher, "a miserable 

type, who sells his teachings for alrns" from whom "a srne11 of money-grubbing rises."2 A second tendency 

in that historiography is the romanticization of the movement during its beginning ~ t a ~ e s . 3  Those historians 

praise early Hasidism not only for its authenticity compared with what came after. but also for containinp a 

progressive- and even democratic- spirit. Martin Buber, for example, imagines a "religious elite itself arising 

out of the mass of the people," forming a movement with a "democratic strain" that set aside the "existing 

'aristocracy* of spiritual possession."4 The endurance of that romantic view can be detected in a third trend, 

in which Hasidisrn is considered a movement of social protest. Ben Zion Dinur characterizes the early 

Hasidic leaders as members of a disenchanted secondary intelligentsia.5 Whether negative or more positive 

in orientation, these views share the misguided conception that the Zaddikim were men of humbie origin who 

rose to positions of immense power, thereby upsetting the social order. 

The histonography of recent years has arnounted to a massive effort to overturn that conception. 

Shmuel Ettinger, for example, finds no evidence that the Besht's immediate circle were mainly wandenng 



preachers or members of a secondary intel1i~entsia.6 Moshe Rosrnan, who has gone to the archives of 

Miedzyboz, the Besht's town of residence, finds the Besht residing in the h h o l  house and refraining frorn 

local conflicts.7 Ada Rapoport-Albert has concluded bluntly that "the pictue of a spiritually arnbitious, 

egalitarian, 'democratic' Hasidism, however attractive to the modem eye, does not square with one solid 

historîcal fact.. .".8 

The following study upholds that dramatic reversal. With special attention to the Hasidic movement, 

1 will consider a phenomenon in Jewish sociev which has been rather neglected by scholarship: yikhusg- 

meaning roughly "noble descent." Yikhus was the stamp of the Jewish aristocracy, and therefore an excellent 

concept by which to test the social significance of Hasidism. If few Zaddikim could boast of distinguished 

ancestors or family members, and if their teachings and mamage strategies had reflected a negative stance 

toward the whole notion of noble descent and kinship, we would be forced to reconsider the claims of earlier 

historiography which have been recently rejected. As this study will reveal, however, the opposite is the 

case: most of the initial Zaddikim did, indeed, possess yikhus, refiained fiom attacking the pnnciple, and 

nearIy always appear to have mamed their children withyikhus in mind. 

Not surprisingly, the older historiography encourages the impression that the early Zaddikim were 

lacking in yiklzt~s and opposed to the value. Raphael Mahler claims that the eventual Hasidic-Mitnaggedic 

rapprochement occurred as a result of the novel social make-up of the Przysucha Hasidim, who "were 

intimates of the very nch family of Sonnenberg-Bergson in Warsaw" and %embers of the well-to-do and 

middle classes." In contrast, previous Hasidim had no such contact with the prominent families of Jewish 

society.10 Isaac Levitats describes the Zaddikim as "lowty folk."ll Another historian, Harry Rabbinowitz, 

implies that early- Hasidism de-valued yikhus, because it "recognizes no aristocracy, neither the aristocracy 

of wealth, nor the aristocracy of leaming. "12 

As of yet, modem historians have yet to reverse the older histonography regarding this issue. Even 

scholan at the forefront of the field today suggest, albeit in more guarded terms, that amongst the first 

Hasidic leaders lineage (and therefore, yikhirs) may have been less important than previously. Gershon 



Hundert posits such a decline;l3 and Arthur Green, in observing that those of distinguished pedigree tended 

to be unfkiendly to Hasidism, appears to concur.14 It appears that remnants of the old historiography 

continue to survive. These misconceptions probably result from two phenomena. First, several of the most 

outstanding early Zaddikim- among them the Besht and Great Maggid- apparently did, indeed, onginate 

from humble backgrounds. But they are exceptions, misleading because of their prominence. A second 

source of confusion is, perhaps, the wr-itings of certain prominent Zaddikim, which contain an unmistakable 

amplification of cnticism against those who pay too rnuch attention to theiryikhus.15 Never, however, is 

that cnticism aimed at undermining the principle itself. 

Modem scholars, it appears, have also erred regarding a second assurnption: the designation of 

chansma as the exclusive characteristic of a Zaddik. Jacob Katz declares that the Besht and his disciples 

based their right to lead upon "persona1 charisma."16 Similady, Gershom Scholem amibutes the secret of the 

Zaddik's power to "the mystery of the magnetic and dominant personality," as opposed to his teachings. 17 

As scholars have corne to reject the social irnpetus for the nse of Kasidism. they have tended to uphold this 

assertion. Mendel Piekarz, finding linle novelty in the early Hasidic teachings cornpared with those of non- 

Hasidic literature, has, like Scholem, sought reasons for the movement's success in the persona1 chansma of 

the Zaddikim. 18 Ada Rapoport-Albert, in an article on the question of  Hasidic succession, explains the 

success of the Zaddikim in a similar way.19 In the following snidy, however, we shall be forced to make 

room for a second quality possessed by the majority of early Zaddikim which has been completely 

overlooked: yikhus. 

Towards a Definition of Yikhus 

Gauging the influence of yiklius in Jewish society before and during the nse of Hasidism is 

complicated by the vague meaning of the temyikhus itself. It is by no  means always clear what scholars 

mean when they do refer to yiklrrcs; moreover, most choose not to invoke the term at all, preferring to speak 



about lineage or pedigree. Our first task is therefore to uncover the meaning ofyikhus as it evolved, to seek a 

precise definition ofyikhus among the early Hasidim, and to determine the degree to which yikhs meant 

more than the easy definition of "lineage." What we shall see is that yikhrts throughout medieva1 and modem 

Jewish history became a more flexible concept, although its function- to simuitaneously stratiQ society and 

sanction standards like scholarship, communal leadership, and economic achievement- remained the same. 

Before continuing, let us dispense with a M e r  complicating factor: the notion of honorary. virtual 

yiklius, called yikhus arïmo. This concept applied to one who formally lacked yikhus but by excelling in 

scholarship, communal office, or (especially under Hasidism) mystical endeavor, managed to penetrate the 

elite. One was not onIy recognized as great; his greatness earned him the honorary yiErlius amno, and thus a 

place in the aristocracy. The use of the termyikhus in this way was not entirely inaccurate, for one's 

greatness illuminated his forbears, living relatives, and future descendants. Certainly, the existence of the 

idea ofyikltus atzmo is testament to the need of the Jewish elite to identi& themselves in terms of yiklzus. 

But such "yik/zus" must be recognized as merely honorary; and in seeking a definition, we will consider only 

normative yikhrrs. 

In his essay on the history of rabbinic leadership, Simcha Asaf denotes three characteristics that one 

must possess in order to participate in the election of the Rov: wealth, leaming, and yikhus.20 What, 

precisely is meant by the latter term? Asaf does not say. A definition which begins to reveal the intricacy of 

yikhus as it was applied in Eastern Europe is offered by Mark Zborowski and Elizabeth Herzog "it relates to 

family background and position, but cannot be called pedigree since it c m  be acquired currently as well as by 

inheritance, and does not necessanly require transmission %y blood."'21 The authors thus note that yikhtus 

means something more than lineage by the tirne Jews have reached Eastern Europe, and therein lies Our 

difficulty. 

Histonans have been inconsistent in their use of the term. Sometimes yihus refers narrowly to 

lineage; elsewhere it takes on its broader meaning. One notes a correlation between narrowness in 

application of the term and the extent to which ngid hereditary succession functioned in a particular society 



under examination. Historians studying societies such as those of Geonic times, where hereditary succession 

was practiced unarnbiguously, tend to understand yikhus in its restricted sense of "lineage." A prominent 

example is Amaham Grossman, whose narrow definition, as we shall set, hampers his explanation of later 

periods.a2 In contrast, historians studying societies where automatic hereditary succession ceased, and 

leadership became more open to those who acquired certain traits, tend to appIy yikhus more broadly. Jacob 

Katz, who in my view over-expands the meaning of the term, exemplifies this trend.23 It appears, then, that 

histonans, respective to their period of interest, are using the same word to descnbe two different things- 

pedigree and a broader famiiy prestige. 

1 have corne to regard yikliirs in the period before and during the rise of Hasiùism as falling 

somewhere between these two extremes. Yilihus, according to the various primary sources, may be defined 

as prestige grounded in the scholarly or mystical achievements of one's forbears and present family 

mernbers, even rather distant ones. If person X became a Torah scholar or Zaddik, his prestige spread 

throughout his family and future descendants. Possessing yikhrcs, X's descendants couid now obtain for 

thernselves mamage matches with other yikhlrs possessors, wedding prestige with prestige. In some cases, a 

Jewish family became so renowned that its surname became famous and its power enormous. For example, 

the Horowitz family came to preside over an entire neiwork of rabbinic offices throughout Eastern Europe, 

with fathers bequeathing their offices to sons. 

Despite such bequests of office, an Eastem European Jewish family could not rest on its laurels, a.: 

had occurred Babylonia. Eastem European yikhus required the constant infusion of scholars or later, 

Zaddikim, both based ultimately upon individuaI rnerit. Sons of the dite, of course, had better educational 

opportunities, prestige, and greater family expectations to meet, in relation to the masses. Thus. one who 

possessed yikhus had a good chance of sustaining it. In the absence of achievement, howcver, a family's 

yikhus dwindled. This unique type of anstocracy may be contrasted with its non-kwish counterpart, where 

anstocrats consolidated their position in society primarïly through land acquisition. 



In sum, yikhus, the salient and defining feature of the Jewish aristocracy. denved from the acnial 

scholarly and mystical achievements of one's forebears and current family members, and required constant 

infusions of new talent. A prominent family had to continue to produce scholars or Zaddikim in order to 

maintain its yikhus. The relationship between yikilur and merit may therefore be described as autocatalytic: 

each spurred the growth of the other. 

Whether or not a particular penod was characterized by greater opportunities for upward mobility, 

however, Jewish society never became democratic. One might fmd occasional evidence of a democratic 

spirit in the Jewish ethic. But even if a figure like Rabbenu Tarn (Jacob ben Meir, 1 100- 1 17 1) insisted that 

the power of the community over its members should be limited, and even if certain halakhic traditions 

contain a democratic sentiment, those ideas were often interpreted or counterbalanced out of existence?'? 

Jewish self-government in practice was democratic in only the narrowest sense of the word. Shelomo 

Goittein has termed that limited democracy "religious democracy," meaning that aristocratie-authoritative 

elements in Jewish communal government functioned thanks to communal sanction.25 As Gershon Hundert 

explains it, "even the according of deference involves a measure of choice," hardly the kind of choice we 

norrnally associate with democracy.26 While not absolutely irnpenetrable, Jewish leadership was 

0li~archic.27 After dispensing with the idea of a democratic Jewish leadership, it is easier to conceive of the 

central role that an undemocratic notion like yikhus could play. 

Survey of the Secondary Literahire 

After a brief early history of the phenomenon from late antiquity, I shall consider what modem 

scholanhip has to Say about yiklzus throughout medieval and early modem Jewish history. I shall then do the 

same for Hasidism, despite the apparent reluctance of students of Hasidism to invoke the actual t em.  This 

chapter's survey of the secondary literature will pave the way to a deeper consideration of the phenomenon, 

especially as it existed dunng Hasidism's rise, to be considered in the second and third chapters. 



The notion ofyikhus up untiI the Hasmonean dynasty is confined to its nanow sense, meaning 

simply lineage. The term is found first in later biblical books. There, the term refers to genealogical lists 

when mentioned in places such as Chronicles 9: 1, Ezra 2:62 and Nehemiah 7:64. After the first exile, the 

question of genealogy was especially important for the returnees to Zion. Both those wishing to prove 

pnestly descent in order to quaIify for service in the Temple, and those wishing to daim family property took 

a strenuous interest in genealogy.28 

A history ofyihus, which leads up to and centers upon the Babylonian Jewish community, is found in 

H.L. Poppers' article, "The Declasse in the Babylonian Jewish ~ommunity."29 Since biblical times, the 

Jewish people had been divided into Kohanim, Levites, and ordinary people of the remaining tribes. Each 

category carried varying degrees of holiness, specific duties, obligations, and social advantages or 

disadvantages. Each peson's "place in society was determined by genealogy." However, some were not 

"pure" in origin, and were subjected to bars upon mamage. These included proselytes and manlzerim, 

meaning approximately "bastards," but pertaining to al1 offspring of forbidden unions.30 

Under the Hasrnoneans, the emphasis on lineage softened slightly. True, even the Hasrnoneans, 

despite realizing the ideal of popular education, held on to the importance of descent. Hasmonean descent 

"implied prestige," and the Sanhedrin leaders were, at first, exclusively priests. But eventually, leadership 

passed into the hands of non-pnests. Importantly as well, "nobility of descent, aristocracy of the blood, 

encounters the cornpetitive demands of the intellect: the scholar steps into the position of leadership in the 

Pharisaic society." 31 Thus, according to Popper, a tuming point occurred in the Hasmonean period, where 

for the first time the value of scholarship threatened the hegemony of heredity. 

It was afier the destruction of the Temple and the Bar Kokhba defeat (70-135 C.E.) that the level of 

uprootedness and destruction of records and memones severely undermined the viability of vduing descent. 

A reflection of attiîudinal change is f o n d  in the subseq~ient attempts to pwify even the declasses. The 

definition of mamer was narrowed, and restrictions against him or her were curtailed.32 hoselytes began to 

find tolerance and esteem in the Jewish community.33 According to Popper, the "trend away from the stress 



on racial pinity towards the community of faith and spiritual heritage received firther impetus thiough the 

destruction of the Temple and the widening of the Jewish ~iaspora."34 

An higorian who has dealt with social issues in the Talmudic Age is GedaIiah Alon. The impression 

gained h m  Alon is that the trend in this penod led away from hered i t a~  succession. Such an opening of 

society was fueled, to a great degree, by the power stmggle of the sages with the Kohenim, the latter 

embodying hereditary leadership.35 Alon's works illustrate well the clash between those who sought 

hereditary requirements for leadership, and those who demanded that leadership be achieved through merit in 

the scholarly domain. 

We continue the thread of the early history ofyikhrrs with the ideas of Avraham Grossman, who, it 

must be emphasized, only considers the narrow, genealogical conception. In "From Father to Son: the 

inheritance of Spiritual Leadership in Jewish Communities of the Middle Ages," Grossman argues that "the 

phenomenon of sons inhenting the positions held by their fathers in the spiritual leadership of the Jewish 

community first appeared in the Middle ~ ~ e s . " 3 6  Previously, in Palestine in the talmudic age, sons did not 

possess the right to inherit their fathers' yeshiva posts. Moreover, various talmudic sages of the lower 

stratum of the population rose to the rank of Rosh Yeshivn (head of the academy). Hereditary leadership was 

instituted by Mar Zutra and his descendants, who fled to Palestine around 520 C.E. Mar Zutra was 

continuing the dynastic leadership to which he was accustomed in his home in Babylon, where his father 

was exilarch. By the end of the Arabic perîod and the Crusades nf 1099. the post of Rosh Yeshiva was the 

inheritance of only three families: Ben Meir, and two Hacohm families. 

In Babylon, inheritance of the Rosh Yeshivah post begm in the eight century. At first, a son did not 

succeed his father immediately. An older person would often take his place for a while. Eventually, the son 

did succeed immediately. The post of Gaon was also the inheritance of a nurnber of fami!ies. Distinguished 

birth and the right to succeed one's father applied to other posts as we11.37 

According to Grossman's description, hereditary rule was a medieval innovation. The importance of 

yikhus in its genealogical sense actually increased after the taimudic age, reflected in the transmission of 



offices. Grossrnan explains the phenornenon as a result of three factors. First, in Babylon, the yeshiva 

became by the penod of the geonim an institution of political power and public leadership, like the 

Palestinian yeshiva. Second, the effect of the competihon between Babylonian and Palestinian yeshivas and 

between the yeshivas and the exilarchs was a struggle for honor and authority: a struggle in which 

"succession and family lineage as a symbol of status and legitimacy were obviously of great value in those 

days."38 These NO factors were joined by a third: the ascent of dynastic succession in Moslem society. 

Grossman continues his history of medieval yikhus by comparing the diffenng values in Spain and 

North Afnca to those of ltaly and Germany until the end of the eleventh century. In Spain and North Africa, 

sons did not have the right to inherit their fathers' position of Rosh Yeshiva. In Spain, yikhus was still 

important, but "decisive weight was given to a person's qua~ifications."39 In North Ahca,  the situation was 

more vanegated: in the large Kairouan community "there was no automatic inhentance and.. .the family was 

not the officia1 source of authoriq;" while in smaller Gabes, "one family clan stood at the head of the 

acaderny."40 

In contrast, in Italy and Germany, inheritance of spintual leadership occurred to a much greater 

degree. In Italian leadership great weight was given to noble families, especially in the north. In Germany, 

al1 the leaders of the tenth and eleventh centuries, and al1 the prominent sages, belonged to five families: 

Kalonyrnos, Machir, Abun. Kacohen, and Halevi. This condition was due to: 1) the fact certain merchant 

families were invited to settle by the mlers, and thereafter maintained their status related to the Jews arriving 

in their wake; 2)the smallness of the communities which allowed the extended family exclusive influence; 

and 3)the effect of the surrounding Christian German social stratification. There was little opposition to that 

condition of familial hegemony, because "the same reality existed in European feudal society;" and "the 

leading notable families paid taxes like al1 other members of the comrnunity."4~ Grossman concludes that in 

German society, lineage was more important, and that here, the family as a source of spiritual authority 

appears as an explicit teaching, in the writings of the Geman Hasidim. M e r  the destruction of the First 

Crusade, however, the five families did begin to lose their grip. This process was abetted by the rise of the 



urban classes and the guilds. By the thirteenth century were there some sages who opposed that 

phenornenon; and opposition continued more frequently in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.42 

The major flaw in Grossman's assessment is that he invokes the term yikhus in only its narrow, 

hereditary sense. Thus, he cannot describe how yikhw continued to prevail in the later Middle Ages, albeit 

in its wider sense. Certain families continued to dominate the leadership, but their domination was no longer 

automatic. Yikhus had corne to include status derived fiom contemporary family mernbers who earned 

scholarly attainrnent, as opposed to forbears alone. It signified a growth in the importance of merit. That is 

why crises like those described by the Gaonim, resulting h m  the senice of unworthy yeshiva heads who 

had inhented their posts, were no longer prevalent.43 

Robert Bonfil, in Rabbis and Jewish Commrnunities, considers the social meaning of Italian rabbinic 

ordination, which in the period of the Renaissance "did not differ substantially from that in France and 

~ e r m a n ~ . * * 4 4  Bonfil implies that lineage was not an important factor. In Italian society. rabbis even of 

humble origin obtained a status equivalent to that of  the wealthy families. This, according to Bonfil, was due 

to influence of the surrounding non-Jewish environment, "within whose social frameworks the non-noble 

intellectual approached the pedigreed nobility."45 Comparable to Grossrnan's claim that extemal influenced 

the extent to which cornmunities were anstocratic, Bontil credits the influence of italian society with the 

purponedly non-aristocratic natxe of its Jewish communities. Bonfil is nevertheless forced to consider the 

preponderance of members certain prominent families amongst the ordained Italian rahbis. He claims, rather 

naively, that apparently "the first Italian Jewry practiced a custom similar to that widespread in the Christian 

World, in which at least one of the sons of each prominent family attempted to enter the priesthood."46 This 

explanation, however, fails to consider the political power entailed in rabbinical posts. A more likely 

explanation is that the rabbinate offered the greatest level of prestige; thus members of the most powerful 

families sought and obtained ordination, and would attempt to secure it for as many of their descendants as 

possible. This alternative explanation agrees with Grossman's assessment, which holds that although Iineage 

ceased to be absolutely requisite for ItaIian Jewish leadership, its importance, as in Gennany, remained great. 



Bonfil also offers a dubious cornparison between the status of the ordained rabbi and that of the non- 

Jew-sh university graduate. According to his understanding, ordination, like university study, merely 

augmented the noble lineage of the non-Jewish anstocrat. However, it is more likely that ordination actually 

created the Jewish equivalent of nobility, as opposed to merely complimenting it. According to Bonfil's 

own description, the ordained rabbi achieved honor, status and immense power (e.g. the ability to 

excommunicate). That tremendous status was shared by one's entire family. Thus, ordination created and 

sustained )*ikhrrs. 

There is something to be gained from several of Bonfil's observations about the tension between 

scholarship and~ikltus. We leam of one case in which a yomg, newly ordained rabbi is called up to read the 

Torah instead of an elder Colzen. The rabbi, out of modesty, attempts to defer, is nevertheless forced to read, 

and is subsequently physically attacked by the Cohen 's sons. The question is posed in a responsum: "does 

the ordained scholar take precedence over the elder, as was the ancient practice?" The respondent writes that 

"the sage takes precedence," but he may waive his honor if he so desires.47 Another conrroversy existed 

over the ordination of the nramzer. As mentioned above, the mamzer's status marked the opposite exeeme 

on the spectrum from that of someone withyikhus. Samuel Judah Katzenellenbogen, an Italian rabbi. did not 

accept the pnnciple of Moses Isserles of Poland, that ordaining a rnomzer would degrade the Torah. Samuel 

Judah protests that a nianzzer "is no worse than a proselyte, and yet how many proselytes have we found 

among the ranaim and mioraim! The sages already said (Horayot 3:8): 'a bastard.. .who is a Sage +skes 

priority over an ignorant High Priest."' Nevertheless, in the particular case, Samuel Judah refuses to ordain 

the mumer. Bonfil regards this case as an illustration of the tension between a scholar's pnnciple "that the 

Torah uplifts those who shidy it and, on the other hand, the social reality in which a person of doubtful 

ancestry was 'taken Iightly by others."' According to Bonfil, the marner case iiluminates the prestige of 

ordination, to which not everyone had access. We may add that the case also illuminates the prestige of 

yikhus, by demonstrating the way in which low ongin obstructed the attainment of ordination.48 



An earlier study by Bonfil, which analyzes seven Ordinances ordained by R. Judah Mintz and others 

in Padua, 1507, also contains observations that add to our understanding of yikhus. The first ûrdinance is 

especially pertinent here, for it forbids betrothal to a woman without the presence of either her father, her 

mother, two relatives, or ten Jews. Bonfil detects in this an unmistakable social tendency on the part of the 

elite to prevent others from penetrating their stranirn. He explains that there were attempts "to climb the 

social ladder by joining families of yikhus and wealth against their wishes" through marriage.49 The gravity 

of such a crime is reflected in the punishment: excommunication. It is mange, notes Bonfil, that at a time 

w h e n j M w  was being downplayed as a factor for rabbinic ordination, that such a penalty was instituted. 

Normally, improper marriage would have been treated as a moraVreligious issue. The only explanation for 

the gravity of this crime is that the social implications of improper mamage- social mobility- were too much 

for the "Jewish nobility" to bear. 

Several other works, alongside Grossman's, deal with German Jewry and the weight ofyiklins. 

Developments in medieval German society are especially pertinent to Polish Jewish society, considenng the 

Ashkenazic origin of the first Jewish settlers in Poland. It now seems that groups of German Hasidim were a 

prominent part of the substantial thirteenth century German migration to Poland, establishing colonies in 

accordance with their own religious n o m s  and social standards.50 nius, special consideration must be lent 

to the German Hasidim. Haym Soloveitchik comrnents upon yiklzus among the German Hasidim, who were 

"fnistrated in their efforts at communal reforms" and thus "strove to build, at least, pure family units. These 

efforts, coupled with the traditional concept of good lineage (yikhus) and their own conviction of ancestral 

ment (zekur abot) as one of the major instruments of Providence, turned their attention to mamage." As a 

result, the Gersnan Hasidim developed elaborate principles of matchaking.51 

Soloveitchik postulates a deeper cause of dispntlement, as well. The Germai? Yasidim, he claims, 

rose ''from the aristocratic center of the Jewish community." Anyone less would have been "nin out of 

town" for propounding what they did; moreover, the only Hasidim whose social ongins we h o w  are those of 

the founders, "bluebloods all." This elite was, however, "now helplessly witnessing the erosion of its own 



position" resulting £Yom the successful spread of the Tosafists' methods. These methods were "destroying 

the very world that the Hasidic leadership represented," by "supplanting the pnrnacy of their traditions, 

underrnining their communal preeminence and sorely limiting their capacity for effective action." German 

hasidic literature is the work of a "displaced aristocracy or one in the process of being stnpped of its 

intellectual and political patrirnony." After the 12209s, the Kalonymides and other old, farnous families no 

longer led Ashkenaz. They were replaced by leaders f5om Bohemia, of whom only one was a scion of a once 

farnous family. Concludes Soloveitchik on this subject: 

The importance of lineage in the thought of the Hasidim, the repeated protests on their part 
against the marriage of the well-bom (bene-tobim) with the unworthy nch, and their larnents 
about the seizure of communal leadership by the base and the wicked reflect, 1 suggest, this 
loss by the old Rhineland aristocracy of the commanding heights of prestige and power.52 

If Soloveitchik is indeed correct, then articulating the importance ofyikhus in its genealogical sense may 

serve as a weapon against encroachments upon aristocratic power by newer, more meritocratic leaders. 

However, Soloveitchik may be exaggerating the con- between the Tosafists and the Hasidirn with 

regard to lineage. K.H. Ben Sasson, for example, criticizes a major work on the Tosafists precisely on the 

basis that the author disregards the role ofyikhus in the Tosafists' leadership. Many, if not most of the 

Tosafists were of one family, writes Ben Sasson. Although "al1 revealed talent in their works," talent alone 

did not assure thern public leadership. "The ancient Jewish tradition is undoubtedly rnarked by the 

importance of yikhs," a consideration which must be taken se~iousl~.53 

A concuing position is found in Ephraim Kanarfogel's work Jewish Education and Societv in the 

Hiph Middle Anes. Kanarfogel disputes Grossman's daim that among Geman Jews after the Crusades, the 

"emphasis on lineage was downplayed and scholarly ability became the major criterion for leadership." He 

invokes the example of the Tosafists, as well, remarking that "they too came from a handful of families." 

Even if these families were not those of the pre-Crusade penod, 'Yikhus still had a hand in determining 

intellectual leadership." The need for lineage was simply "more narrow." AAer identifying the various 



family connections of the Tosafists, Kanarfôgel makes an interesting observation about sons-in-law. He 

distinguishes between yikhus as normally understood, and the yikhus of sons-in-law, who may be chosen for 

their scholarly abilities. "In their case," remarks Kanarfogel, "yikhus and intellectual qualifications tend to 

rnerge."54 Kanarfogel is the first to be sensitive to a transformation ofyikhus, but his definition is 

undeveloped. First, we must question his suggestion that such a merging of yikhus and scholarship was 

limited to sons-in-law. In light of Soloveichik's above observations about the rise of a Bohemian leadership 

in Ashkniaz, the majority of whom did not claim distinguished descent, it seems more likely anyone who 

rose to a high level of scholarship acquired, simultaneously, yikhlrs atzmo. Therefore, instead of Iimiting a 

merging ofyiklzzs and scholarship to sons-in-law, we may describe the rise of an expanded meaning of 

yikltus that encompassed ment. YiWius was becoming the paradoxicai conception of family s ta tu  that might 

be attained, might be inhented, but must be accompanied by scholarly attainrnent. 

Yinael Yakov Yuval's book Sages in their Generations credits the professionalization of the 

rabbinate with decline in the importance of lineage. Yuval describes a rise of wealthy Jewish families in 

Ashkenaz, from whorn emerged the leaders of the elevenîh and twelfth centuries. However, the 

professionalization of the rabbinate led to the emergence of "more objective critena for ordination" than 

family and wealth. The system became democratized, and new opportunities emerged for those lacking 

yikhus (meaning lineage) to penetrate the stratum of rabbinic leadership. These "more objective criteria" are, 

for Yuval, "arnbiguous." But he does note that persona1 charisma emerged as an influential trait alongside 

yikhus. Like Soloveitchik, he observes a decline in yikhus due to the Tosafists. The weight ofyikhus in 

Ashkenaz, Yuval argues. was much less than that in French and Spanish society due to the nse of talmudic 

pilpul- the method of the Tosafists- which granted the Ashkenazim more independence from the rabbis.55 In 

the thirteenth centuy, notes Yuval, families with yikhw led by the G m a n  Hasidim, initiated a reaction 

against that upward mobiliîy. But this opposition group was not heeded; and "we virtually do not hear of 

inheritance of rabbinic posts in Gemany" henceforth. Yuval therefore notes a gradua1 decline in yikhur, by 



which he means lineage, due to the rising importance of scholarship. He fails, however, to realize that 

scholarship became incorporated into the conception ofyikhus, as opposed to causing its decline. 

A work which compares Ashkenazic and Sephardic attitudes toward yikhus, extending through the 

early modem penod, is H.J. Zimmels' Ashkenazirn and Sephardim. One distinction, according to Zimmels, 

is that the ciaim of nobility amongst the Ashkenazim was attached to certain localities, whereas Sephardic 

nobility was considered inherent in the very families. For example, the Ashkenazim of Mainz regarded 

themselves as nobler than those of Cologne, even raising thcir ketubah amount above what was customary in 

Cologne. In Spain, in contrast. certain families were aristocratic regardless of their place of birth or 

residence. Zimmels further asserts that Ashkenazic nobility differed because it was a "nobility of mind and 

character." Descent from scholars and martyrs created yiWrus in Ashkenaz. An example of pnde of descent 

from martyrs may be fomd in the sumame "Sachs," which was an abbreviation of "zera kadosh" (Z.K.). 

Zimmels admits that Sephardim took pride in scholarly descent, but claims that among the Ashkenazim such 

descent assumed practical significance, influencing halakhic decisions. A third distinction relates to 

Sephardic aristocratic attitudes regarding their Ashkenazic brethren. The Jews of the Iberian Peninsula 

considered themselves descendants of the Jerusalem nobility, while Jews of other lands descended from the 

remaining population. Towards the end of the Middle Ages a new claim is made: certain Sephardic families 

daim to be descendants of the house of David. Such claims increased after the Spanish expulsion, as 

Sephardirn came into close contact with the ~shkenazirn.56 

In the course of time, however, "the attitudes became reverseci; descent from noble families was 

stressed by the Ashkenazim while purity of their families was emphasized by the Sephardirn." Some 

Ashkenazic families began to daim biblical and Davidic descent, as well. From the seventeenth century on, 

Ashkenazim began to compile pedigrees. This was not out of boastfulness, but rather due to realities 

following the Chmielnnicki persecutions, which separated families and created the danger of unintentional 

incestuous unions.57 



Mmy of Zimmels' assertions need to be contested. The first, regarding the limitation of Ashkenazic 

nobility to locale, requires more evidence. Did the German families narned by Grossman, for example, or the 

Tosaphists listed by Kanarfogel. really lose theiryikhus when they left their respective towns? Neither 

author mentions such a precarious condition. Zimmels' single example of the Jews of Mainz is not sufficient 

to draw such a generalization. We m u t  be suspicious of the second assertion, as well, in which only 

Ashkenazim appreciated ' 'yikhu of the mind" by giving it a practical application in halakhic decision- 

making. Again, Zimmels fumishes too few examples (two) to draw such a conclusion. Furthemore, it is 

difficult to imagine Sephardic scholarship bestowing less prestige upon descendants than would occur among 

the AsMenazim. At least Zirnmels is more sensitive in his treatment of the concept, realizing that yikhus can 

be composed of a vanety of elements, including descent fiom scholars, martyrs, or royalty. Zimmels' third 

assertion, describing a gradua1 reverse in the Ievel of appreciation ofyikhus between the two groups, is much 

better documented. 

In conclusion, the below works allow us to plot the expansion and contraction of the meaning of 

yikltus fiom late antiquity. Jewish leadership until the Hasrnonean period was hereditary, as was yiklzus. 

Under the Hasrnoneans and throughout the Talmudic age, the leadership became more rneritocratic, and 

yikliils came to include acquired traits. In the Geonic penod, however, hereditary leadership was re- 

institured. and the understanding of yikhus seems to have contracted again to lineage. From the Middle 

Ages, excepting a reaction by the German Hasidim, both leadership and yikltus wcre re-opened to include 

those who attained leaming and charisma. Finally, a reaction in favor of hereditary succession and a 

nmowing of the conception of yikhus occurred within the Hasidic movement toward the mid-nineteenth 

century. It was the Hasidim who eventually retumed Jewish leadership to a dynastic f o m  not seen since 

Geonic times. 

As we approach the close of the Middle Ages in our survey, we enter into a discussion about the 

penod leading up to the rise of Hasidism. Examination of noms in these centuries will allow us to describe 

the milieu fiom which the movement emerged, as well as clan@ the extent to which the Hasidim challenged 



values regarding yikhus. We shall restrict our survey to comments about yikhus in pre- and non-Hasidic 

society, reserving most remarks about the Hasidim for that section alone. 

The pioneenng work of Jacob Katz should be considered fmt. Katz's article "Marriage and Sexual 

Life among the Jews at the End of the Middle Ages" remains the most comprehensive treatment of the 

subject of yikhur. After describing the economic fimction of marriage, Katz describes several other values- 

including yikhus, which deterrnined the worth of a prospective son or daughter-in-law. Despite the facts that 

no fwed economic class existed, the divisions of Cohen, Levi and Israelites only applied to religious affairs, 

and that the talrnudic dictum "al1 families are kosher" was effective, different levels ofyikhus existed.58 

Katz is sensitive to different understandings ofyikhus, although he fails to present those differences 

as having evolved in history. Katz delineates two distinct categories of yikhus, one negative and one 

positive. The first is a halakhic, negative association, which concerns the "unfit family," tainted by a 

member who is a manzzer, a prostitute, or has been excommunicated. The remainder of the discussion is 

devoted to the positive. second type ofyikhur- the idea of the special right possessed by descendants of the 

"famous of Israel", especially of those distinguished in scholarship. 

This second type o fy ikhs  has two subdivisions. In its namow sense, it is a "sacred-biological" 

conception of nobilîty. Eager for prestige, many families traced their genealogies, whether correctly or not. 

This conception ofyikhus was often cnticized. Fathemore, it was not accorded much weight in arranged 

mamages. The wider conception was more valuable. That wideryifiur rose from fami!ial comection with 

individuals who had become prominent through the combination of either economic prosperity, political 

(kahal) appointment, or closeness to the king (i.e., shtadlanim); with Torah scholarship. This wider sense of 

yikhus could be acquired. Significantly, Katz declares "personal yikhus*' to be a contradiction, because 

yikhus was attained not through persona1 distinction but through relations to others.59 

Of the four categories of prestige, Torah scholarship was the highest. Torah howledge was, in fact, 

sacred. A wealthy and politically eminent family could really only attain yikhlcr if one of its members was a 

scholar. Lacking such a scholar, a wealthy family could achieve that connection through a son-in-law. This 



phenornenon provided a pathway for social mobility, as a talented but poor student could marry into a rich 

family. A woman, however, could not raise her social level in this way. Her success in the "matchmaking 

market" depended upon theyiWlur of her father and family, her economic attnbutes, and hm physical beauty. 

60 

Y i k h u  existed in other manifestations, as well. There was "yikhur of placew- a Polish Jew in 

Gemany was considered less valuable. Here we are reminded of Zimmels' assertion above, but his claim 

that Ashkenazicyikhus was tied to a locale is much more extreme. Katz notes, as well, a ''yikhus of family 

situationv- possession of children and lack of a halitra certificate detracted fiom yikhur. Finally, there was 

'yiklzus of marital historyW- divorce or widowhood tended to lessen mamagability. Katz concludes with 

remarks about voluntary marriage and the nse of eroticism, which evenhially invalidated both economic 

considerations and the weight of yiWIus in mamage decisions-61 

In Tradition and Crisis, Katz makes several observations about the operation of yikhur in daily life. 

Unfortunately, he is inconsistent in his application of the term. Yikhu is used sometimes to denote 

"pedigree," its narrow sense, and sometirnes in the broader sense of "family status." Katz invokes the term 

yikYzus in these two manifestations arbitrarily. But by stating these categories explicitiy, we can navigate Our 

way through. In one place, Katz notes a halakhic disagreement over whether pedigree should influence 

choice of a cantor.62 Elsewhere, Katz discusses seats in the synagogue, visible manifestations of family 

status, which were purchased by families and ofien passed d o m  fiom father to son. Due to the c'iaracteristic 

social fluctuations that affected each family, such seats did not necessarily reflect the actual position of a 

family, for "the sons of good families held on to their honored seats even if others had meanwhile eclipsed 

them in terms of property or status." But if a family became totally impovenshed, the members were 

stripped of their seats. Rich families could display their wealth and achieve status by donating Torah scrolls, 

curtains for the Ark, and ritual objects. And the order in which one was called to the Torah was based on his 

status.63 But visible signs of class were limited. A family could not, for exarnple, secure permanent 

hereditary appointment in the kehilla.64 (However, certain families were indeed able to monopolize the 



communal leadership, as we shall see in Gershon Hundert's analysis.) Finally, Katz emphasizes that overail 

6 status was detemined by "public opinion," which was influenced by official titles, public scholarly 

discussions, and "pedigree and family ties," which "could not be hidden."65 

In 1958, a year after the publication of Tradition and Crisis, Hayim Hillel Ben Sasson published a 

criticism of Katz' work, in which he expressed several problems with Katz' conception ofyikhus. First, Ben 

Sasson rejects Katz' connection of medieval y i k h  to that of Kohanim, Leviim, and Israelites in ancient 

times. In Ben Sasson's opinion, there is simply too great a distance between the two penods for us to get a 

sense of~~iklzus through such a cornparison. Instead, we should consider family connections of the 

communal leaders and the composition of the public leadership stratum. It becornes evident afier such an 

examination that "there were not many sons of the poor in this stratum," and that "rabbis and roshinr were 

connected to each other by ancesm or mamage." Families rose and fell within that sphere, yet "rernained 

united through the strength of Torah, leadership and wealth in vanous combinations. which allowed them to 

base their yiklrus in reality." Thus, we must consider whoIe families, and not "individuals with one-sided 

advantages."66 

One may detect in Ben Sasson's reaction a rejection of Katz' approach, which is really that of a 

sociologist. Ben Sasson considers Katz' invocation of ancient class smcture rather lacking in histoncal 

sensitivity. Furthermore, he guides us toward a more specific analysis of the ruling snata, for there we shall 

find a picture ofyifius at work. It must be admitted that Ben Sasson's criticism is jus t i f id ,  for Katz. despite 

his enormous contributions, is often a-historical in his approach. As noted above, Kan '  does not describe the 

evolving significance and understanding ofyikhus, except to note its demise as traditional society broke 

down. Furthermore, his generally theoretical approach leaves much to be desired in terms of detailed 

analysis, as Ben Sasson implies. Katz ofien gives us the structure of the society without the eqdally 

important stoiy of people and evolving institutions. 

To Ben Sasson's objections, 1 must add my own. While it is tnie that Katz introduces us to a wider 

notion ofyikhiÿ, he oftcn stretches the concept so far that it loses its hneditary dimension. I find it difficult 



to accept Katz* ideas about "yiklius of place" and "yikhus of family station." One searches in vain for 

invocations of these phrases in the actual sources. As we shall see in the next chapter, yikhus might have 

corne to include family prestige, but never did it refer vaguely to one's geographical location or general 

rnarriageability. Factors such as foreign origin or the possession of children frorn a previous marriage would 

merely be weighed against a person's yikhus, not be considered part of it. 

In Ben Sasson's own work, Theorv and Leadership, he examines homiletic and ethicai literature for 

aditudes about yikhus. Interestingly, such observations are only contained in the section on the cntics of the 

wealthy. Those critics tend to associate yikhus with wealth. Eliezer ("the Rokeakh") notes the gap between 

"dear" families and "despised" ones, rich and poor. He ventures that it is not GodTs intention for such 

separation to exist among Jews, as it does between Jews and Gentiles. God desires mixture between rich and 

poor. In any event, according to R. Eliezer, throughout the ages "the rich also purchased the yikhtrs of 

ancient families." This created an unnatual union between "Torah, wealth, communal leadership and 

ancestral right (zeklrur avor)."67 

Ephraim of Leczyce condemns yikhus on the basis of the arrogance that it causes. The sons of Leah, 

for example, scorned the sons of maidservants because it appeared to them that they had slightly supenor 

yikhus. Today, those 'to whom it seems that they have a slight advantage over their fiend, or greater wealth, 

or greater yikhus; who claim that many wealthy men or scholars are their relatives; or who possess these 

things themselves," distance themselves from their fellow man and "-tum up their noses" at the poor and 

oppressed. Ephraim demzrcates three m e s  of "arrogant yikhus possessors in Poland:" those who are 

independently wealthy, those from a weîlthy farnily, and those fiom a learned family. 

Another social critic inciuded in Ben Sasson's analysis is Samuel Eliezer Edels, the Maharsha. This 

cornmentator describes how the family of the rebel Korakh was a rich family who put themsrlves above 

Aaron's family. The bibIical verse "Do not be like Korakh" means, according to the Maharsha, do not seek 

etevation ofyikhus or wealth. He explains that the statement "God spoke to Moses" is phrased thus to 

emphasize that God spoke to Moses alone, so that his sons, despite their wealth and yikhus, would not be 



appointed as Moses' successor. The pment-day "sons of Moses" - sons of the iearned and wealthy- "blind 

the eyes of the congregation."68 

Ben Sasson concludes his analysis with a swnmary of the seventeenth-cenhiry prezcher Yedidya 

Gottleib's views on yililtus. Yedidya raises the issue of the claim to yikhus of one who "ascended by his own 

strength." Such a self-made man is likely to be compteci by his wealth. It is clear to Yedidya that honor and 

yikhus, once attributes worthy of respect, have in his day deterioratecl into products of material wealth.69 

The examples furnished by Ben Sesson bnng out a component to yikltus that others have not 

emphasized: that of wealth. He incorporates his discussion about yikhus into a general discussion about 

societal attitudes toward wealth. We leam fiom these examples that wealth was a more important element of 

yikhus than is described in Katz, where greater weight is lent to the ingredient of scholarship. Ben Sasson's 

exampies are also as extreme as anything which we rnight find amongst the Hasidim, a fact which should be 

remembered during the remainder of Our analysis. 

Another work of great relevance is that of Gershon Hundert. M i l e  he does not refer explicitly to 

>:il;liirx," Hundert's The Jews Of Opatow contains a section called "Authonty in the Jewish Community" in 

which he stresses the hegemony of the Landau family in Opatow. Hundert descnbes the domination of 

certain families in the early modem leadership: 

Particularly dunng the first two-thirds of the eighteenth century, a kind of Polish-Lithuanian Jewish 
aristocracy existed. Members of a reiatively small number of families held an astonishing number of 
rabbinical and communal offices. Arnong these families were the Ginzburgs, Heilperins, Horowitzs, 
Rapoports, and ~atzenellenbogens.~0 

In Opatow, members of the Landau farnily. which "included rabbis in at least twenty communities, elders of 

the regions of Cracow-Sandomierz and Lwow. and leaders of a number of individual cornmunities," were the 

most influential comrnunity members for almost a cenhuy. That is, "it was unusual if at least one member of 

the family was not an elder in :lie ~ornrnunity."~~ Hundert observes that the Landaus' authority, which 



allowed thern to hold office, "derived frorn their lineage, their learning, and their wealth."72 Significantly, 

their political power and wealth gave them special access to the magnate owners or govemors of their towns. 

Hundert proceeds to trace the Landau pedigree, during the course of which we are able to see yikhus 

at work. The mamage smtegies are revealing, for as a nile, the Landau youth were mamied to the most 

prominent Jews of that pmt of the world. The daughters were m d e d  to rabbis of various communities, 

many among them possessing quite important posts. The sons were married to daughters of rabbis of the 

same supreme status, or, in one case, the daughter of a court physician of Jan Sobieski. Despite the strong 

links that the Landaus forged through these mamages, however, they were "not an organized party," being 

occasionally nven by interna1 disptes.73 Their authoriw was occasionally challenged, as well. Hundert 

describes severai such challenges, including a major ruckus involving Ezekiel Landau. Yet, "because of bis 

access to the center of power- that is, to the town owner- he was able to prevail, successfully overcoming a 

rival group within the elite."74 

Another dynamic which Hundert's analysis permits us to view in great detail is a family's struggle to 

maintain its domination of the kahal. In one instance the kahaI, undoubtedly under the influence of Judah 

Landau, petitioned the t o m  owner against the d e  that b m e d  incumbents from continuing to serve in 

office.75 Another case is described in which the Landaus and another family, the Ickowiczes, struggled to 

obtain the rabbinate in Cracow for their own family member.76 Finally, in the aftermath of the "great 

ruckus" alluded to above, the town owner attempted to remedy the cornplaint that "year afler year the gdil  

elder's family and allies held the important offices in the kahal" with legislation banning irnmediate 

succession From father or brother to son.77 

The Landau family thus embodied yikltm in every sense of the term. They were wealthy, learned, 

exaernely well-comected within the Iewish elite of Eastern Europe. sometimes had close ties to the town 

owners or govemors, and rnonopolized several communal leadership positions. In addition, they built a 

synagogue, which was called by the farnily's name.78 One advantage ofyikhus which is stressed here more 

than in the above studies is access to non-Jewish nilers. ~undef l ' s  research methods ment mention as well: 



The Jews of @atow is based upon rigorous archiva1 investigation, in contrast to the dependence on Iiterary 

evidence in Katz and Ben Sasson. What results is a more vivid pictwe of yiklzus as it operated in reality. 

Corroborating Hundert's observations about the importance of proximity to non-Jewish leaders, 

Moshe Rosman, in The Lord's Jews, describes in great detail the weaIth, status, and power of a Jewish 

general manager of a latifundium in the eighteenth century- Israel ~ubinowicz.79 Rubinowicz's connection 

to the magnates "gave him three principal tools to use to gain power in society: the nght to employ force; 

discretionary power to allocate contracts, jobs, money, and minor appoinmients; and direct access to and 

influence on the magnate."go While the lack of Jewish sources do not allow us to h o u 7  if Rubinowicz 

became a despot over the Jewish comrnunity, wielded influence in the CounciI of Four Lands or conducted 

personal vendettas, some correspondence shows that "within the Jewish community, Rubinowicz knew how 

to use his power to further his own interests and those of his farnily." Examples include secwing rabbinical 

posts for his son-in-Iaw, and aftenvards, his son-in-law's own son, despite opposition in both cases: and 

obtaining a three-year exemption from al1 taxes-Polish and Jewish- for his son ~ a r e k . 8 1  Similar to Hundert, 

Rosman emphasizes that, in the end, a figure like Rubinowicz's status within the Jewish community was 

"directly linked to the visible support" of the lord.82 

It will serve us ulell to consider, in contrast, a figure who was not so successful: the mernoirkt Dov 

Ber of Bolechow. Israel Bartal describes Dov Ber as "a person who never became a mernber of the Jewish 

elite in s ~ i t e  of the fact that he tried by vanous means to build up the prestige of his family."83 Despite 

repeated cases in his memoirs where the reader is shown the importance of his family, Dov Ber was, in 

actuality, "continually snubbed by mernbers of the elite."84 He complains that the members of the 

community refuse to appreciate his contributions. According to Bartal, "the fate of his family is a good 

illustration of the problem of the social and financial rise of people who did not belong to the circle of the 

traditional community elite."g5 Ber demonstrates the difficulty of obtaining yikhus afzmo. 

The archive-based research of Ruth Kestenberg-Gladstein, deals mainly with the social structure of 

Bohemian Jewry. However, she States that many of the conditions she describes pertain to Polish Jews, as 



well. Jacob Katz affirms that the situation described in Kestenberg-Gladstein's studies "undoubtedly 

applied" to other places in ~shkenaz.86 In "Differences of Estates Within Pre-Emancipation Jewy," she 

argues that there existed in Bohemia "a social order based on estates" into which a Jew was born. It is 

possible to tell which estate someone belonged to from the taxes he paid.87 The tax which Kestenberg- 

Gladstein is interested in is the tax of "Judenschutz," (protection of Jeuy).  Those who obtained Juderzschutz 

received protection, a permit for residence within a time limit, and a permit for work, particularly commerce. 

These Jews would not be expelled, and enjoyed "the right to trade in almost al1 hnds of goods."88 However, 

the number of farnilies and houses was fixed and could not be exceeded. An analysis demonstrates that the 

number of families paying the Judensclzufz is generaliy rnuch çmaller than the overall number of families 

settled in the locality.8g Kestenberg-Gladstein describes a condition in which "the original democratic 

organisation of the community had been dissolved to such a degree that some Jews 'kept' other Jews under 

their dominion." n i a t  is, the payment of protection money collectively was replaced by payment only by the 

more wealthy and influential members, making the rest dependent on them. The upshot of al1 this was that 

several families throughout Bohemia "kept other Jews in subjection."90 Payment of the Judenschtrc was 

therefore a reflection of tremendous family power and status. 

This picture of stratification along familial lines is fùrther developed in Kestenberg-Gladstone's 

essay on the "Jew House." These houses, built by the city's first Jewish settlers, becarne central to the 

economy because only house owners belonged to the patrician class. Only they could sit in the kahal. Most 

pertinent to our study is the observation that "the rule was fixed that only members of families with yiklzzcs 

were entitled to possess these city houses;" while one who was rnerely wealthy could not. The purpose: "to 

forti& the authority of the old families who had yikl~us."gl Other legislation was passed which forbade a 

house owner to divide his house or transfer his right of settlernent, which also protected families with yikhus. 

Only a house owner was permitted to engage in trade, was exempt fiom tax, was considered a citizen, and 

was a political representative of the cornmunity. In their totality, the house owners constituted a tint estate. 

But the fact that weaIth was not sufficient to obtain a house presents a slightly different picture fiom that in 



Ben Sasson, above, which ascribes such weight to wealth as a component of~Gkhus. To sum up: these 

studies by Kestemberg-Gladstone reveal two additional reflections ofyikhus: payment of the protection tax 

(Judensclru~ï) and ownership of a house. Both allowed families withyikhus, and not families that were 

merely wealthy, to dorninate Jewish socieîy. 

An important article that reveals the role of the Jewish educational system in preserving the class 

structure is Shaul Stampfer's "Heder Study, Knowlege of Torah, and the Maintenance of Social Stratification 

in Traditional East European Jewish ~ociety."gZ Stampfer's thesis is that scholarship and leamedness 

maintained the stams system, and "could serve as s m g a t e s  for the role of blood, nobility, or ordination."93 

Learning provided the elite with a security in the same way that land ownership and political independence 

did for the non-Jewish aristocracy. It assured status "irrespective of the vicissitudes of tirne," and 

strengthened "the authonty and status of the cornmuna1 leadership." Learning thus stabilized Jewish 

society. 

For this to work, however, learning had to be a rare cornrnodity. Thus, "it was necessary to limit 

access to howledge without appeanng to do ~ 0 . ~ 9 4  The key to that systern lay in failure: the fact that the 

lteder introduced al1 students to the Talmud without teaching it effectively was part o f  a selective process. 

AI1 students were able to see how difficult the Talmud was, and this created an appreciation for the few who 

mastered it. Most students were unprepared for the openness and independence entailed in the beit nzidrash. 

the advanced Ievel. As a general rule, they ended up falling into "the same categories which classified their 

parents"95 Through this selective rnechanism, the elite stratum was not swamped with members, and 

leaming remained a rare- and therefore valuable- cornrnodity. At the same time, "the religious elite could be 

regarded as a meritocracy in which rnembership was based on achievement and not family"96 

But really, it was to a high degree based on family. Parents who had the means and desire ccjtiid get better 

teachers and studying conditions for their children. The quality of heder teacher, for example, was 

determined by parents. 



Stampfer avoids Kan' overly-broad conception cfyikhus. He realizes that qualities like yiklizrs, 

ordination, and learning are components of high status; but gives the sum of these amibutes a different name: 

shein. For example: "it was sheineh yidden who had the greatest influence on communal decisions and it 

was frorn their circles that communal leaders were usually drawn;"97 and "the relative ignorance of the 

masses is at the basis of the distinction between the shein and theprosre."98 Stampfer defines yikhus as 

"membership in an important family" and "the product of distinguished ancestry." Most importantly, he is 

the first to recognize that with "each additional generation away from a distinguished ancestor, the value of 

yikhus went down." He contrasts this with non-lewish nobility, which retained its value for hture 

generations regardless of their merit.99 

An important profession to consider, for which yikhus was a business, was that of that of the 

sltadkhon, the matchmaker. A history of matchmaking is attempted by S. Shila. Tracing what the halakhic 

sources reveal about matchmaking, Shila determines that the profession came into existence in the ~ e l f t h  or 

thineenth centuries among the Ashkenazim. Matchmaking among Spanish Jews was unhown until after the 

expulsion. The earliest sources (from Speyer and Sens) reveal that, in the beginning, the occupation was not 

well-respected and had previously been a service that was free of charge. R. Simcha, for example. compares 

the matchrnaker to a pimp. By the fifieenth century, however, it had become elevated to a respected 

occupation. In France, it was impossible to marry without a matchmaker. It became the business of sages, 

such as the Maharil, and fees for the service were high. But in later centuries, there is evidence of a decline 

in prestige of matchrnaking.lOO Relating this history to what we h o w  about yikhus, we should note that the 

profession seems to have become more prestigious around the period when automatic hereditary succession 

was dying out in Ashkenaz. Perhaps there is a connection: a greater need for professionals arose because the 

practice of amnging mamages became more complicated, due to the increasing complexity ofyikhus. 

Another category which sheds light on yikhzîs is that of the position of medieval and modem Jews 

regarding niamerim. As stated above in the section on early history, the manizer, a child of a forbidden 

union, embodied anti-yikhus. Stephen Passarnaneck, in an essay entitled "Some Medieval Problems of 



Mamzerut," illustrates how the medieval halakhists narrowed and confined the scope of mameruth. In 

addition, they limited the power of a mamed man to declare one of his children a mamzer by, for example, 

significantly reducing the time-frame within which such an accusation could be made.101 It is clear from 

Passamaneck's article that the gravity of rnamzerut persisted. However, the fact that the authonties began to 

curb the bounds of mamzenrt may have been a result of the declining importance of heredity. 

But lest we overestimate diat decline, it is important to realize how the issue of pure lineage endured 

in medieval and early modem times. This is reflected in the literature regarding accusations of mam7enlt 

which were hurled at members of the elite. Such charges, called nadlerism, were even launched against a 

rabbi of the stature of the Judah Loewe, the Maharal of Prague. One article that deals with nadlerism is Isaac 

Rivkind's "Gambling Laws." Rivkind finds that among reasons for moralists condemning gambling is the 

fact that such games ofien result in slander, including nadlerisrn. Rivkind takes the opportunity to relate an 

incident in which the Maharal and other illustrious families were victims of the charge.102 

A fuller account of the nadlerism incident in Prague is found in Byron Shenuin's book Mvstical 

Theolow and Social Dissent. The nadler controversy, during the Maharal's lifetime, had spread throughout 

Central and Eastern Europe, causing turmoil. The Maharal became a vocal opponent of those who blernished 

the elite in this way. even excornmunicating those guilty of nadlensm. His condemnations are characterized 

by "a rare outburst of persona1 emotion." Several contemporary leaders joined him in atîempting to stem 

nadler abuse; and after his death, leaders of the stature of Joel Sirkes and Solomon Luria. The fatter 

condernned nadlerism that victimized one family in particular: that of the Maharal himself. Sherwin 

concludes that the Maharal's "intense interest in combating slander may have been because of his having 

been a victim of such slander."l03 The vigorous reactions against nadZerisrn prove the degree to which pure 

lineage continued to be a dear quality. 

This is bom out in a work which analyzes the responsa of Rabbi Joel Sirkes (1 56 1 - 1640). The 

author, Elijah Judah Schochet, defines a desirable match as one "amnged with families of substance or 

learning or good leaming, preferably those possessing al1 three qua~ities."104 Any violation of the betrothal 



agreement would destroy the reptation of the violator, diminishing his or her chances of an honorable match 

in the future. Rowever, parents would break the match if a member of the other farnily committed an 

indiscretion. Such was the desire to "arrange matches for theïr children with honorable famities.'*l05 Under 

such conditions, nadlerisrn could cause a great deal of damage. According to Schochet: "Among the upper 

classes a good family name and reptation was a most prestigious, albeit fragile commodity, and it was the 

prime target for an envious lower class through the media of slander." Rabbi Sirkes therefore remained 

skeptical about any such gossip; and pimishments for nadleriSm were severe. 106 

Evidence that nadlerism persisted throughout the nineteenth century is found in an essay by Yehuda 

Friedlander, entitled " 'The Words of the Talebearer are as Wounds'- On Megillat Yuhasin Attributed to 

Rabbi Mendel Landsberg of Kremitz." The subject of the article-the work Megillat Yuhasin- is a parody, 

written in talmudic (pilpulis~ic) style, that includes an attack on a rich, powefil Kremniz resident, whom the 

author charges, among other things, is a ntamzer. Fnedlander traces the roots of nadlerisrn back to the 

thirieenth century, during the Maimonidean controversy. He notes that such satincal works which attempted 

to spoil the victim's yikhus constitute a genre. Friedlander concludes that the author's charges of manvernt 

are intended to prove that his rival must be forbidden fiom serving on the kahal.107 

Although not comparable to a mamzer, another disadvantaged type in the marriage market was the 

female widow. While she might have great yikhus, widowhood severely limited woman's desirability in the 

mamage market. In "Rituals of Mamage in the Later Middle Ages," authors Esther Cohen and Ellion 

Horowitz discuss the problems of widowhood for women. The widows lack of appeal in the marriage market 

is found to "permeate medieval lewish writings."108 The widower is evidently cornplicitous in her 

husband's death, and has a considerable sexual appetite. In one case a rabbi, "himself a widower, refused to 

many the well-dowered daughter of a prominent rabbi because of her widowhood."!09 This same situation 

existed in Christian society, as well. 

Another issue, already mentioned regarding Italian society, is that of clandestine mamage. It is 

discussed with reference to early modem Ashkenaz by David Biale, in Eros and the Jews. Biale reveals that 



fegislation in sixteenth century Lithuania was as harsh as that described by Bonfil. He reIates several 

incidents and a tale of clandestine mamages between socially disparate parties, such as a young man of 

yiklrus and a maidservant. However, Biale is not interested in the socio-econornic implications of these 

examples, concentrating exclusively upon the romantic aspects. 1 10 

Two articles explain the phenornenon of genealogy in the early modem penod. In his article on the 

Bmck family, Alfred Bmck claims that the interest in genealogy among Jews reiived between the fourteenth 

and seventeenth centuries, due to changes in the socio-econornic statu of many Jews. These changes 

"prornpted the new rich to search for their past for some link with a noble or famous ancestor in order to 

prove the legitimacy of their new social position." 11 1 Meir Wunder explains the growth of the importance 

of genealogy in that penod in light of the confusion in the wake of the 1648 pogroms. Whereas before the 

"deluge," Isaiah Horowitz could downplay yikhus in the sense of lineage, ascnbing greater significance to 

yikhus a ~ m o ,  acquired~ik?~z<r, his son Shabbetai Shefiel could not afford to think like that. Living in the 

afterrnath of devastation, the son urges every family to prepare a genealogy to assure that a "blemish" did not 

enter. 1 12 Wunder then provides an impressive bibliography of European Jewish genealopies frorn that 

period until the present. He also comments that in Poland and Russia, yikhus (probably meaning lineage) 

was not very important, in contrast to Hungary. Unfortunately, one is forced to treat the observations of 

these to essays with caution, because their daims usually lack adequate documentation. 

Before proceeding to the modem penod, we shoud briefly consider one last article, bearing the title 

"Yikhus in the Shtetl and Dignitas in the Late Roman Republic." The author, Sad  Bastomshy, invokes the 

popular histonan Max Dimont's definition ofyikhus- "an amalgam of farnily background, tradition. leaming 

and occupation, which usually was inhented, but which could be possessed through the acquisition of 

knowledge."~ 13 Bastomsky goes no further than this, providing, however, a more sophisticated definition of 

digrtatus. According to his own admission, a comparison between the two concepts is unhitful .  

Saving Our discussion ofyikhus among the Hasidim for last, we tum now to literature on the meaning 

and function of yikhus during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. In these works, we often see that 



attitudes towardyikhus met the same fate as other features of Jewish traditional society. But in the so-called 

slitetZ, at least in those which rernained isolated, traditional attitudes endured even into the twentieth century. 

A ratiier comprehensive account ofyiklzrts in the nineteenth century is fomd in Immanuel Etkes' 

"Marriage and Torah Study Arnong the Lorndim in Lithuania in the Nineteenth Century." Etkes considers the 

tension between family life and Torah study among the Lithuanian scholan, devoting much of his discussion 

to the kesr period, dunng which the scholar was supported by his wife's family. But several issues pertain to 

yikhus. Etkes mentions the typical features of matchmaking and mamage in nineteenth-centuy Lithuanian 

Jewry, which "were essentially the same as in traditional Ashkenazic society."l I4 Mamages were still 

arranged by parents, although more comrnonly dependent upon the couple's consent. The most important 

values in the mamage market were still wealth. lineage. and scholarly talent. An expression of the latter was 

"the custom of submitting the prospective groom the an examination at the initiative of the bride's father 

before the agreement was signed."l 15 Dunng the nineteenth cenniry, however, a new factor also became 

important: the degree of the candidate's loyalty to tradition. 

In an article about Haskalah autobiography Alan Mintz portrays the disenchantrnent of several 

maskiiim over traditional marriage procedures. These witers felt alienated by early mamage, which had 

depnved them of the romantic experience they read about in works like those of Rousseau. Worse, for 

Mordechai Aaron Guenzburg, the trauma of early arranged rnamage brought on sexual impotence. He 

bitterly describes his and other arranged marriages as "a set of transactions in which each family tries to 

maxirnize its three basic sources of 'capital': leaming, ancestry, and money."l 16 During his own 

matchmaking process, tragedy stnick: a relative of his father converted to Islam. As a consequence of his 

yikhus being ruined, Guenzburg was ''sold into bondage to a family of wealthy but vulgar tailors."l17 Mintz, 

emphasizes the theme of powerlessness. For us, however, it is important to mark the endunng influence of 

traditional conceptions ofyikhus, even in the second half of the nineteenth century. 

A segment of society which did dispense with traditional ideas aboutyikhus was that of the 

revolutionanes. In "The Family in Revolutionary Jewish Society," Mordechai Levine finds that yikhus was 



transforrned in that Society. For the parents of revolutionaries, their children's affiliation was disastrous from 

a yikltlis standpoint. It brought shame on the entire family, and was a blemish that could break up matches. 

One father felt he had no choice but to move to another town.118 But according to Levine, the rnatchrnaker 

had become anachronistic. The revolutionanes had developed their own version ofyiklzus, denved fiom 

one's fame as a revolutionary. Levine fumishes several examples of the new "family with yikhtis." in that 

radicaI sense. 1 19 

in an artide entitled, "Social Issues in Peretz' Short Dramas," the issue ofyik~zzis, as well as the 

larger phenomenon of arranged marrïage, is s h o w  to be one of Peretz' primary concems. In one drama, Far 

der lit-, "a soon to be mamed young man of good yikhus pleads with a young wornan to accept his affection 

and he will break off the engagement, a shidukh, arranged by the parents." The woman, though, rejects him, 

viewing such a clandestine mamage as virtually impossible.120 Taub, the author, notes, as well, the 

prevalent theme of u ~ a t u r a l  marriages and matchmaking arrangements in Peretz dramas: "Almones. agroles, 

the misery of young women forced to marry men of their parents' or relatives' choice-a rather gnm picture 

of life in the East European shîetl." For Peretz, rebellion against values and traditions of the past is the only 

hope. 121 

There exists a body of literature that is largely based upon interviews conducted in the pre-World 

War II "shtetl" by anthropologists and sociologists. These findings are almost preoccupied with the 

phenomenon ofyikhzis. This is probably due to the fact that the issues which most interested the interviewers 

were social stratification, mobility and class struggle. Such material is helpful, because the "shtet1"- by 

which the authors mean a culturally isolated Jewish small town- seems to have been a place where 

traditional patterns endured, relative to the state of communications and transportation. Samuel Kassow 

defines the ideal type shtetl as "a fom of settlement based on a market that szrved as a contact point between 

the Jewish majority and a Gentile hinterland whose social composition and cultural level minimized the 

threat not only of assimilation but even of acculturation."l22 According to Kassow, "the hold of religion, if 

only in the form of holtn shtat (doing things for appearance' sake), remained strong- until the very end."i23 



If these two qualities- cultural isolation and enduring traditional behavior- characterized the touns under 

consideration, then perhaps even a twentieth century shtetl will teach us much about yiklttls in the eighteenth 

century 

The most acclaimed of such studies is undoubtedly Mark Zborowski and Elizabeth Herzog's "Life is 

With People," It is based upon oral interviews with 128 informants who had migrated to New York fiom a 

shtetl, ten more whose parents had come from there, and fifty life histories found in YTVO. Hampered as it 

may be by nostalgia, "Life 1s With People*' is nevertheless filled with insights about yikhus in the shtetl. In 

characterizing the slieyne yidn, the upper-scale Jews, the authors include yikhus as an important subset. We 

have noted their definition ofyikhus in the introduction, above. The authors add several details to that 

definition. Yikhus is "a product of learning plus wealth, of learning sithout wealth, or of wealth so used as to 

be translatable into the highest common denominator- fulfillment of divine ~omrnand ." l2~  They emphasize 

a cnterion for yiklius which the above works have not, and that is benefaction. Giving of charity is second in 

importance only to learning. 

Perhaps the most important contributions are Zborowski and Herzog's categorizations. Iïkltus ovos 

is acquired through descent fiom leamed, eminent, or notably charitable ancestors; but dwindles if it is not 

validated through the individual's own activities. Yikhus atzmo is that achieved through one's own success 

in study or business. However, acceptance of these varieties was not universal. Some refiised to 

achowledge yikhus atzmo, while others dismissed yikhus achieved only through money. The latter 

phenornenon is illustrated through a personal anecdote of an interviewee, who recalls that her parents 

rejected a nch suitor of her sister because he was a "tailor from aprosteh (low) farnily."125 

The family would strïve to retain the purity of itsyikhus. Purity was compted if a member rnamed 

beneath his or hm yikhus, or if a man engaged in manual Iabor. In the case of marriage, some refer to the 

marriage of a 'plebian" to an "aristocrat" as "intermarriage."126 But yikhw was not necessarily 

compromised by losing one's rnoney. Such a person was an opgekummener, "one who has come dom." 

Unless he lost his money through Iicentioumess, he still received honor and a great deal of charity.127 



According to the description of Zborowski and Henog, wealth was nevertheless a powerful force. A 

son of wealthy parents could afford parents-in-law with greateryikhus and leaming. The bride had to 

compensate for any negative qualities, especially physical ones, with a greater dowry. Finally, the authors 

note that many jokes and anecdotes regarding the matchmaker impiy that "a handsome sum could cover 

almost any defect."l28 Wealth and yikhus were therefore continually in tension. 

A study more limited in scope is conducted by Celia Rosenthal, relating to the town of Stoczek from 

1925-38. Rosenthal interviews ten survivors fiom the town, which contained 2,500 Jews. She reaches 

similar conclusions about the role of money. Although the informants were apparently obsessed with wealth, 

f'requently incorporating expressions about money into their daily speech, one who was wealthy per se was 

not respected. Status was contingent upon using one's money for charity, scholar!~ attainment at least for 

one's sons, and marrying one's daughters into yikhus. As in Zbrowski and Herzog, the giving of charity as a 

conferer of status is emphasized. The newly rich did not easily attain respect. The leamed person from a 

humble background. however, was respected completely. Yikhus was often only recognized by a person 

himself, who "merely traced back to some ancestor, no matter how far removed, who was learned or 

prosperous and generous and leaned on him for self-esteem." However, for yikhus to be recognized by the 

whole community, one required a direct relationship to a revered rabbi, or  a nch, community conscious 

person; and, as discussed in Zborowki and Herzog, one needed "live up to his position." Rosenthal 

concludes with recollection about a marriage. An impoverished family with yikhirs, it is recalled, arrmged a 

rnarriage behveen their son and the daughter of a newly-rich man. This was considered a great tragedy for 

the fint farnily, and-a windfall for the second. 129 

Another study which bnefly considers yikhus is one conducted by Natlie Joffe. Based on interviews 

with an unspecified number of "informants directly or indirectly familiar with East European Jewish 

culture," as well as written materials, films, and photographs, Joffe's paper contains few additional insights. 

She takes yikhus to mean "lineage," and uses it to describe the nagidim, (prominent community leaders). 

One thing she does emphasize, however, is that the issue of benefice as essential in conferring status.l30 



We conclude this section with discussion of a paper by Nathan Humitz, "Mamage Anong East 

European Jews Prior to World War I as Depicted in a Briefenshteller," which is a book of sample, mode1 

letters. Such letters relate to a specific incident, situation or relationship associated with courtship and 

traditional arranged marriage. The writer would copy fiom a BriefenshteZZer a sample letter appropriate to 

his or her situation. fil1 in the pertinent names, and send it. Most of the letters that Hurvitz finds in the YIVO 

library are fiom the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, but one dates back to 161 0. Examining these letters, 

Hurvitz argues, will evoke an understanding of the East European Jewish cultural values, noms, and way of 

life. The letters which HUME selects deal with both traditional, matchmaking procedures, and with young 

lovers who are able to circumvent the matchmaker through this direct correspondence. One standard 

matchmaker's reply promises a "handsorne lad from a fine family." But such letters give way to the direct 

love-letter models, which suggest, according to Hurvitz, "how ideological factors, in concert with 

indusûialization and related processes affected this (East European Jewish) family."13 1 

In this chapter, we have witnessed an increase in the complexity ofyikhus, before it died out as a 

value within the Jewish mainstrearn. YiWius came to rnean prestige denved fiom the scholarship, political 

power, wealth and benefice of one's ancestors and living relatives. A family's yiklzus was reflected through 

such things as owning a house, giving charity, securing auspicious mamages, bequeathing and inheriting 

communal office, connections with the non-Jewish leadership, and scholarly accomplishment. The last 

remained the most important. Without it a family lacked yikhus altogether; yet a scholar who lacked ever) 

other element was still recognized as possessing yikhus. In the final section on Hasidism, we shall see how a 

new quality emerged with the movement's rise, which subsumed even leaming as a conferer of yikhus: 

charisma. 

Wasidism 



According to Jacob Katz, the sole criterion for early Hasidic leadership was 'persona1 chansma, 

which denvcd in tum fiom the immediate religious strength of their personalities."132 Such an observation 

produces the impression that anyone, even the poor, unlearned, and lacking in yikizus was eligible to become 

a Zaddik, provided he had charisma. Historians have basicafly ignored a second feature common to the vast 

majority of Zaddikim- yikhus. in fact, no historian of Hasidism has dealt explicitly with the notion of yikhus 

amongst the early Ieaders. However, the following works do consider the social position of Zaddikim, their 

pedigrees, and problems of succession. From these works we may at least glean the prevailing attitudes. 

As rnentioned in the introduction, historians fiom the "old school," who detected in the movement 

an element of social protest, may be expected to imply that Hasidism was for those who were lacking in 

yikhus. Yet, contrary to what we might expect, Benzion Dinur docs not poriray the ôlleged social conflict in 

tems of the masses' discontent withyilzus possessors. In "The Ongins of Hasidism," Dinur claims the 

reverse: the phenomenon which arose to rnake the oligarchy less tolerable was the rise of leaders in the kahal 

who actually lacked yikizus. These new leaders were closely tied to the non-Jewish nobles, and "were not 

always from the respected families that had always in the past combined scholarly attainment and communal 

leadership."133 This new breed, who lacked yikhus, was particularly exploitative. The rabbis were no better 

than the secular leaders: îhey exploited the masses to "increase their power, their wealth, and the statu of 

their family;" thus they, too, were without yikhur. 

The Besht, in Dinur's view typical of other ear!y hasidic leaders, also harked fiom the lowest 

position in the social hierarchy.134 Dinur therefore posits a clash beîween the Hasidim, representing the 

masses, and the communal leadership, containhg the nouveau riche. Both sides supposedly lacked the 

prestige ofyikhm. However, as mentioned already, this notion of Hasidism as social rebellion is untenable. 

And, as we shall see m e r  on, viewing the Besht's social background as typical for a Zaddik is aiso 

misguided. 

Isaac Levitats, in The Jewish Communitv in Russia: 1772- t 844, demonstrates how entrenched was 

nepotism in al1 levels of Jewish society when Hasidism made its appearance. The vanous associations, called 



hevmhs, were a central featurc of that society. Although each served a distinct function, their organizational 

foms  were nearly identical. Levitats writes: "While admission was theoretically conditioned solely upon the 

candidate's persona1 merit, in practice al1 associations discriminated in favor of relatives of members, 

particularly sons and sons-in-law."l35 Those sons and sons-in-law also paid less for special privi~eges.136 

This was the atmosphere within which the first Hasidim were numired. Shneur Zalman of Lyady, notes 

Levitats, "was adrnitted to the Holy Society in Liozno in 1750 at the age of three."137 

In Jewish communal leadership, the attitude was the same. klthough rules existed "uith a view to 

preventing the administration from becoming a family affair," they did not prevent certain families from 

remaining in contro1.138 Hasidism did nothing to reverse this trend.139 The principle of heredity even 

operated amongst the artisans, with sons, sons-in-law, or grandsons inheriting customers. 140 Levitats is, 

however, misleading in one regard: he characterizes early Hasidic leaders as being "lowly folk," citing the 

Besht, Great Maggid, and Grandfather of Shpola as e~arn~les.141 As we shall see, these Zaddikim were the 

exceptions, not the nile. Such a mistake is surprising, in light of the fact that Levitats notes Shneur Zalman's 

membership in the Liozno Holy Society. 

Moshe Rosman has dealt extensively with the life of the Besht. His major contribution has been to 

cast doubt upon the notion of Hasidism as a movernent of social protest. Regarding yikhus, R o m a n  frnds 

that there are two traditions regarding the Besht's lineage: one contained in Shivhei Ha Besht, and one in 

Gedolinr Ma aseh Zaddikim. Rosman considers the latter mcre accurate, in which "no daim is made here for 

the Besht's pedigree." In this version, "it is not pedigree or destiny or secretly granted esoteric knowledge 

that determines his sudden, newfound greatness but his piety and bis wisdorn." In the former, Shivhei Ha 

Besht, "the Besht was made to resemble a nineteenth-century zaddik with pedigree.. .," which is 

untenable.142 The Besht therefore possessed neither pedigree, nor learning, nor wealth; that is, no yikhus. 

Yet Rosman finds the Besht in the Company of those who do have great yikhus. He observes, "the 

honorifics applied to the Besht by R. Meir, the scion of a very important rabbinic family, indicate that the 

Besht was a person of some fame and worthy of the respect of scholars.143 



If neidier pedigree, learning, nor wealth were possessed by the Besht, then the implications of his 

acceptance by men of such stature are deep. Apparently, additional means toward yiklius atm10 had emerged: 

ski11 in rnystical endeavor, and charisma. The occupation of "Baal Shem," as Rosrnan points out, "could be a 

respectable religious vocation that functioned alongside rabbis and was related to the realm of rnystical- 

ascetic hasidism."lM 

nie notion that success in practical mysticism came to confer yikhus is proven in a shidy about 

previous baulei shem by Emmanuel Etkes. In "The Role of Magic and Ba 'alei-Shem in Ashkenazic Society 

in the Late Seventeenth and Early Eighteenth Centuries," Etkes considers the subject ofyikhus from vanous 

angels. First, reminiscent of the Besht's acceptance by the elite, Etkes describes how members of the 

aristocratic Katzenellenbogen family revered baalei shenz and availed themselves of their services. 145 He 

even considers sorne baalei sltenz to have been members of the elite class themselves by the 17th and 18th 

centuries.l46 Second, Etkes observes that amulets were sometimes passed from father to son. which must 

have added to a family's perceived power. Knowledge of magic also became the possession of certain 

families, and was also transferred amongst the generations. 147 Finally, Etkes descnbes a particular baal 

slzem yikhus in his description of Joel Baal Shem. This baal shem was the grandson of a previous Joel Baal 

shem. and was quite conscious of his descent. Etkes finds in Joel Baal Shern II's claims "an example of the 

transfer of  rnagical knowledge from generation to generation, within a 'chain' of baalei sltem." 148 Etkes 

adds that "R. Joel prided himself exceedingly upon his yikhs,  and ernphasized t h ~ t  the works that he 

achieved as a baal slzetn were based upon the magical knowledge that he received from his famous 

grandfather."l49 Regarding the Besht, Etkes concludes that despite his lack of wealth and leaming, his 

deeds as a ban2 shem made him famous. 150 A new rneans toward achieving yikhus atzmo had emerged 

alongside scholarship. 

An historian who suggests a new cntenon for social status afier Hasidism arose is Gershon Hundert. 

While Hundert rejects the possibiiity that Hasidism was a socially progressive movement, he does detect in 



Hasidisrn a lack of emphasis upon lineage, as we have noted in the introduction. He cites the following 

tradition: 

A promising young student, Yisra'el ben Shabbetai of Opatow, whose father was a poor bookbinder. 
was taken to Checiny to display his erudition before Avigdor, the rabbi of Checiny. The rabbi 
embarrassed the young man regarding his undistinguished lineage. 'If his father is a bookbinder 
(kurekh sefarim), he must be related to ne. We are both Levites, and the korhi family are Levites.' 
Kurhim was a popular name for the Landaus.. . In the story, of course, after the rabbi made sport of 
the young man, the tables were nimed and the rabbi was shamed by the young man's erudition. 
Yina'el ben Shabbetai grew up to become a prominent Hasidic leader, know-n as the maggid of 
Kozienice. 151 

Hunden ventures that "it rnay be that one of the unnoticed dimensions of Hasidism was precisely its 

modification of the significance of lineage in determining social stanis."152 

Another scholar at the forefront of the field who mentions attitudes toward lineage amongst the early 

Hasidim, also alluded to in the introduction, is Arthur Green. In "Typologies of Leadership," Green observes 

that "those with the pedigrees of leaming- und family- fiom Elijah Gaon in Vilna to Ezekiel Landau in 

Prague, were h o w n  to be unsympathetic to the movement and its leaders."l53 Such a statement might 

imply that the Hasidim themselves were of a different type of pedigree, an idea which shall be refuted. 

However, Green is sensitive to the occasional Hasidic tendency to have a high regard for yikhus. In a section 

entitled "The Zaddik as King," Green illustrates how the notion of inherited dynasty, which became the n o m  

by the second decade of the nineteenth century, had a precedent in the behavior of early Zaddikim like 

Baruch of Miedzyboz. lS4 

Another view of the place of lineage in the Hasidic movement is found in Bedrich Nosek's essay 

"Shemuel Shmelke Ben Tsvi Hirsh Ha-Levi Horovits: Legend and Reality." Commenting upon that 

Zaddik's assumption of leadership in Moravia, Nosek notes, "in this way one of the descendants of the well- 

h o w n  Horowitz family . . xeturned fiom Poland to Czech lands." 155 Nosek sbesses Shmuel S hmelke's 

lineage throughout. quoting the tale at the begiming of this section regarding the Besht's esteem for lineage. 

That tale, and aones fiom the Horowitz family cycle, prove "the obvious importance of the family (i.e., the 



Horowitz') for ~asidim."lS6 The fact that Shmuel Shmelke, too, was conscious and proud of his lineage 

may be attested by his gravestone, "whose upper part bears the engraved symbol of Shmelke's family- the 

Levite set." His epitaph contains his illustrious father's name, as well.157 Nosek is the first to note the 

predominance of a particular aristocratie family amongst the first Zaddikim. 

Another scholar implies that yikhus in its traditional conception continued among the Hasidim for 

practical reasons. According to Israel Kazis, "in order to give stahis to his movement, the Besht had tried to 

attract to it m m  who were members of the scholarly-rabbinical class. One of these men whom he succeeded 

in winning over was Dov ~ e r . "  158 Many of Kazis' ideas are superseded by recent scholarship, and his 

choice of Dov Ber as an example is a poor one, as he seems to have lacked yikhus. But this particular 

hypothesiç- posing the likelihood that the Besht sought to attract rnembers of the elite, is helpful. 

An essay which has much to teach us about early Hasidism and yikhirs is Elkhanan Reiner's "Wealth, 

Social Position and the Study of Torah." This study is about the kloiz, a place of srudy and prayer. The 

Landau's (see Hundert in the previous section) owned a kloiz. We leam fiom Reiner that this institution was 

totally independent and reserved for the elite, in distinction to the Ber Midrash. As such, membership in the 

kloé was another physical manifestation ofyikhus. It was founded by the head of a specific family, and "the 

founding family generally continued to maintain its ties with the kZoiz even after the death of the founder, 

and sometimes- even after many generations."159 Founders of the kloiz had to have wealth, yiklius, and 

learning. The head of the kloiz was usually the son or son-and-law of the founder. 

Reiner contrasts the kloiz mernbers with the Hasidim. The Besht was a member of the Ber Midrash, 

thus not part of the elite. When a ban of excommunication was issued against those who engaged in 

kabbalistic practices, targeting the Hasidim, the Brody kloiz members were exempted. It becomes apparent 

that these members represented the old-style hasidim, and that the kabbalistic practices of non-kloir members 

such as the Besht constituted a threat. Reiner's essay does not tell us much about the weight ofyikltcîs among 

the earliest Hasidim, but it does portray them as separate fkom the elite, audaciously (in the eyes of the elite) 

cngaging in elitist, kabbalistic practices.160 



A final corpus of literature to consider is that regarding Hasidic succession. Succession, like 

mamage strategies, may be regarded as a test of the importance ofyikhus. 1 do not intend to suggest, 

however, that the institution of hereditary succession is synonymous with yiklius. Instead, such an institution 

rnay be seen as resulting fiom a society's appreciation for the ideal ofyikhur. Hereditary succession is an 

action that reflects a high regard for yikhus, itself a hereditary concept. 

In general, histonans concentrate on the conflict over hereditary versus discipIe succession in the 

early period of the movement. Afier discarding the notion that Hasidim belonged to a "secondary 

intelligentsia," noting that the disciples of the Great Maggid came nom b'vanous social strata," Shmuel 

Ettinger tums to the issue of succession.l6l He argues that Baruch of Miezyboz "had claims to become 'the 

spokesman of the generation' by virtue of his pedigree," which led to a conflict with Shneur Zalrnan of 

Lyady. That controversy "touched the roots of a problem of great importance to Hasidim- and to al1 

movements with a charisrnatic leadership- namely, how to transfer authority. ShouId it be from father to son, 

or from teacher to disciple?"162 The early Hasidim, Ettinger concludes, decided upon the latter. Ironically, 

the great Hasidic dynasties arose from their descendants.163 

Stephen Sharot observes that "in the early generations of Hasidism the designation of a successor by 

followers took precedence over hereditary succession."~64 In Sharot's view, charisma was the quintessential 

quality of a Zaddik, but discipleship to the Besht or the Maggid added legitimacy. However, the majority of 

Zaddikim were succeeded by both sons and disciples, who established themselves in other locations. But the 

hereditary successor usually continueci in the place of residence of his deceased father. Of the prominent ' 

disciples of the Maggid, two were succeeded by disciples, three by family heirs, and seven by both disciples 

and family heirs. 

By the fouth generation, hereditary succession was the nom. Sharot explains that this trkmph of 

hereditary succession is not surprising, due to the fact that "lineage was an important basis of status in 

Jewish society." In some dynasties, the wife had to be of pure Iineage, as well. Charisma was still 

important, but "confined within limits set by the hereditary principle."165 



In light of Ada Rapoport Albert's cornrnents on the subject of succession, the views of Ettinger and 

Sharot about "succession" categories appear anachronistic. According to ha, the sons of Zaddikim in these 

first generations could not have succeeded their fathers, because such a notion did not exist at that ~ta~e.166 

Rapoport-Albert discards the idea of formal succession, proposing the more simple idea that the Maggid, like 

the Besht, "came to be regarded as the greatest hasidic leader of his time, just as the Besht had been regarded 

before hirn."167 No actual appointment occurred. Similarly, the Maggid's disciples began their own circles 

during his lifetime, based on their own charisma, and continued afier lus death. The counter-argument that R. 

Baruch of Miezyboz and Nahman of Braclaw based their superionty on lineage does not hold up to scrutiny. 

In the case of R. Baruch, such claims are contained in an unreliable source. As for Nahman. his pedigree 

may have helped him in the beginning, but "once this sense of mission had crystallized, not only did it extend 

far beyond the hereditary link with the Besht but it actually led R. Nahman to reject that link, which did not 

accord with his conception of hirnself as a hidush- an extraordinary phenomenon the like of which the world 

had never seen."168 Charisma, not lineage, was decisive for the Hasidirn. 

in an eariier study, Rapoport-Albert considers, as well, the mechanism of succession in the period 

leading up to that of Hasidism. Since geonic tirnes, "heredity ceased to function as a formal constitutional 

principle in Jewish communal organization," but Jewish government was nevertheless oligarchie. 169 Sons 

ofien succeeded fathers, even if they no longer did so automatically. They now had to be elected. According 

to Rapoport-Albert: 

Thus election and heredity could operate side by side to perpetuate the rule over the Jewish 
communities of a nurnber of distinguished families, often combining both wealth and scholarship, 
who fomed a class which remained open to few outsiders, recmited only from arnongst those who, 
deçpite unfavorable circurnstances of birth, had distinguished themselves in learning and were 
allowed to penetrate the ruling families by way of mamage.170 

By the period in which Hasidism arose, Rapoport-Albert notes a marked increase in "instances of direct 

transmission of office nom father to son or to his nearest relative," which reached its peak in the nineteenth 



cenniry.171 A son was expected to take over his father's post upon the latter's death or departure: in fact it 

was the son's "honorable duty" to do ~0.172 Therefore, when Hasidism began to undergo denominalization, 

adapting to traditional custorns and values, hereditary transmission of the Zaddik's office was instituted.173 

We must, however, object to this last point, for the simple reason that the later Hasidim dispensed with 

election and returned to a more radical hereditary succession than had existed in the past thousand years. 

A clear exarnple of the beginning of a transition to hereditary succession is born out by Rosman in 

his description of the contest between Schneur Zalrnan's rival successors, Aaron of Starosielce and Dov Ber. 

This was a contest of disciple vs. son and superior scholarship vs. a more persona1 approach. Dov Ber, 

Rosman shows, "embarked on a publishing campaign designed to spread his own version of Hasidism to the 

widest possible public."174 He claimed thzt his father had chosen hirn to u n t e  down his teachings, and thus 

that he was the sole legitirnate source for those teachings. Finally, through Shivhei ha Besltf, Dov Ber "used 

the biography of Besht to legitimate his own style of leadership and behavior"l75 by bringing out parallels 

between his and the Besht's life. If a man like the Besht, scorned by the elite, couid rise to such heights, 

these tales irnplied, so could Dov Ber. In the end, his special Iineage and charisma triumphed over Aaron's 

daims to superior Ieaming. 

Another look at this conflict over succession is contained in Nafiali Lowenthal's book 

Communicatinp the Infinite: the Emereence of the Habad School. Lowenthal cites various opinions of 

contemporaries which upheld the daim that Dov Ber, being Shneur Zalman's son, had a unique connection 

to the latter.176 By this third generation, the dynastic pnnciple came to the fore, encouraged by such 

tendencies already present within the rabbinate, and by the monarchic and priestly models upon which the 

Zaddik was based. 177 

An illustration of the shift to cornpiete hereditary succession is provided in the final article under 

consideration. In her paper entitled "An Exploration into the Lubavitcher Hasidic Leadership Kinship 

Alliance Network," anthropologist Anne Berger-Sofer charts the endogamous mamage practices of the 

Lubavicher dynasty. Beginning with Schneur Zalman, the Lubavicher genealogy shows that "the position of 



rebbe has always remained in the family, with each new rebbe being a descendant of Schneur ~alrnan."l7* 

Berger-Sofer speculates that "the offspring of Dov Baer's daughters were continually drawn back into the 

lineage in order to contribute potential leaders to the group and to keep Dov Baer's gene poo1."179 This 

prevented the dispersion of leadership among non-family Lubavichers, providing the Zaddik xlth a greater 

number of family members to choose firom. In addition, this gave the Zaddik absolute control over his sons, 

sons-in-law, and nephews, each of whom was a potential successor. We see through this analysis how 

hereditary succession, although broadened to include family members other than sons, \vas tremendously 

stabilizing for the movement. 

Students of Hasidism are not entirely in agreement regarding the endurance of lineage as a value. 

Some (e.g. Hundert, Levitats) posit a decline, because the paxticular Zaddikim they are considenng happen to 

be among the few who lacked yiklius. Others (e.g. Rapoport-Albert, Sharot) err towards the other extreme, 

regarding Hasidimi's eventual institution of hereditary succession as an inevitable adjustment to the noms 

of the parent society. Both views are exaggerated- On the one hand, yiklzus continued tc be a major amibute 

of a leader during Hasidism's nse. On the other hand, dynastic succession was not an inevitable adjustment 

to the parent society, for that society contained nothing akin to the dynasticism of the later Hasidic 

movernent. It is better to seek an explanation for the rise of dynasticism in the particular type of ment that 

Hasidim introduced. By emphasizing charisma at the expense of scholarship, the Hasidim lost a great deal 

of quality-control, a problem which was eventually solved by the institution of  hereditary leadership. The 

enduring value of yikhus in the e a r k  stages of the movement merely made that dynastic solution possible. 

' For the sake of  sirnplicity, 1 will refer to al1 of these leaders as "Zaddilrim," even though the term should 
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Chapter II: Yikhus in Frinciple 

in those days seeking a wife did not mean looking for a girl. It meant searching for a family, for 
yikhus- pedigree, or caste, if you will. The girl was really the last thing to be considered. Of prime 
importance were not only her immediate forbears, but those of generations back, as welI as uncles, 
aunts and kinfolk of al1 kinds, no matter how distantly related. Everything that happened in, and 
everybody who was comected with, a family was important in the matter of mamiage. Although 
affiuence and influence were considerations of importance, yikhus usually involved learning and 
scholarship. The more scholars a family boasted, the greater was its standing? 

The attitude portmyed in the Hebrew scnptures towards yikhus- applying there to genealogy alone- is 

rather straightforward. The many genealogical lists, including lineage descriptions of many major biblical 

figures, suggest an unequivocal appreciation of ancestry in the Bible. Exceptions like Abraham, Jethro, and 

Ruth probably exist to uphold the validity of conversion to Judaism, as opposed to representing an ideal 

genealogical history. And in Abraham's case, of course, the Jewish genealogical line is activated for the first 

time. As the Bible's position is rather straightfonvard, 1 shall begin instead with the more complex problem 

of rabbinic Judaisrn's regard for yikhus, for it was during this stage that the term took on a more complex 

meaning. 1 will consider first the views about yikltur in the period leading up to Hasidism: and second, the 

various ideas which the early Hasidic thinkers themseives enteriained about yikhus. Such a cornparison and 

analysis should further clan& the meaning of yikhus, as well as heip to determine if that value ever 

diminished under Hasidism. 

In contrast to the straightforward ideology presented in the Bible, an unrnistakable tension runs 

through the rabbinic literature regarding yikhus. There is, on the one hand, a tendency to uphold yiklzus. 

That is net only due to the vested interests of many of the rabbis. It also derives from the requirement that 

rabbinic methodology reconcile every utterance with Scripture, which is unambiguous about the importance 

of heredity. However, a number of utterances betray a discornfort with yikhus, which clashed with 

schoiarship, an inherently meritocratic endeavor. Intellectual pursuit, a primary means through which Jews 

sought to fathom the divine will, could not be bequeathed; and a scholar from a humble background might 



make as strong a contribution as a scion of the greatest family. The fiction between these ideals- yikhus and 

ment- may be witnessed in thousands of years of literature. 

In the Mishnah, the balance is decidedly in favor of notions of genealogical purity and maintenance 

of lineage distinctions. The fourdi Mishnah of Kiddushin IV, for example, Iists ten genealogical classes in 

order of prominence, and declares which groups of people are forbidden to rnany into other groups.2 

Another Mishnah, describes certain days upon which the "daughters of Jemalem came out and danced in the 

vineyards" in a matchmaking ntual. These women exclaim to the men: "Do not set your eyes on beauty, but 

set your eyes on (good) family.B 

However, several expressions of dissent do occur. Another Mishnah, afier stating which descendants 

take precedent over others, makes the impressive assertion that "the leamed bastard takes precedence over 

the ignorant high priest.7'4 And in another Mishnah, we read: 

He (Akhabya's son) said to him: 'Father, comrnend me to your colleagues.' Akhabya answered: '1 
will not commend you.' The son asked: 'Have you found some fault in me?' 'No,' said Akhabya, 
'but your own deeds will bring you near (to the Sages), or your own deeds will t h s t  you far (fiom 
them) .5 

Through examples such as these, the Mishnah curtails an absolute emphasis upon yikhus. 

The debates in the gemara also weigh heavily in favor of lineage. This is illustrated in the gemara's 

response to maniage between castes. A ceremony of Keizatza, or "cutting off," entails the following 

pronouncement: " 'brethren of the house of Israel, hem. Our brother So-and-so has married a woman who is 

not worthy of him, and we are afraid lest his descendants will be united with o m  descendants.. . "'.6 Further 

on, Rabbi has arranged a mamiage between his son and the daughter of R. Hiyya. The prospective bride, 

however, passes away right before the betrothal agreement is to be written. Rabbi asks, "1s there, God forbid, 

a taint in the proposed union?" After a genealogical inquiry, it is f o n d  that Rabbi only descended fiom 

Avital, while R. Hiyya descended fiom a brother of King David. The uneven family status is taken to be the 

cause of the girl's death.7 



In general, one is encouraged to proclaim: "1 do not want a shoe too large for my foot;"8 while "he 

who takes a wife who is not fitting for him, the Writ stigmatizes him as though he had ploughed the whole 

world and sown it with salt." One who mames below his station "disqualifies his seed and blemishes his 

farnily."9 As a corrective to obsession with family purity, however, the gernara also states that "al1 families 

stand in the presumption of fitness" when manying into a pkst ly  farnily, unless that fitness is contested.10 

Beyond the issue of mariage above or below one's station, the gemara states pIainly: ' m e n  the 

Holy One, blessed be He, causes His divine Resence to rest, it is only upon families with yikhus in Israel."ll 

The statement passes undisputed. Another dictum states: 

One should always cling (i.e. through mamage) to good people; for behold, from Moses who 
mam-ed the daughter of  Jethro (an idoiater) there descended Jonathan, while from Aaron, 
who mamied the daughter of Amminadab, there descended ~hineas."lZ 

Although Moses is not infenor to Aaron for having rnamed a proselyte, it adversely affects the character of 

his offspring. As a result of such genealogical determinism, nadlerisrn, libel against one's family descent, is 

sharply condemned: "He who declares others unfit is himseif unfit."l3 

The rabbis of the Talmud often attempt to reconcile the value of lineage with the importance of 

leaming. A scholar is to derive no enjoyrnent from a feast at the betrothal of  the daughter of a priest to an 

israelite, nor of the daughter of a scholar to an ignoramus. The two values- genealogical purity and 

scholarship- are thus equated.14 The rabbis exhort their followers to sel1 al1 they have and many the 

daughter of a scholar, and mary  their daughters to scholars. In a combination of the genealogical and 

scholarly values, the rabbis explain that a man should marry the daughter of a scholar, "for if he dies or goes 

into exile, he is assured (!) that his children will be scholars. But let him not marry the daughter of an 

ignoramus, for if he dies or goes into exile, his children will be ignoramuses."15 

Another fusion of the two values occm in the following passage: 



Sons of a scholar whose father holds the office of Parnas may, if they possess the capability of 
understanding (the discourses), enter and sit down before their father with their backs to the people. 
When, however, they do not possess the capability of understanding (the discourses) they enter and 
sit down before their father with their faces towards the public. Eleazer son of R. Zadok said: In a 
festive gathering also they are treated as attachments to their father. 16 

Here, compromise is struck. Sons who do not understand are still seated near their father, albeit with "faces 

towards the public." In another case, R. Johanan is urging Ze'iri to marry his daughter, and Ze'iri is evading 

him. R. Johanan asks indignantly, "Our leaming is fit. but our daughters are not?" The gemara, however, 

upholds Ze'iri, demonstrating a higher regard for yiklius than leaming.17 

If most passages tend to champion yikhus over scholarship alone, we must nevertheless recall that 

they are fenced in by staternents such as: "The leamed bastard takes precedence over the ignorant high 

priest."18 Ideally, one possesses both yikhus and ment, as is reflected in the gernara's explanation of the 

Bible's mention of the yikhs  of the officers of King David's a m y  (1 Chron. 7:40). According to R. Judah, 

in the name of Rab, the officers' purity of descent is necessary "in order that their own ment and the ment 

of their fathers might aid them."lg 

Midrashim display a similar tension. A few examples will suffice. Zn Genesis Rzbbah, it is recorded 

in the namr of R.Simon: "The Holy One, blessed be He, is reluctant to uproot a name fiom its place in a 

genealogical tree." Therefore, says R. Simon, Reuben (I Chron. 5 1 )  "was deprived of the birthright in 

respect of the estate (hentage), but not in respect of genealogy." Other sages disagee.20 In Numbers 

Rabbah, R. Judah explains that Scripture enumerates Reuben, Simeon and Levi separately (Ex. 6: 14) because 

"al1 the other tribes did not preserve their genealogical purity in Egypt while Reuben, Simeon and Levi 

did."21 Yet extreme emphasis upon yikhus is eschewed through interpretations like the following: "'Mine 

ordinances, which if a man do, he shall live by them (Lev. 38:5).' It does not Say 'pnests' or 'Levites' or 

'Israelites,' but 'a man.' This teaches that even an idolater who becomes a proselyte and studies the Torah is 

like a High Priest."22 



The above statements. coexisting rather uncomfortably, probably prevented both extreme 

stratification, which would sacrifice merit, and extreme democratization, which would sacrifice stability. The 

message bequeathed to subsequent generations of Talmudic scholars was far irom simple: both nobiliv of 

birth and merit are important; although in most cases where the two values clashed, yiklius was favored. This 

dialectic- although lopsided- provided a degree of flexibility, allowing a more merit-based culture to develop 

in the Middle Ages out of the same intellectual tradition which 'nad nourished the dynastic societies of 

Geonic times. 

The medieval commentators generally follow the Talmud's position. Rashi (Solomon ben Isaac, 

1030-1 105), usually attempts to make the Talmud more comprehensible, as opposed to formulating an 

independent theory. But his sentiments about yikhtrs are revealed in a statement of self-degradation before 

members of distinguished families who are of inferior learning: "1 hasten to answer one of the small ones 

who sit on the bench at your feet.. .Who am 1 to l i e  my head and disregard him, since I am your pupi!? Why 

did you pay aitention to somebody like me who is like a plant that grows in the dirty water of laundry?"23 

According to Abraham Grossman, the period afier Rashi marks a siight decline in the importance of 

yikhs, resulting from Crusades chaos and destruction, in favor of scholarship.24 One finds hints of that 

transformation in the following interpretations, where the generations afrer Rashi appear more lenient about 

issues concerning proselytes. In response to the claim that "proselytes are as hard/difficult for Israei as a 

scab," 25 Rashi explains that because of their lax okservance, proselytes set a bad example for "regular" 

Jews. This interpretation is supportive, but tones down the gernara's own exposition, which compares 

proselytes to leprosy. The Tosafists, however, move even M e r  away from the gernara's apparent meaning. 

Disputing Rashi, they suggest that proselytes are often more observant. A nghteous proseiytes exists to 

shame Jews of pure descent into repenting, for he exposes the spiritual poverty of those who shouid h o w  

better. It is only after their assimilation into Israel that they become injurious, because Israel then loses a 

reminder to be righteous. The assirnilated proselytes are, in a sense, punished for this ioss through the fact 

that "when the Holy One, blessed be He, causes his divine presence to rest, it is only upon families with 



yikhus in Israel." We therefore may detect a general increase in tolerance and respect for proselfles. who 

ernbody the total absence 0f~ikus.26 This should not, however, suggest that the Tosafists were unimpressed 

by yikhus. In one instance, they claim that the holiness of the son of Rabbi Menachem b. Simai "hangs upon 

the holiness of his father, who was also holy."27 

As may be expected, the medieval German pietists display an unequivocal esteem for yikltus. A 

passage in The Book of the Pious (Bologna, 1538)claims, for example, that mamiage below one's station 

produces children who are ignoramuses and impious. If, after three or more generations of pious scholars 

such children appear, they are the result of a genealogically unsuitable match. as opposed to sorne defect in 

the ~orah.28 

Several other medieval thinkers are also appreciative of yikhus. Nahmanides (Moses ben Nahman, 

1194-1270). for exarnple, States that "the father is the root, and the son spnngs from his r 0 0 t . " ~ ~  Ralbag 

(Levi ben Gershon, 1288-1344), in a commentary on the book of Samuel, wites: "the first (section) 

demonstrates the yikhus of Samuel for his honor, and tells us that the rock from which he was chiseled was 

very distinguished, from his father and rnother's side."3* The medieval attitude toaards yikhzts therefore 

apparently remained favorable, with only occasional exceptions of the mild sort found in the Tosafot 

discussion of proselytes. 

Finally, we should consider medieval wills. In the will of Eleazar of M a i n  (d.1357). we read: 

"Marry your children, O my sons and daughters, as soon as their age is ripe, to members of respectable 

families. Let no child of mine hunt after money by rnaking a low match for that object." According to this 

father yikhur, ovenides economic concems. 3 1 Another will illustrates the desired balance between yiklius 

and scholarship. Gemian-bom Judah Asheri (1250-1327,8) who leaves a will containing a very extensive 

family history, exhorts his children: "And the good name which your fathers bequeathed, uphold it and leave 

it to your children as a heritage.'*32 The Torah, however, is not merely an inheritmce from one's fathers, 

which "needs no personal effort to win it." The children must toi1 in it, or they will not acquire il, and will 

forsake their family tradition.33 As in the Talmud, both yikhus and çcholarship are desirable. 



Afier the medieval period, despite an overarching tendency to exalt jWnis, the value is doubted more 

fkequently in literature. This is reflected in some of  the ethical literature, which we shall consider briefly 

first. The rnedieval thinker Bahya ben Joseph (second half of the eleventh century) remarks upon "the 

special goodness of God to a certain family among the families of the nations, such as the appointment of the 

priesthood and the Levites, as also the succession of sovereignty conferred upon the house of David." One 

who fulfills these duties will be "a distinguished nobleman or a teacher of riphteousness" like Phineas: one 

who fails, however, will meet the fate of ~o rah .34  In another work, Bahya exhorts us to cling to good 

families, because the nature of our descendants wilI be affected, as noted above in the section on Talmud. 

Manying above or below one's station, he continues, Ieads to conflict.35 Later, this sentiment is echoed in 

the Shulkhan Arukh.36 

In coneast, yikhus is devalued in a later ethical work, Orlrot Zaddikinz (Prague, 158 1). In a section 

on the sin of pride, a story is told about a king who is furious that the nobles have seated themselves on 

thrones of descending height. When asked how they dared to do this, the one seated on the throne answers, " 

'The greamess of my family yikhus entitles me to sit on a higher place than my companions."' The second 

one attributes his higher throne to his wisdorn. The third one answers that his humility has caused him his 

lower place. The king "raised him and made him great." Two things may be deduced from this tale: 1 ) the 

claim of first noble, who possesses greatyikhus, probably reflects the accepted notion of the prominence of 

yikhus; yet 2)that daim is now rejected by our author, suggesting increasing rnisgivings about yikhus.37 

An occasionai dissenting voice may be found in other rabbinical literature fiom this period, as well. 

While the Shulhan Amkh (Venice, 1565)admonishes every man to find a decent wife without a blemish, the 

author tends to emphasize Talmud's more lenient opinions. One who is overly concemed about the 

blemishes of others is himself suspect. And unless there is reason for suspicion, every family is presumed to 

be fit. 38 

Jacob Katz portrays the attitudes toward yikhus in the ethical wills and other literature of several 

generations of the Horowitz famil y: 



His (R. Isaiah Horowitz') father, R. Abraham Horowitz, took a clear stand against the 
privileges of pedigree, arguing that "the son brings honor to the father and not vice versa": YesA 
Nohalim, fol. 3b. On a practical level he argued against paying attention to pedigree in choosing 
mates; ibid., fol. 42a. R. Isaiah himself took a similar stand, arguing that the only use of pedigree 
was to encourage sons to emulate their parents; Shnei Luhor ha Brit, fol. 346a, comment on Leviticus 
26-42: Y shall rernember my covenant with Jacob." But R. Isaiah's son, R. Shefiel Horowitz, the 
third generation in the dynasty, already exhibits a clear tendency to ernphasize his pedigree. 

Katz demonsmtes, based on Sheftel Horowitz' will, the positive value he ascnbes to yikhus by including a 

listing of his pedigree, the quotation fiom Kiddushin 70b about the Divine Presence resting only upon 

families with yikhus, and by asserting his descendants' "ancestral heritage" to maintain a yeshivah.39 In 

these three generations, one can almost feel the value of yikhus rebond afier being briefly cha11enged. 

Rabbinic responsa literature fiom this penod is another important source. Ln his responsa Nodeh Be 

Yehuda (Prague, 1776 and 18 1 1) Ezekiel Landau (1 7 13- 1793)clairns that his yikltus from Rashi grants hirn a 

special insight to the latter's commentary: "Because 1 am from the stock of Rashi, 1 will interpret his sayings 

corre~tl~.*~4O The views of various rabbis about whether yikhus should influence the choice of a Cantor are 

also revealing. One halakhic authority who asserts the importance of yikhus is Jacob ben Asher (c. 1270- 

1340). He argues that "to appoint despised families to lead the public" is to "despise the mitzvah, as if the 

families with yikhus in Israel are no more worthy than anyone else." That proclamation is, however. hedged 

in by the following statement: if one is "a possessor ofyikhus and evil, what benefit is there, in the presence 

of that place, in his yikhus? And if he is fiom a lowly family and is a Zaddik, it is good to bring one closer 

who is from a dinant seed." 41 In a commentary on this last staternent, however, an opinion of Solomon 

Luria (c. 15 10- 1574) is brought: "in any case, if both of them are equal, of course the one with yikhus cornes 

before the one without yikl~ur, and it is fitting to be strict about this, for nothing is comparable to the prayer 

of a zaddik who is the son of a zaddik."42 

Such comments do not merely allude to the concept of yikhus; they state the term outright. We 

should therefore pay close attention to how the word is being used. Jacob ben Asher contrasts "despised 

families" with "families with yikhus," and a "person from a lowly family" with a "possessor of yiklzus." 



Luria descnbes a jikhus possessor as a "son of a zaddik." We have, then, both a wider use which relates 

yikhus to the status of one's family, and a narrower one which limits yikhus to the righteousness of a person's 

father. 

It is probably most useful, however, to judge early Hasidic views against those of their non-Hasidic 

contemporanes. Hasidim's arch foe, Elijah ben SoIomon,the Vilna Gaon (1 729-1 797), daims the following: 

He who is fiom the seed of a Zaddik is saved fiom evil, namely from doing evil and fiom evil 
coming upon hirn, as it is written (Brachot 20): 'A Zaddik to whom good occurs is a Zaddik who is 
the son of a Zaddik; a Zaddik to whom evil occurs is a Zaddik who is the son of an evil person. and 
even if he is a Zaddik he is not saved fiom evil befalling him, until he is a Zaddik who is the son of a 
Zaddik, as it is witten (Numbers 14) "the sins of the father are vîsited upon the sons on the third and 
fourth," and therefore he is not saved fkom evil until he is from the seed of four generations of 
ZaddikimP3 

The Vilna Gaon is therefore clear about the unavoidable taint or benefit to be derived fiom one's "seed." 

A fnend of the Vilna Gaon, the Maggid of Dubno (Jacob ben Wolf Kranz, 174 1 - 1804). appears 

similarly f m  about the importance of lineage. Interpreting the rape of the biblical Dinah. he am-ibutes the 

brutal vengeance of her brothers to indignation at the rapist's purported desire to join their "honorable 

family." The Maggid decides that Chamor, father of the rapist, "cornpounded the offense by assening that 

his son had been carried away not by the maiden's charms but only by the desire to ally himself to the house 

of Jacob." It is this audacity that evokes the apparently extreme reaction by Dinah's brothers, who are 

actually reacting to an attempt by an outsider to marry above his station and blernish their line.44 

In stark contrast with both the genealogical determinimi of the Vilna Gaon, and the reverence for 

genealogical purity conveyed by the Dubno Maggid, are the views of Hayyim of Volozhin (1 749- 182 1). who 

teaches the following: 

Sons of the poor do more deeds in Volozhin than sons of the rich, because their fathers do 
not give them much tuition money for good teachers, and the deed lies in their own strength, 



and through their persistence cornes the strength for the deed; but the rich, that which lies in 
their çtrength denves already f?om the good teacherd5 

This meritomtic claim, which goes so far as to favor those of humble backgrounds, should be borne in mind 

in the next section, where we will see a simikir teaching by the Zaddik Elimelekh of Lezajsk. 

Hayyirn deals more specifically with family background, as well. After warning the listener that it is 

not permissible to be overly proud in rnatters of matchmaking, as it is often thought, Hayyim adds, 

conversely : 

If one happened to receive a good match, it means that it will be good.. .apparently, for the 
recent generations even if he is fkom a mal1 farnily, for this (good) had simply not 
previously been revealed, and now, at this time, they gave him a good match46 

Hayyirn does not openly criticize possessors ofyikhus, nor them or place thern on a lower spiritual m g ,  

which will be seen M e r  on in Elimelekh's teaching. But by favoring the "sons of the poor" and accepting 

those who marry above their station as an act which exposr facto proves the goodness of their "small" 

families, Hayyim clearly dissents from the value that many of his predecessors place upon yikhus. Rejection 

of traditional conceptions of yiWlus was not, therefore, unique to Zaddikim like Elimelekh. 

In the above opinions, the value ofyikhus appears to be more fiequently questioned, as compared 

with those of medieval thinkers. However, despite debate over yikhus. critical views are significantly 

outnumbered by more positive ones, and are often neutralized by subsequent opinions. Despite the increase 

in dissenting voices, the value of yiWlus remained central to Jewish belief. 

This is bom out in the memoirs from the Early Modem period, which begin to bridge the gap 

between ideals and rtality. For while the scholar, endeavoring to create a better society, tends toward 

idealism, the memoirist is likely to illustrate inadvertently the actual societal values in the telling of his or 

her story. A scholar like Abraham Horowitz might condemn the emphasis upon yikhw in matchmaking; but 



a memoinst's description of matchmaking illustrates, intentionally or not, the importance of yikhus in 

practice. 

The memoirs of Gluckel of Hameln (1645-1 724) are filled with recollections of matchmaking. 

Twenty of those matches or groups of matches which Gluckel describes as "good" are accompanied by a 

short explmation. Good matches fa11 into the following categories: the groom, groom's father, or bride's 

father is desmied positively as 1)learned; 2)rich; 3)of a "good family;" or 4)an office holder. Several 

matches belong to more than one category, as they possess more than one of these qualities. The "rich" 

category contains by far the greatest nurnber, twelve. Five are leamed, four of good family, and three are 

respectable office holders. It is therefore clear that in Gluckel's account, wealth is the most important feature 

of a good match, although it is best accompanied by the other attributes. Although less frequently 

mentioned, scholarship, office holding, and yikhus are nevertheless sufficient for Gluckel to consider the 

possessor of only one of these qualities a good match, as well. And in one case, wealth is insufficient, being 

overshadowed by the lad's "many, rnany failings."47 

What is rneant by a "good family?" One example provides insight: a leamed son of Gluckel's 

father-in-law marries into "a prominent family, the daughter of the famous Rabbi Sholem of Lemberg," 

which suggests that a good famiiy contains scholars.48 But, in another case, the family is prominent due to 

success in the banking business.49 Ideally, a person possesses al1 of the above amibutes. For example, Elias 

Cohen muses, " 'Why shouldn't 1 make as good apamas as my brother-in-law Loeb? I am as clever and as 

rich, and don? 1 corne from as good a family?"'50 

One instance illustrates the immense charisnza of Tonh leaming. A certain Rabbi Abraham of Broda 

is so leamed as to cause the community of Metz to beg him to remain as their rabbi, offering him "whatever 

his heart desired." Upon his departure, the cornmunity has "naught but bad tirnes- much sickiîess and great 

losses of money," and deaths. 51 This attribution of supernatural powers to a scholar or his scholarship 

foreshadows the phenornenon arnong the East European Hasidim, who, half a century later, will revere 

mystical preachm- the Zaddikim- in a similar way. 



The image conveyed in the memoirs of Ber of Bolechow (1723- 1805) is rather different. In the 

majority of matches in his account, leaming and office holding are valued above al1 else. Wealth is not 

emphasized nearly to the same degree. A "good family" is one which contains scholars: Ber's own match, 

although a widow, is descriied as 4bbeautiful, clever, accomplished and of a good family; h a  brothers are 

distinguished scholars."52 One person is lauded by Ber for having married al1 of his children into "families 

of Rabbis and other notable people.d3 Ber arranges the marnage of one of his own sons with the "daughter 

of the excellent scholar R. Joseph." He proceeds to iist the yiklrus of this R. Joseph, which includes a father- 

in-law referred to as "Gaon" (genius), who is the son-in-law of a deputy to the Corncil of Four ~ a n d s . 5 ~  In 

this case alone is wealth considered an important quality: "The grandfather of the bride was greatIy pIeased 

when he saw 'the house of my precious things,' and found that 1 was a man of substance. He thanked the 

Almighty that his grandchild was given to reliable people." What is shocking about this case, however, is 

that the wealth of Ber, the groom's father, is only noticed afier the betrothal, during the wedding.55 

Another mernoir, that of Solomon Maimon (c. 1753- 1800), also records a matchmaking incident in 

which wealth is de-emphasized. Maimon, already famed for his great leaming, is sought afier by a certain 

Madame Rissa as a match for her daughter. Madame Rissa's family atternpts to dissuade her: Maimon's 

fame has "already provoked the attention of the most prominent and wealthy people of the town;" and her 

own fortune is insufficinit. However, the widow succeeds in procwing the match with the aid of the chief 

rabbi, who "represented to my father the advantages of this match, the high ancestry of the bride fier 

grandfather, father and uncle having bem learned men, and chief rabbis), her persona1 attractions, and the 

willingness and ability of Madam Rissa to satise al1 his demands." The appeal of bride's yikhus is a major 

factor in enabling Madame Rissa to overcome the economic shortcomings of the match.56 

It is àgnificant that Maimon defines "high ancesw" in the Iast quotation as descent h m  scholars 

and chief rabbis. This tendency is also found in an ovexwhelming number of instances in Yesh Manhillint, 

the autobiography of a Jew narned Pinhas Katzenellenbogen (b.1691). The author, himself a scion of a 

distinguished family, is preoccupied with yikhus. He States in the begiming of his work that his teaching is 



that which he received from his father, who in him received it "from his father, rnay the Zaddik be always 

remernbered, and from his father's father, may the geniuses be remembered, and therefore I follow 

them.. .Y57 He describes his own yikhus in detail, noting each scholar and communal head in his family 

line.58 In fact, nearly every mention of an individual in Yesh Manhillim is accompanied by the name of that 

person's prominent relative or relatives. In certain cases, a person's chah is rather lengthy, stretching, for 

example, from a girl to her father (unnamed), to his father (named), to his father's father-in-law (named).59 

The list usually ends with the rnost famous relative, sometimes rather distant. At one point the author refers 

to his uncle as being of a "superior chain and yikhur composed of al1 great people."60 

Greatness of forbears, in the ovenvhelming majority of cases, is due to their scholarly attainment. 

Often Katzenellenbogen names the book which a penon's relative is famous for having witten (e.g., "he was 

the son of the author of Yadei Moshe al ha Midrash ~abbot").61 Less fiequently, a person is identified as 

head of a rabbinical court. In contrast to Gluckel of Hameln, weaIth is rarely a quality worthy of note. 

This is bom out in the recollections of various mariage matches. Every potential match is described 

according to the scholars which that person's family line is able to boast.62 Katzenellenbogen's own 

potential matches are described in such a manner; and it is clear that for die author, marriage is foremost a 

means for attaching himself to the family of a great rabbi. He exclaims, for example, that one prominent 

rabbi's proposed match for him is "a great thing, to draw me close and give me the sister of his wife, who 

was the daughter of great ones."63 Elsewhere, he "merits" the honor of clinging "to the seed of our holy 

rabbi, may his narne be remembered eternally," through mar~ia~e.64 Katznellenbogen is also proud to record 

the maniage of his own daughter to a "son of one in Israel who is great in Torah and in the greatness of the 

rabbis.. .".65 In each of these cases, the particular scholars of whom the match's family rnay boast are added 

like adjectives to the person under consideration. 

It is not possible to conclude from these memoin that the Jews of Eastern Europe placed greater 

emphasis upon learning as opposed to wealth in betrothal arrangements than did Central European Jews. It 

may be that Glucki was in a more tenuous economic situation, and became more preoccupied with economic 



concerns. Yet the difference between Glukl's matching concerns and those portrayed in the mernoirs of Ber. 

Maimon, and Katzenellenbogen is striking. In the East European Jewish memoirs, scholarship is the 

paramount quality that distinguishes one's family and ancestry. 

In conclusion, the pre- and non-Hasidic ideas about yikhur are by no means uniform. Nevertheless, it 

is possible to gencralize. Negative expressions appear to have been correctives to a potentially extreme 

embrace of the heieditary ideal, which would have endangered the very meritocratic endeavors- scholarship 

and business- upon which Jewish society was based. As die early modem per-iod unfolded. there occurred an 

increase in literary dissent regarding the yikhus question. The memoirs fiom this penod, however, 

demonstrate the limited way in which these criticisms affected societal noms: in nearly every matchmaking 

case in the memoirs, the issue of the match's relatives is raised. When it came time to make a match, the 

parties invoIved scrambled to obtain a catch fiom the noblest farnily line possible. Whether riches or 

scholarship composed that nobility, the picture fiom the memoirs is unbridled concem for J-ikhus. This is the 

environment within which Hasidism arose. The question before us is, to what extent did the early Hasidim 

challenge or accept these values? 

Yikhus and the Early Zaddikim 

First, it must be observed that as Hasidism transformed the scale of societal values, the Hasidic 

defmition ofyikhus was transfomed along with it. While wealth might retain its importance in Hasidic 

society, and therefore its importance in detemiining yikhus, the same could not hold tnie for Tarah 

scholarship. With the rise of Hasidism, Torah leaming slid down slightly on the scale of values, while 

personal charisma and piety assumed primacy. As a result, one's prominent relatives might now include 

Zaddikim alongside, or instead of, scholars. As the scale of values was transformed, descent from a 



prominent Zaddik became even more important even than descent fiom as prominent a scholar as Rashi. 

While great scholars remained a source of family pnde, by the second generation a Zaddik was an even 

greater boom Nahman of BracIaw, for example, was admired for his descent from the Besht, while his 

alleged descent from Rashi was seldom mentioned.66 

It is possible to trace this rise of charisma on the Jewish scale of values through the increasing 

prominence of early eighteenth centuy baalei shem. In Yesh ManhiZZin we find instances where chansrna 

and magic have already acquired a prestige approaching that of Torah scholarship. The reverence which the 

author and his father accord baalei shem is explicit. Scholars consult baaZei shem; ônd some baalei shem 

are renowned scholars themselves.67 The special knowledge of the baal sheni may be bequeathed to one's 

descendants. Evidence for a type of baol shem yikhus, as mentioned in the previous chapter, is preserved in 

the approbation to JoeI Baal Shem, who claims to have taken c h m s  fiom an "old collection of the 

accepted, great, our teacher and rabbi Eli. Baal Shem, may he be remembered, and from the witings of my 

father's father, the great rabbi.. . Joel Baal Shem.. .".68 As Etkes notes, Joel, by this claim, places himself in 

a "chain" of baalei shem, attempting to increase his own stature in a way similar to the possessor of scholarly 

yikhut. The rise of the prominence of baalei shem helps to explain the full-fledged acceptance of mystics as 

leaders dunng the Hasidic movement, as well as the acceptance of the new type ofyikhus which some of 

thern camed. 

More difficult to grasp than the type ofyikhus that the Hasidim appreciated is their attitude toward 

yikhus of any kind. There is no single viewpoint around which the Hasidim are unified. Different Zaddikim 

held conflicting opinions. However, it is possible to discem an evolution of Hasidic opinions relating to 

yikhus between generations, with dissent against excessive pride in one's yikhus mounting by the second 

generation, and diminishing in the third-69 Furthmore, a split is found between those in the ,&cond and 

third generations who uphold yikhus unquestioningly, and those who are more cntical. The latter group is 

the most interesting, for it is they who might reflect a break with past opinion. 



The First Generation 

Was there a lapse in appreciation for yikhus amongst the early Hasidim, and thus, possibly, a 

temporary democratization of Jewish society, before Hasidic society petrified into a collection of dynasties 

by the mid-nineteenth century? 1 shall consider first the movement's fonder, the Baal Shem Tov (c. 1700- 

1760). According to most sources. the Besht was impressed by those with great yikhus. seeking to draw 

them into his movement. An extreme portrayal is contained in a collection of sayings attributed to Shmuel 

Shmelke Halevi Horowitz (1726-1778), a disciple of the Besht, entitled Shemen HaTov. The account 

testifies both to the enormous importance of especially the Horowitz family, and contains the Besht's own 

alleged viewpoint: 

1 heard from Simcha Bunem, the genius teacher of IsraeI, UV bet din Wislowiec, p n d s o n  of 
the holy Naftali Zvi Horowitz, chief rabbi of Ropczyce, that he, (NaAli Zvi) added the name 
Horowitz, after the surname of his mother's father.. . Isaac Halevi Horowitz, av bét din of 
Altona, Hamburg and Nadsavk. For the Besht, may he be always remembered, said that 
there are three pure families generation afier generation which discharged Abraham and his 
oath to Isaac, and placed it before Jacob: 1)the Margaliot family; 2)Shapiro; and 3)Horowitz. 
And because of this, the Besht loved the Rabbi Meir hierivim, the genius teacher Meir 
Margaliot. and the holy R. Phinehas Shapiro from Ostrog, and the holy R. Zvi Hirsch 
Horowitz, av ber din of Zborov (and) Czortkow, who were his students.70 

The Besht, it is claimed, revered the above families and favored those disciples who were of those families. 

The same tradition is recorded in Sefer Mj7aot Ha Yehudi, a collection of sayings attnbuted to Jacob Isaac, 

the Holy Jew of Pqsucha (1 765- 18 14). However, this cannot be considered corroborating evidence, 

because the tradition acknowledges Shemen HaTov as its source.71 The lateness of these sources, being 

quoted in the name of the Ropshitzer's grandson, casts a shadow of doubt upon them There is good reason to 

assume that this tradition was rnanufactured by the later Hasidic dynasties in order to affirm the sanctity of 

yikhur and there fore their own stature. The fact that this supposed utterance is so flattering to the three 



families listed is furiher cause for caution. The possibility that a member of the Horowitz family fabricated 

the teaching to edify his own family, and those of his colleagues, cannot be ruled out. 

However, one cannot dismiss as rnere coincidence the fact that members of each of these families 

were, indeed, prominent amongst the Besht's elite circle. To better detemine the accuracy of the above 

passage in characterizing the Besht's outlook, we must consider it in light of several other sources. 

An earlier work, Shivhei ha Besht, presents the Besht's attitude toward yikhus in several places. 

While the veracity of many of these tales has been questioned by scholars,72 including their clairns about 

the Besht's own pedigree, there nevertheless remains much to be gleaned from them. At the very least, the 

tales reveal the social mores at the time oftheir publication (1 8 14, Kopys). Beyond that, it may also be 

possible to discem histoncal elernents in certain t a l e d  

One account touching attitudes toward yikhus is that of the Besht's match with Gershon of Kuty's 

sister, a divorcee. Her father Hayyim, a farnous rabbi of Kuty, is dazzled by the Besht, and offers his 

daughter to him in marriage. The Besht agrees, on the condition that the match be made with the Besht 

himself, "and not with my howledge of Torah and my wisdom. 1 do not want you to exaggerate my virtues 

in any way. You shouid write simply 'Mar Israel, son of Mar Eliezer." The father then passes away; and the 

son, Gershon, finds the engagement contract in his father's papers. He is "amazed that his father, who was a 

famous man. could make a match with a person of low rank, and, moreover, with someone whose 

background andjarnily lines were unknown." Nevertheless, after the bride's consent, the match is 

honored.74 

This tale might appear to justifi Rosman's assertion that Shivhei HnBeshr was pnnted as a polemic 

for the cause of Dov Ber of Lubavich in his struggle over his father's succession with Aaron of Starosielce, 

who was more leamed. Those in Dov Ber's camp, according to Rosman, printed a version of Shivhei ha 

Besht in which the Besht would greatly resemble Dov Ber. They therefore fabricated an incognito Besht, who 

appeared unlearned to the elite until he reveaied himself.75 Yet we cannot overlook a major discrepancy 

between the representation of the Besht and the actual Dov Ber, found in the matter of pedigree. For, in 



addition to his supposed leaming, the Besht wishes also to conceal his yikhus. That aspect of the incognito 

Besht bears no resemblance to Dov Ber, who in his struggle with Aaron has pnmarily his yikhus to 

recommend him. Preceding tales, which attempt to build up the Besht's pedigree, are more likely fabrications 

of Dov Ber's supporters, if we accept Rosrnan's theory. 

The portraya1 of the Besht's reluctance to flaunt his yikhus suggests a degree of historical veracity. 

Although it is hinted that, had the Besht wanted to do so, he might have embellished his o u n  narne with the 

names of mernorable family members instead of the cornmon Mar, the tale itself is silent regarding which 

names îhese might have been, In contrast, the tale does describe the Besht's impressive scholarly ability. 

We might similarly expect a nineteenth cenhiry Hasidic publisher to reassure the reader with a string of the 

prominent ancestors and family members. The Besht's purported modesty would then appear more 

impressive. 

A reason for the silence is, perhaps, due to embarrassrnent over the fact that the Besht realiy did lack 

yikhus. Horodezky, it shouId be noted, describes the Besht as "a son of unknown parents, and not the 'son of 

famous ancestors."'76 That description appears valid, in Iight of the fact that even after he reveals himself, 

the Besht makes no claim to lofty pedigree. The Besht's lack of yikhm is mentioned in a Iater tradition, as 

well, which relates that the Besht wishes to procure a match behveen one of his children and a member of 

Margaliot family, but the wife of Meir Margaliot rehses because of the Besht's lack 0 f ~ i k h u s . 7 7  Neither o f  

these traditions could be flatterin3 in the eyes of nineteenth century Hasidim, for whom heredity v a s  a 

crucial leadership quality. Latter &y attempts to link the Besht's famiiy to the House of David, which are 

entireiy without basis, serve to emphasize this point.78 That the tale in Shivhei HaBeshi makes no such 

atternpt suggests a degree of authenticity. 

Another element argues for the tale's authenticity: the match is made with a divorcee (albeit one 

whose father is famed for his leaming). This is certainly nothing to brag about, for a divorcee's chances for 

procuring a prestïgious match were considerably lower. It is quite plausible that one lacking y i k h s  might 

make such a match, if, like the Besht, he was remarkable in some other way. The practical Kabbalah of the 



baalei shem had been nsing in prestige. Perhaps Gershon, living in another town, was not yet aware of the 

Besht's mystical achievements, as opposed to Gershon's father. His bewildement over the match would, in 

that case, be understandable. In any event, although Gershon balks at the penetration of his family by a 

social inferior, the scenario entaihg the maniage of a low-born baal shem to a high-born divorcee is 

perfectly possible. For two reasons, thm, the tale appears plausible. No exalted claims about the Besht's 

yikhur are made; and the Besht's mariage-match is a divorcee, hardly an edi*g detail. 

A4cr detennining the veracity of important cornponents of this tale, which portrays the Besht as 

marrying above his station, we may conclude that the Besht was concerned with social advancement. That 

conclusion lends credence to the description of the Besht as one who showed favor toward members of 

specific families. Several other tales in Shivhei HaBeshi contain attestations to the importance of yikhus 

which the Besht himself allegedly upholds. A certain Hasid has passed away and is survived by a "young 

talented son who was being pushed into a marriage of low degree." Upon hearing the recollection of the 

dream of a certain R. Joseph, in which the Hasid bids him to stop the match, the Besht tells the deceased 

Hasid's wife not to make the match.79 In another tale, the Besht concludes a letter with the postscript: "Best 

wishes to your only son, the farnous rabbi, my kiend, his honor, our teacher, Samson, and his heir, who is a 

fkiend of our rabbi and teacher, Herts, may his light endure."80 Once, the Besht refuses to be the godfather 

at a circumcision ceremony, because he perceives that the boy is a rnamzer.81 Finally, Shivhei ha Besltr tells 

of an incident in which during a sermon, the Besht exclaims, "God O God, it is h o w n  and revealed to you 

that 1 do not preach this sermon for my honor @ut for the honor of my father's and my mother's 

farnilies)."g These tales convey a positive attitude towards yikhus, and sustain the tradition regarding the 

Besht's prefmence for scions of certain families. 

The Besht's position concming yikhus which is portrayed in the above excerpts fiom Shivhei Ha 

Beshr is upheld by several tales in the colIection Gdolim Maaseh Zùdikirn, collected by a member of the 

Margaliot farnily. The very first tale, in which the Margoliot brothm are drawn by an uncontrollable urge to 

meet the Besht, who is working as a slaughterer incognito, illustrates the Besht's esteem for those of high 



yikhus. For it is as if the Besht recruits the brothers sotely due to their being Margaliots. No other reason, 

such as their great scholarship, is rnentioned.83 

Although such a tale is probably meant to glori@ the Margaliot family through its association with 

the Besht, and for that reason must be regarded cautiousty, Rosman argues that this tale is authentic, 

especially because it does not presume a pedigree for the ~esht.84 Rosman is inconsistent, however, in one 

regard: he fails to notice that the tale lends credence to the same incognito account that he rejects in Shiviiei 

h a  Besht. First, in the beginning of the tale the Besht is described as having "kept to himself and nothing had 

yet been heard fiom him." Next, the brothm travel to the Besht in secret, without the knowledge of even 

their father. Upon their r e m ,  their father asks, "what is the greatness of the slaughterer of Kaszelowiec that 

people such as yomelves would stay with him such a long tirne?" Finally, it is only after the Besht "became 

farnous" that "they traveled to him every year."85 Perhaps some aspect of the incogniro account in Shivliei 

HaBesht is true, however manipulated in later years by the Dov Ber campaign. This is a further verification 

of the above matchmaking tale in Shivhei h a  Besht. 

Another tale fiom Gdolim Maaseh Zaddikim tells of the Besht's great affection for the Margaliot 

brothers, and makes a claim to their special status with the Besht. He says to them: "My sons, you love me 

very much and I !ove you. Any object of love which you choose, 1 will do it for you." The affair ends with 

the Besht giving his autographed prayer book to the brothers.86 Again, no reason is given for the Besht's 

favor shown toward the Margaliots. Again, it appears that they are accorded special stahis simply by vimie 

of being Margaliots. These tales lend additional credence to the tradition that the Besht especially loved ' 

certain families, although their glorification of the Margaliot fmily is reason for caution. 

Further support for that tradition is fomd in a tale conveyed in Naftali Horowitz' Ohel Nafioli and 

ResponsaImrei David, which has the Besht compliment the Horowitz fmily.  According to this story, Isaac 

Horowitz, a famous scholar opposed and derided the Besht, at least initially. When the Besht's disciples 

asked him why he did not respond to Isaac's abuse, the Besht responded, "What can 1 do? He is of a stock 

whose descendants are heard when they weep before the ~ord."87 A. J. Heschel, in a fairly detailed 



biographical treatment of Isaac, does not question the veracity of this account. Once again, however, we 

m u t  treat cautiously a tale which so obviously glorifies a specific family. 

Another book, Keter Shem Tov, presents a less enthusiastic regard for yikhus than the views 

considered thus far. While scholan doubt its absolute authenticity,88 it is nevertheless a very early source, 

having been published in 1794-5. In a section about God's command to Abraham to leave his father's house, 

the Besht remarks that Abraham is being ordered to ieave his "birthplace, which is Terah (Abraham's father), 

idolatry, the root of the &ut (Le., evil), and there is power of the father in the son.. .". He then cites a 

source from Sefer Yetsirah, an ancient Kabbalistic work, in o rda  to prove that the power of the father is in 

the son. The Besht concludes: "Therefore separation is necessary, to separate and distinguish the klipah 

(i.e., evil) on the father's side and his birthplace and his fa*' s houe. . ." from Abraham's quality of 

10vin~kindness.89 This teaching upholds the potency ofyikhus, without being fatalistic. While the Besht 

admits that the father-son bond is powerfil and intimate, the son can root out the aspect of his father, if that 

aspect is evil. 

Another passage also portrays the Besht as less enthusiastic toward yikhw. While he appears to 

value the worth ofyikhus no less than we might expect, he enjoins the possessor to rernain humble: 

the man who, though he possesses greatness and pride, and it seems to hirn that he is a 
scholar and possessor of yikhus and good qualities and a Zaddik and God-fearing and 
pleasant and nice, and (he realizes that) beczusr of his high level, it is fitting that he not 
befnend nor turn toward any man, only so that they will not cause him to become proud, and 
he reasons that his duty is to be humble, the Lord of the Universe will make him humble. 
For he is like one who sits on a cart and falls asleep when the owner of the cart travels with 
him onto the high rnountain, and aftenvards, when he has corne straight up the mountain, and 
the sleeping man awakens and they Say to him that he is on the mountain, he does not believe 
it, because he has not seen any evidence (of the arduous journey); yet he will thank him (the 
driver) as he descends fiom the mountain down the other side. And likewise is the man who 
was boni on this mountain, which is high, etc. He will not understand this until the Lord of 
the Univme accustoms him to the quality of humility, by which he shall know the greatness 
of the Creator and his own 1owliness.gO 

The Besht appean in this passage as a preacher, waming the high-bom, pious scholar to guard himself 

against pnde. He has been raised to this lofty level by the ''driva of the cart," and should not take credit for 



it. Even less d e s h g  of pride is one who was %orn on this mountain," i.e. one who was bom into a 

prestigious family through absolutely no effort of his own. But this does not amount to a condernnation of 

the trait; the Besht is merely warning the possessor ofyikhur to recognize the accident of his "greatness." 

Therefore, this teaching does not necessarily conflict with the other sources. It merely rounds off the Besht's 

respect for y iMw with the traditional waming not to overestimate its importance. 

The l h i t s  of the Besht's appreciation for yikhrrs are demonstrated, as well, in his actions towards his 

son. While he sought actively to r e m i t  scions of the most noble families, like the Margaliots, that 

favoritim did not extend to his own son, Tzvi Hirsch. This is probably due to the latter's failings. In 

Shivhei h a  Besht, we read the account of the Besht's son, Tsvi Hirsch, at his father's death-bed. The son 

begins to my, and the Besht says to hun: "1 know that I gave you a holy soul for when I joined in union with 

my wife the heavens shook. If 1 had wanted to, in the secret of conception, it was in my power to bring the 

soul of Adam. 1 knew everything that was necessary (to do that), but you have a holy soul, and you did not 

need al1 that." This confession is full of significancc. The Besht declined to give his son the sou1 of Adam, 

which would bestow automatic greatness, but he did give him a soul that was holy enough to attain greatness 

through his own efforts. One senses that the Besht is disappointed that his son did not fulfill his potential. 

This is another clue to the Besht's feeling about heredity: yiWrus can only do so much; ment is also 

important. Tsvi Hirsch asks the Besht to at least teach him something, but alas, the son cannot understand 

his fa&. The Besht fmally resigns himself to teaching him a s k g k  name, and a way to remernber it.91 

Scholars have sought in this episode an explmation for why the Besht did not appoint his son as his 

successor. Rapoport-Albert has rejected this interpretation as anachronistic, for no mechanism for 

succession can be said to have existed at this early stage, and certainly not to any position of central 

leadmship.92 Moreover, we might add, it is not even certain that the Besht was the 1ead-r of a self- 

conscious movement. The most we can Say is that the tale provides another indication that, despite his 

apparently high regard for genealogical connections, the Besht was not witling to completely sacrifice the 

ideal of merit and fmd a greatness in his son which was simply not there. The tale is quite likely authentic, 



considering how out of step it is with general nineteenth century Hasidic assumptions about the hereditary 

bequest of mystical powers. 

According to a tale fiom the book Midrash Phhm, however, the father-son bond does allow Zvi 

Hirsch unique access to the Besht, who visits hirn in a dream. In the story, the Besht tells Zvi Hirsch "to have 

the mystical intent of a name composed of alef-ba-gimel, for 1 rnyself am this ~ame."93 The fact that both 

Zvi Hirsch and Phineas of Korzec are convinced that this incident occurred says much about continued 

acceptance of yikhus in the f r s t  generation of Hasidism. Even an unremarkable son like Zvi Hirsch is privy 

to special infornation about the Besht, for no apparent reason besides heredity. 

One fuial demonstration of Besht's feeling towards yikhus cm be gleaned From a remark he makes 

regarding his grandson, Moses E h i m  of Sudylkow. In the "Holy Epistle," a letter by the Besht, he writes 

the following to Gershon of Kuty: 

And also my grandson, the important young man, the honorable Ephraim, a great prodigy at 
the highest level of learning; certainly, if the time is propitious, it would be fitting for you to 
come here yourself and see and be seen with him face to face and to rejoice in our joy as you 
promised me.94 

That the Besht wishes Gershon to come and witness in person the talents of his grandson, as well as bask in 

his glory, might be little more than family pride. But indications of such pnde are important. From what we 

have concluded about the Besht's own humble background, and considering his disappointment with his own 

son, we may detect extreme pleasure at having formed a remarkable family line, which his talented grandson 

finally affums. Such a grandson firmly establishes his farnily's place in the elite. Furthemore, as Gershon 

is the boy's great-uncle, the Besht's appeal suggests an attempt to shore up the kinship comection between 

the two. 

The surn of these accounts amounts to a cornplex, but consistent ideology. The Besht was no 

different from his predecessors and contemporaries with regards to yikhur. He was undoubtedly impressed 



by yikhus- which he himself lacked- seeking colleagues and disciples fiom the most impressive family 

backgrounds. Possibly, the Besht hoped to compensate for his own lack of yikhus by gathering around him 

those who were not merely rich and leamed, but also the high-bom. His behavior suggests that he held scions 

like the Margaliots and Horowitzes in special regard, as did everyone else. In the next chapter, this 

favoritism will become even more evident as we examine the actual family backgrounds of those disciples 

and colleagues. But despite that inclination, he was unwilling to accept someone who had yikhus and yet 

other failings, as illustrated by his exasperation with his own son. On the othpr hand, he did accept a person 

like Dov Ber, the Great Maggid, for whom no conclusive evidence ofyikhus possession may be fond .  In 

avoiding both extreme acceptance and rejection of yikhur, the Besht was entirely in step with his non- 

Hasidic predecessors. 

Several accounts of one of the Besht's contemporaries, Phineas of Korzec (1726-1 791), add to the 

picture ofyiWlus and Hasidism at its earliest stage. Although not necessarily a disciple of the Besht, Phineas 

was part of his circle of intimates.95 He was enormously influential upon Hasidism's development, claiming 

such disciples as "The Grandfather of Shpola," Raphael of Bershad, and Ze'ev Wolf of Zhitomir. He was 

also a member of the illustrious Shapiro family. In Phineas' teachings. a stance similar to the Besht's is 

found: he held yiMus to be a major determinant of a person's character, yet betrayed an equally strong regard 

for meri t . 

In Midrash Pinhas, is recorded as having: 

Cornmanded one man not to reside in a village. And he said that the reason is that this man 
did not have a father who is a TaZrnid Hakham (Torah scholar), and (one's) surrounding 
qualities d&ve from the father, and because of this, his thoughts are not sufficiently strong 
to niable him to cling always to God, blessed be He; and he must guard himself so that he 
will not be amongst the 

Apparently, the father's lack of scholarly accomplishment (he does not cal1 the father an ignoramus, he is 

simply not a distinguished scholar) automatically weakens the son, who would not therefore be able to resist 



assimilating into his non-Jewish surroundings. The son's Iack of~~ikltus endangers his very adherence to 

Jewish ways. 

In another passage, Phineas also attests to the intimacy of the father-son bond. He cites a passage 

fiom the book Shnei Luhor Habrii, where Lurianic concept of the "direct ray of light" and the "reflecting ray 

of light," onginally invoked by Isaac Luna to illustrate divine emanation between sejiror, is used by the 

author to describe the relationship between father and son.97 What is remarkable is that this idea is exactly 

opposite of that proposed by Kayim Vital, Luria's disciple par excellence. Vital believes that the affinity of 

the roots of souls have nothing to do with family kinship, and that there is no connection between the souk of 

parents and the souls of children.98 

Phineas' regard for proselytes is ambivalent. While he admits that "Israel was created for no other 

reason than to accumulate proselytes" (B.T. Pesahim, 87), he also daims that the proselytes mentioned in 

Esther 8: 17 were not nghteous, "and they al1 died in the desert, and Jethro was the only righteous 

proselyte.. . ".99 

in other traditions, however, Phineas advocates greatness achieved through ment. In one teaching. 

he distinguishes between a "complete Zaddik" and an "incomplete Zaddik:" 

He said that 'cornplete' refers to teaching, Le., that the Master of the Universe taught (him) 
to be good, for when he was born he possessed bad qualities and brokenness; and a Zaddik 
who is 'incomplete' means one whom the Master of the Universe did not teach- he was 
merely bom with good qualities. 

The terms themselves ("complete" and "incomplete") suggest hierarchy: the one who has overcome 

his infenor nature is "complete," thus clearly the greater of the two. Phineas feels compelled to 

add: 

In any case, he (i.e., the "incomplete ZaddikW)is a Zaddik, the one who is not like he who 
broke his bad qualities (i.e., the "complete Zaddik'). And he said this about R. Isaac of 
Korzec, the holy comrnunity mentioned above, that he was born with good qualities. (And 



he said of the Rabbi of Devalstok that he was of a humble nature, and of the Rabbi of 
Szepietowka that he overcame his sins.)100 

This teaching is similar to that of Elimelekh of Lezajsk, who. as we shall see below, differentiates even more 

explicitly between the Zaddik with yiWlur and the self-made Zaddik. Phineas does not go so far as to frame 

the distinction in ternis ofyikhus. But he does display a preference for ment which cenain Zaddikim of the 

next generation could expand upon. 

Other traditions similarly contain a g e m  of ambivalence about yiklzus. In one tale, Rabbi Eleazar, 

son of Elimelekh of Lezajsk, travels to Phineas and, "when he sat at the table of R. Phineas, he mentioned the 

ment of his father. And R. Phineas said, 'Perhaps he is not you; father.. . "' The implication is that perhaps 

Eleazzr has not yet earned the ment of having such a father. The tale concludes with Eleazar reporting the 

incident to his father, who tells him that he should have responded with the following analogy: even though 

Eleazar is not on a level lofty enough to cal1 God "Father," he su11 does so, and God still helps hirn.101 

What is most important, however, is Phineas' cool reception of the son of a Zaddik. 

Finally, we should at least note a rather late taie, even if it is difficuIt to authenticate: 

When Phineas was a child of approximately four years old, a fire erupted in his father's 
house, and everything inside went up in flames. His father sat by the ruins of the house and 
momed  the bittemess of his fate. Phineas asked: 'Father, why do you cry?' His father said 
to him: 'Not over the bumt house and over the possessions which went up in flames do I 
rnoum, but over the yikhus letter of ow family, which is related to the Rosh, may bis 
memory be for a blessing, which was in my possession and was devoured by the fire, do 1 
biîterly cry. Little Phineas said to him: 'Father, cease to cry. There will be a new yikhus for 
our family- fiom me it will begin.102 

If the tradition accurately conveys a teaching by Phineas, it is quite a staternent in favor ofyikhus atzmo-self- 

made yikhu- as against traditional yikhus. To complicate the matter of authenticity, however, an alrnost 



identical tale exists about Dov Ber, the Great Maggid. 103 At least between the two versions, we can guess 

that the Phineas tale is older, based upon the age of Phineas himself in relation to the Great Maggid. 

Another glirnpse at the importance ofyikhus for the early Hasidim is afforded through tales 

involving a non-Hasidic conternporary of the Besht, Zalman Perlis, related in Gdolim Maaseh Zadikim. The 

introduction to one tale describes Zalman's glory as having been so great as to allow him "to make matches 

with the great ones of the world, and the yiklius possessors of Inael." 104 A second tale describes how 

Zalman, by economic means, once forced a reluctant prominent rabbi to many his daughter to him, thus 

attainingyikhus for himself.105 These tales do more than show the extent that yikhus was valued in the 

Besht's generation. They are also important because they are related in the name of Zalman's son-in-law, 

Sender Hayim, who was ~as id i c , l 06  to the fatlier of the author of this collection of tales, Samuel Margaliot, 

also Hasidic. While the latter story is not necessarily flattenng in our eyes, that these Hasidim preserved and 

conveyed the tales suggests that they are irnpressed by Zalman's matchmaking exploits. In general, Hasidic 

tales exist for the edification of their heroes. These tales are therefore an additional testament to the enduring 

value of yikhus. 

That value does not diminish in the works of Meir Margaliot of Ostrog ( 1700- 1790), the younger of 

the Margaliot brothers. As remarked above, Meir's wife would not permit the Besht to make a match with 

their farnily because of his insufficient yikhus, and Meir did not ovemtle her. His family pnde is confirmed 

in his instructions to his children, contained in Sod Yokliin U Bue-. In it, he expresses first the concem that 

money worries 'hot worry my heart, the hearts of my seed and the seed of my seed." He next wishes to 

"awaken the heart of my son and daughter, and grandchildren" to the fear of God. From the example of 

Abraham and his household, we leam that "one who produces the son o f  a Zaddik is as if he is not dead." 

Meir also expresses the hope to his descendants that "perhaps 1 will merit to h o w  your goos deeds, and I 

will delight in them." One perceives the force of Meir's determination to  have an enduring family legacy.107 

An even greater sense of the importance ofyikhus is conveyed in Meir's farnous halakhic work Meir 

Netivim. With a similar fatherly pnde to that displayed by the Besht over his grandson, Meir cites one 



teaching in the name of his "deaf'son Sad, embellishing his name with accolades. 108 In one acîual case 

regarding the nght of the congregation to choose its Torah reader, Meir cites Rashba (Solomon ben Abraham 

Adret, 1235-1310), who d e d  that if a cantor "wishes to appoint his son to aid him in parts (of the service), 

even if the son does not have a pleasant voice, the son fills his place for the remainder before any other man; 

and the congregation cannot erase his action."l09 This is reminiscent of a similar case stated in the previous 

chapter regarding the appointment of a cantor. Yet there, the opinions appear more sensitive to the actual 

nature of the son, i.e., is he good or evil. 

Meir's attitude towards thoseyikhus offenders, the marnerh, is also rather strict. In one query, 

which Meir receives fiom "another city," a man's wife apostatizes, and the man's brother apostatizes to 

rnarry her. She bears this man's (the brother's) children. He then leaves her and recunis to Judaism, bringing 

the children with him. The question is posed: may the children enter the community? Meir's response is 

filled with reasons why the chiidren should be considered mamerim. 1 10 In general, his stance on mamzerim 

is conservative, for example, upholding the opinions of Rashi. 1 1 1 Meir is no more lenient conceming 

proselytes, whose number he wishes to lirnit.lI2 

In contrast to Meir and the other Zaddikim considered above, who appear to rest firmly within the 

tradition concemingyikhus, it is possible to detect amongst other disciples of the Besht greater skepticism. 

Such expressions of discontent are, however, usually restrained. Most criticism is aimed at those who have 

sinned by being too proud of their yikhus, which does not constitute a rejection of the value itself. An 

example of such ambivalence is fomd in Jehiel Michael's (1 73 1 - 1786) Yahuof MalMo. This Zaddik, who 

traces his own descent to Rashi and refers to his own five sons as "the Five Books of ~ o s e s , " l l 3  derides 

Korah for having been overly proud of his yikhus, which made him feel that he "was worthy of greatness 

more than al1 the tribe." 1 14 This is a clear condernnation against pride in one's yiklrus, rneant in its simple, 

geneaIogica1 sense. Yet elsewhere he interprets the family name "Hazarkhi" (which means "shining") to 

mean that if one merits the opportunity to do good deeds, he shines; and "there are many families which help 

him to shine." It is not certain what Jehiel Michael means by this, i.e., whether family helps a person to 



shine simply by suppon and encouragement, or by yikhus. But the biblical verse (Num. 25: 12) upon which 

he is commenting consists of a genealogical chain. 

A similar cornplexity exists in the classic work ToZedot Yakov Yilzhak, a collection of teachinçs by 

another possessor of great yikltzrs, Jacob Joseph of Polome (d. 1782). In places, he is positive about the wonh 

ofyiklizis. He quotes Maimonides, claiming that the sins of the father are visited upon the sons because "the 

power of the father is in the son;" and even the farnily of the father's brother receives punishment.l 15 He 

upholds Rashi's praise ofj?ikhits possessors. For exampie, he uncritically cites a statement by Rashi whîch 

deerns the officers of David's army "Zaddikirn with yikhurW(again, the term refers to genealogy only.)l 16 

Jacob Joseph agrees with Rashi's interpretation of the verse about Phinehas' yilihics, as well, which, 

according to Rashi, lends Phineas the necessary prestige to be an effective leader.1 l7  But with the following 

statement he diverges from Rashi's intention: 

He (Phinehas) was a midpoint between the Holiness and the KZQpah, who are the evil ones 
of Isnel, because fiom his rnother's side he was (descended) from id01 worshippers, and 
from his father's side there was a chain ofyikhus and holiness from Aaron's seed and a pure 
man, so it was becoming for him to make peace and reconcile two opposites: those who were 
given an eternal covenant of peace, and those who were despised by the tribes. 1 18 

Three points should be achowledged. First, Jacob Joseph recognizes a positive aspect of Phineas' low 

descent: it can be used to unite people. That goes weil beyond Rashi's interpretation, which recognizes the 

positive benefit of Phineas' yiklriu side only. Second, it should be observed that Jacob Joseph again uses the 

term exclusively in its narrow, genealogical sense. Finaliy, such a statement may supgest a gender aspect of 

yikliiis: while matdineal descent determines if one is a Jew, we might conclude from this exarnple that the 

father's Iine, in this case overshadowing the mother's Iine, is dominant concerning yiklita. 

The issue of matrilineal vs. patrilineal descent with regard to prestige is worthy of a brief digression. 

In the memoirs of Ber of Bolechow, we encounier a reference to an individual who is known as "Israel. son 

of Leah." The editor Mark Vischnitzer comments that such appellations occur in cases where one's mother 



achieves greater renown than one's father.1 l9 It is difficult to know how often this occurred. Under 

Hasidism, we -have a few notable cases. The Besht himself is often referred to as "Israel ben Sarah." For 

example, he defends himself against an accusation by Isaac of Drohobycz regarding his alleged use of 

forbidden spells and holy names. The Besht answen, "But there are no oaths nor any Names in my 

amulets.. .save my very own, 'Israel, son of Sarah, Baal Shem ~ov."l20 This appellation is not always used 

for the Besht, however: in one version of the same tale, he calls himself both "Israel, son of Eliezer" and 

"Israel, son of ~arah."lZl Elsewhere, he refers to himself by his father's name only. 122 A Zaddik who 

always uses his mother's n m e  is a disciple of Dov Ber of Miedryrzecz named Aryeh Leib Sarah's (son of 

Sarah). A third example is Aryeh Leib, the Grandfather of Shpola. According to one tale, the Grandfather 

orders his servant to cal1 out: "In the name of the Holy Council, which is now assembled here, 1 inform you 

that Rabbi Loeb, the son of Rachel, summons the Holy One to a trial of ~ustice.. .".l23 Occurring as they do 

in such a patriarchal culture, each of these traditions may be viewed as accurate as far as names are 

concemed. As the fathers of each of these Zaddikim are rather obscure, Vischnitzer's explanation is 

plausible; although such appellations are not found in every case where the mother is more prestigious than 

the father. 124 

Several of Jacob Joseph's teachings concemingyikhus are more negative. Ln his interpretation of the 

Korah rebellion, he exhons us to behave like Moses, who was extremely humble, in contrast to "those who 

vexed Israel, who were distinguished and important possesson ofyikhus" (i.e., Korah and his followers). 125 

Again, yikhus is restricted to genealogy, and the appeal is in the interest of humility. 

Elsewhere, he provides a scale of values which illustrates well the place ofyikhus: 1) Abraham 

represents those who have no yikhus, because his father was not Jewish. He attains greatness by his own 

deeds, and by God's lovingkindness (hesed). He thus ernbodies hesed. He is on the highest levcl. 2 )  Isaac 

represents those who believe that they automatically deserve a reward, like a yikhzrr possessor, or because 

they have mastered the gemara and its cornmentaries. By merely receiblng the greatness that is bis by right, 

Isaac embodies judgment (din). Din is on a lower level than hesed. 3) Jacob represents those who rely upon 



both yikhus and great deeds: "There are those who combine both, called Jacob.. .For he relies upon good 

deeds and receives his reward fiom din, which is like Isaac; and we leam that he does not rely exclusively on 

hesed and compassion, which is like Abraham." Jacob receives the reward which is his due, and attracts 

God's hesed by exceeding what is merely expected of him. The author, who clearly belongs to this ciass, 

does not assign Jacob a specific b e l .  We are not told whether Jacob, who combines yikhus and merit, 

represents the highest level, or an intermediary level between Abraham and Isaac. But the fact that Jacob 

combines the two qualities of hesed and di>i suggests that this is, indced, the paramount level. 126 

In the conciusion of this passage, Joseph Jacob emphasizes the greatness of Abraham, who "through 

hesed God brought him to do His work, and not through zekhur avot (ancestral right), which was Terah (his 

father). What we have said here is that Isaac, ffom din, deserves this (reward) because of his father 

Abraham, and thus is the matter with (all) people." He therefore re-affirms both the self-made Zaddik, and 

the worthiness of a yikhus possessor, although in more measured tems. It may be concluded from this 

passage that those who, like Isaac, rely exclusively on the greatness of their fathers, although deserving of 

reward, are on an infenor level. In such an ambiguous way does Jacob Joseph criticize the sons of the rabbis 

who rely exclusively on theiryikhu. He does not, however, fundamentally challenge the societal value. 127 

One more passage also might be taken as social criticism. Jacob Joseph, citing Nahman Kitover. 

rernarks: 

" 'Do not nim to the fathers' (a conuption of Leviticus 19:4, contained in Likhte  Sltimoni), 
which is to Say, why did you not see this Hasidism fiom my father, or from rny father's 
father, and so-on, if it bnngs the Messiah, etc.? And the sages say, and we have said: in the 
days of Elijah the fathas h e w  that it was not done Iike this, yet they chose the way of their 
sons, who had chosen better. 

Aware that he is on dangerous ground, Jacob Joseph adds: 

'And retum the hearts of the sons to the fathers' (Malakhi 3:24)is applied agsinsr those 
(sons) who did not walk in the ways of the rabbis who were teachers of the correct path, 



similar to the verse 'a father who spares the rod hates his son' (Proverbs 13), i-e. (sons) 
whom the father deserved to walk before.128 

The tenuous position of the early Hasidirn is brought out in this passage. The author admits that an 

innovation has occumed, and he is attempting to justi@ it. In doing so, he must further justifi the diversion 

of many sons fkom the path of their fathers, which the new movement entails. But this is in no way a 

rejection ofyikhu. In exhorting his followers to eschew the path of their fathen, he is not advocating the 

abandonment of the prestige of yikhur. 

Jacob Joseph prefcrs his followers to abandon the path of their fathers. not their fathers' good name. 

He is criticai only of those who rest upon theiryikhus exclusively. It appears then, that among the first 

generation of Hasidim, the importance ofyikhus was fully acknowledged, and possessors ofyikhus were well 

sought afier. The Zaddikim did not actually condernn yikhus. They merely condemned exclusive reliance on 

yikhus and the need for the possessors of it to be heedful of pnde, as had many rabbis before them. 

The one major Zaddik of this generation from an apparently humble background is Dov Ber of 

Miedzyrrecz, the "Great Maggid" (1 704-1772). Several sources suggest that Dov Ber might have had 

yikhus, but the evidence is insufficient. Two such sources are a certificate of ordination for a kosher 

slaughterer fiom 1767, and an autograph approbation by Dov Ber to the Halakhic compendium Halaklta 

Pessukha, by R Todros ben Tsvi Hirsch, issued in 1765. In both documents, Dov Ber signs his approbation: 

"Dov Ber, son of Rabbi Abraham of blessed memory.. . ". 129 A third document- a letter discovered in the 

Stolin geniza from Dov Ber to Eliezer Halevi, a rabbinical judge in Pinsk, and to Hayim of Pinsk- is also 

signed in such a way.130 But these signatures are sirnply not enough to prove that Dov Ber's father 

Abraham was leamed or othmvise distinguished. Nobbly, they lack mention of a specific rabbinical office. 

Furthmore, the majority of biographies contain only a description of Abraham's poverty, and are silent 

regarding his possible scholarly or other attainment. The biographers who link Abraham to King David, the 

ancestor of choice for most yiWrus fabncators, provide no evidemce.131 



Sources for Dov Ber's attitude about yiWrur are few. The following passage, contained in Likkufinr 

Hadashim, published first in 1784 as an appendix to Maggid Devarav LiYakov, comments upon the phrase in 

B.T. Talmud Berakhot 7a: "Why is there a Zaddik for whom it is good, and a Zaddik for whom it is bad?" 

Dov Ber explains: 

This means, why is there a Zaddik who needs great deeds to break his bad 
characteristics, and there is a Zaddik who does not need great deeds for this 
(purpose); and the teaching: 'Zaddik son of Zaddik" (ibid.) wishes to teach that 
always the son has his father's nature, despite frcedom of choice, even so, most have 
a nature equal to theY fathers; and thus the teaching: "For a Zaddik son of a Zaddik, 
it is good (ibid.), for he already possesses a nature from his father, and here "Zaddik 
son of an evil person" (ibid.) and his nature is reversed. 132 

The message conveyed is that being bom to a nghteous father is a great advantage in the quest for one's own 

righteousness, for usually a person's nature imitates his father. However, Dov Ber, like the Besht in Keter 

Shem Tov, argues that it is possible to reverse that nature and become a Zaddik despite having an evil father. 

This interpretation is also similar to that of Phineas of Korzec. cited above; however, there, Phinehas actually 

expresses a preference for the Zaddik who is bom flawed. But the difference between Dov Ber's 

interpretation and his conternporary Elijah Vilna Gaon's reading of the same phrase, quoted above, is even 

more compelling. The Vilna Gaon interprets the teaching deterministically, stating that evil will inevitably 

befall a Zaddik who is the son of an evil person, a curse which will only be broken afier four generations. 

The contrast highlights the generally optimistic philosophy of Hasidism. The tendency to regard evil as 

reversible or even complicit in the attainment of good, a major innovation of the rnovement, here affects 

social values, as well. The low-bom Zaddik can, through a great deal of effort, transfom his "low-bom" 

nature and become righteous. This aninide, we should also note, is another foreshadowing of the teachings 

of EIimeIekh of Lezajsk on the subject. 

Dov Ber, like the Besht, probably did not even have the option of appointing his son as a successor; 

and for reasons different fiom Tni Hirsch, his son did not become a Zaddik. But, as in the Besht's case, this 



did not constitute any rejection ofyikhus. In a tale in Shivhei Hu Besltt, the Great Maggid requests two 

community leaders to "arrange for my son, may he have a long life, to many the daughter of the rabbi, our 

teacher, Faivel, the author of the book Mishna1 ~akhamim."l33 Thus, whether he inhented yikhus or not, 

Dov Ber is portrayed in this tale as a marriage strategist who wishes to comect his son to a family of 

scholars. 

The Second Generation 

The problem of Elimelekh of Lezajsk (1 7 17- l786), himself of noble descent, is one of degree: the 

extent to which he dwells upon yikhus, far greater than perhaps any thinker considered thus far, is puzzling. 

For, we will recall, yikhus is an integral part of the parent society within which Hasidism has arisen, and 

should seemingly have been taken for granted. Why then did this Zaddik, who was so influential amongst 

the next generation of Zaddikïm, harp on the issue? Perhaps Elimelekh's central role in this pivotal 

generation forced him to contend with the problem. 

By the second generation, the need for stability begîn to be felt. Scholarship had already been 

downgraded on the scale of values, and a more volatile persona1 charisma assumed primacy. The other 

element which has helped stabilize Jewish society, yikhus, had rernained intact. Eventually, )iklzus would 

increase in importance, as a result of that need for stability. Its physical manifestation- hereditary 

succession- would emerge in the mid-nineteenth century. Yet a Zaddik, according to the initial formulators 

of the concept, was supposed to achieve a state of devekur (union with God) through joy, honest conduct, 

simple piety, Torah shldy for its own sake, and various mystical techniques-not through heredity. Neither 

the Baal Shem Tov nor his colleagues and disciples argued that one must be bom a Zaddik. Should not any 

remarkably gifted individual be able to become a Zaddik, just as he might have become a Torah scholar in 

spite of a disadvantaged background? Obviously, the son of a Zaddik had quite an advantage, perhaps even a 

hereditary one. But did he have an exclusive nght? The same tension between yikhur and rnerit that we saw 



in the previous chapter began to be felt at this early stage of the movement. Yikhus, a value which 

guaranteed a degree of stability, clashed with the ideal of merit, embodied by the Besht and Dov Ber, by the 

next generation. That conflict was possibly aggravated by the alleged exclusivist claims of members of the 

Besht's line- Baruch of Mieyboz, and later, Nahman of Braclaw. Two distinct groups became discemible: 

those who consented to the traditional exaltation of distinguished lineage, and those who, in limited ways, 

dissented. In this atmosphere, Elirnelekh's pronouncements might amount to an attempt to stem the tide 

toward hereditary succession without denying a value that was almost natural. 

Many of Elirnelekh's remarks about yikhur concm the danger of pride. This may be compared with 

the comrnents of Jehiel Michael and Jacob Joseph; but in Elimelekh's work Noam Elimelekh, these 

observations appear far more frequently. It is therefore an issue of emphasis. The verse "On the tenth day of 

this month they shall take to them every man a lamb, according to the house of their fathersW(Exodus 12:3) 

receives the following interpretation: 

That he should humble himself in this, that he will not become proud of his father's yikhus if 
he is from a family ofyikhus, he shall only think that his seed and his (ancesûxl) nght helps 
him to do the work of God , but not to please him and make hirn proud. Or go this way: 'to 
the house of their fathers,' meaning: that he will always womy and think 'when will 1 reach 
the place of my father, that 1 will be a Zaddik like him?"'134 

On the verse "forget your people and your father's house and let the king be aroused by your beauty"(Psalms 

45: 1 1): "if you corne to this level, that you forget from which people you are, and fiom which father's house 

you are descended (rn jluk-has) then you wili arouse the king- King of the universe- by your beauty. And this 

is the meaning here: 'according to the house of their fathers,' meaning that they will be humble in their 

yi~ur."135 And on the verse "a SM from each ancestral house"(Numbers 17: 17): ''ihat they will humble 

themselves and not pnde themselves on the yikhus of their fathers."l36 

Excessive pride in one's yikhus may compt a person. Elimelekh hopes that the children of Israel 

will "watch over themselves carefully, and not watch over their ancestral ment, in order that there not corne 



over them, God forbid, any boasting because of theiryikhur." They should "look upon themselves as if they 

no ancestral merit at all." Otherwise, "they can defile the spirit."l37 

This does not prove that Elimelekh is opposed ro yikhus. Like some of his predecessors, although 

with a greater level of concem, Elimelekh hopes to guard against the negative effects ofyikhus on a person. 

Expanding on Rashi, Elimelekh distinguishes between positive and negative use ofyikhus: 

Ancestral merit is a grenr thing, and stands before a man in the hour that he wants to do the 
work of God, for it will be for him heavenly assistance for doing a good deed completely. 
And this is because he did not take the exaltation ofyikhus to another (evil) side, and 
there fore it helps him in doing the work of the Creator. 

ïhis is to be distinguished from Korah's use of yikhur, where he "took his yikhus to his controversy (with 

Moses) and divided hirnself fkom them (Israel) because of hisyikhus."138 

There has been some disagreement over Elirnekh's theory ofyikhus and the Zaddik. Rappoport- 

Albert refùtes scholars such as Aescoly and Horodecky, who have incorrectly found Elimelekh to be a 

proponent of hereditary succession. 139 As she implies, the passages in question speak for themselves. One 

such passage reads as foliows: 

And it is written, 'your first-bom son &ou will give me)'(Exodus 22:28). This is a due  
about the holy Zaddik who from his mother's womb is holy Iike a first-bom son, who is holy 
fiorn the womb, for he is sanctified by his father's holy thoughts during intercourse, and he 
is called 'son of the place of the Blessed One.'140 

Horodecw takes the metaphor literally, understanding the Zaddik to actually be the first-born son, and 

concludes that Elimelekh is advocating hereditary dynasty.141 From the passage, however, it is evident that 

Elimelekh is merely equating the two, both of whom are conceived in holiness. And as Rapoport-Albert 

points out, no reference is made to the father being himself a Zaddik, which would more convincingly imply 

dynastic succession. 



In fact, Elimelekh places the Zaddik who is the son of a Zaddik on a lower level than the self-made 

Zaddik. The passage alluded to throughout this chapter shall now be recited in full: 

There are two types of Zaddikim. There are Zaddikim sanctified by their fathers 
who were holy and perfect and godfearing and ':the Torah retums to its lodgings," 
and there are Zaddikim called "nazirites" because they set themselves apart, 
although they are sons of common people. And these Zaddikim (Le., the ones who 
are not the sons of Zaddikim) cannot quickly fa11 from their sacred rank, for they 
have nothing to rely on, and they stay humble and watch themselves with open eyes 
perpetually. But the Zaddikirn sons of saints, even be they full of Torah and 
cornrnandrnents, by virîue of their fathers helping them sometimes- there can arise 
from that divergence on the one hand and lofiiness on the other (i.e., they will 
becorne full of pride) and they will fall quickly from their rank. And this is 'say to 
the priests the sons of Aaron' here he hinted at the Zaddikim who are sons of 
Zaddikim, and are called 'priests sons of Aaron,' warning them sûictly that they 
should not presurne to think at al1 of the yikhus of their fathers.. .and choose the best 
way for themselves. 142 

The following passage confirms that idea: 

There are three stages which cause a man to become a Zaddik. 1)  From reincamation. that he 
was a Zaddik in the first reincamation, and because of this it was easy for him to be a Zaddik 
now, as well. 2) Because of his ancestral ment, that (his ancestors) were Zaddikim, and 
because of them, their portion of family honor was to ment that their sons would be 
Zaddikim. 3) Because the HoIy One Blessed be He, the Great Lord, decreed in the creation 
of the world that there will be so many 'Reuvens' and so many 'Simons' and now a certain 
man is reincamated into the world and is given the name of a Zaddik who was previously in 
the world, this causes that man to be a Zaddik, as well, because the light of the Zaddik in 
heaven is awakened. And the difference between the Zaddik due to the first reincarnation (1) 
and the Zaddik due to ancestral merit (2) is this: that the Zaddik due to the first reincamation 
benefits from advice, because he was already in heaven, and heard everything that will occur 
in the future of the world, and therefore he has this power to give advice. But the Zaddik due 
to ancestral ment is not on this level. And this is what King David, servant of God, said: 
'You guided me and led me toward honor,'(F'salms 73:24) meaning: that he used to pray to 
himself that he will be a Zaddik either on the level to give advice, or, in any event, due to the 
honor of his father.. -143 

Elimelekh is, again, explicit in stating the inferiority of the Zaddik with yikhus, who is, however, still a 

Zaddik. 



Elirnelekh advises one not to pay aîtention to his yikhus, but rather to concentrate on good deeds. 

And if he does not have the aid of ancestral ment, he should not despair. He should "work for God in 

earnest," and assistance will corne from heaven regardless of his family background. 144 In contrast to 

Phineas of Korzec and others, Elimelekh believes that the son's bond with his father weakens as he grows, 

until he becomes entirely detached. n e  Zaddik. according to Ehelekh,  is the son 3 tme bruman. and iz  is 

to the ZuddikS soul that a man 3 own sou1 is bound. 145 This teaching reveals another source of Elimelekh's 

misgivings: undue a t tachent  to one's kinship group might diminish the Hasid's allegiance to the Zaddik. 

Elimelekh's explicit use of the term yikhus on several occasions are well worth examining. In most 

cases he invokes the texm in a namow, genealogical sense. Yikhus is used interchangeably with the terms 

"seed," "ancestral righf" "ancestral ment," "ancestral house," and "father's house." Only the last term is 

more flexible, able to include living family members. Such wording implies that;ikhus is a type of prestige, 

based on both lineage and family. 

Anotha Zaddik fiom this generation who occasionally questions the place ofyikhus is Levi Isaac of 

Berdyczow (1 740-1 8 10). Like Elimelekh, Levi Isaac clearly prefers a man who is raised by his own merit, as 

opposed to his pedigree. In Kedushat Levi, he teaches the following regarding the excessive pride of 

members of the priestly class: 

It is not fitting for a man boast about anything other than sornething which he (himself) has 
done, and toiled, and he reached it. And a thing which he has not worked for, for example 
the yiWlus of his fathers, it is not fitting that he boast, for what is this considered? And thus: 
'Say to the Kohmim sons of Aaron, ' (Leviticus 2 1 : 1, approximately) which is to say . . . to 
them: that which God desires is not they themselves, but rather their being the sons of Aaron, 
for Aaron was holy.. . 146 

Levi Isaac's prefmence for self-sufficiency is unmistakable. Yet yikhus is also precious: according to the last 

sentence of the passage, God respects the hait of yikhus. However, He does not respect the acnial individuals 

who possess it. It is not proper to take credit for something that one has not acquired through any effort of 



his o w .  Levi Isaac appears to deliberately refer to "the yikhus of his father," as opposed to one's own 

yikhus. This, along with the companson to Aaron's sons, implies that Levi Isaac understands yikiius be the 

father's holiness reflected onto the son. 

The message here is similar to that of Elimelekh: 1)boasting about one's yikhus is a sin; 2) y i k h s  is 

yet a great thing; 3)more valuable, however, is an attribute or accomplishment which one has acquired by his 

own deeds. Proof of Levi Isaac's cornmitment to the notion ofyikhuz, despite his cnticism against those who 

take undue credit for it, is found in his remark about Nahman of Braclaw, a Zaddik whom Levi Isaac praised 

"for his own ment as well as for that of his holy ancestors."~47 

As a result, the biblical Abraham poses a problem for Levi Isaac. He must admit that Abraham îs 

descended h m  Terah, the idol-worshipper; thus this is the ongin of al1 Jews. Levi Isaac resolves this yikhus 

probtem by stating that: 

The progenitor of Abraham our father was that thought which he raised before the Creator, 
blessed be He. And what was that thought? That Israel will be in the world, so that by them 
His great name will be sanctified. And this is the thought that brought the sou! of Abraham 
Our father, servant of God, and this thought is called the 'father* of Abraham Our father, and 
not Tmh. And the son has a portion of the father's spiritual world, and the mother's 
thoughts which she has during the h o u  of intercourse, which make an impression on the son, 
both good ones and bad ones.. .But this was not so with Abraham our father, servant of God, 
who did not have any portion of his father Terah's sou1 and his mother, and Terah's 
intercourse did not rnake an impression on Abraham. 148 

Levi Isaac reasserts this point several times in the same passage, before stating that the land of Israel was 

bequeathed to Abraham, and then to the Jews, not by his father Terah, but by his spiritual father, the divine 

thought. In the course of this passage, Levi Isaac reveals the deep spiritual connection which he believes to 

exist between childrm and parents. That he is uncomfortable with the Abraham "problem" dernonstrates the 

continued potency ofyikhus for him, despite his admonitions against pnde in yikhus. 

A third Zaddik of this generation, Ze'ev Wolf of Zhitomir (d. l798), might be categonzed with the 

above promoters of self-sufficiency. One instance, conveyed by his son-in-law in Ber Pinltes, reveals this 



Zaddik's attitude. Ze'ev Wolf, according to this account, is siîting at the windou-, when he sees a man 

walkùig together with his son. They are "very drunk and iell to the ground because of their dninkenness." 

Ze'ev Wolf calls his son, Israel Dov, and says to him, " 'Know, my son, that 1 am jealous of this man."' He 

explains: 

My son, what 1 mean is that this disgusting dm& already acts before God in a such a way 
that his son will be like him. He is a dnuik, and his son is also a dnink, like him. But I have 
not yet acted before God enough to ment that you will be like me. And there is yet more 
distance between me and your son. And why should it be that dnink acts more for God than 
I? Therefore, my son, be successfül and go after the tmth, and see that you become like 
me.149 

Ze'ev Wolf apparently longs for a family legacy quite intensely, attaching such an attainment to the service 

of God. But that sentiment is contained within the warning that greatness will not corne automatically to his 

son and grandson. Despite their hereditary connection. there is a distance between Ze'ev Wolf and his 

descendants that increases with each generation. Far from advocating any theory of genealogical 

determinism, the father tells his son that he must achieve greatness on his own. Nevertheless, such greamess 

is fiamed in a genealogical context. 

The teachings of the Zaddik Israel Hapstein, the Maggid of Kozienice (1 733-1 8 l5), a disciple of 

Elimelekh, appear rather contradictory. The Maggid of Kozienicel was fiom a humble background- his father 

was but a poor bookbinder. We will recall the tale cited by Hundert, in which the rabbi of Checiny, related 

by mmiage to the Landaus, makes fun of the Maggid of Kozienice for his undistinguished lineage. 

According to the story, Israel shames the rabbi with his erudition. Hundert feels that, regardless of whether 

the stoiy reflects actual events, it might reveal something about "the forces at work in Jewish society at the 

end of the eightenith century," namely, the diminishing significance of "tineage in detemining social 

stahis."l50 But by no means does Israel ernerge as an absolute proponent of that counter trend. His 

teachings are contradictory. 



Two examples are very much in step with the message that the above tale promotes. One tradition 

about the Maggid of Kozienice is a s  follows: 

'My hours are not too busy for me to concexn myself with matters ofyikhus,' said the 
Maggid of Kozienice. For had he not known that his origin is Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, he 
would have taken off hs hat and danced like a Cossak in the middle of the market. 'However 
1 h o w  that my source is Abraham, Isaac and ~acob."'lSl 

This declaration is impressive, because the Maggid of Kozienice appears to support the idea ofyikhus; but of 

course, he changes its definition. Ifyikhus merely refers to descent from the forefathers, then he is implying 

that al1 Jews have yikhus.152 This tradition is conveyed by Menahem Mendel of Kock, a Zaddik who lived 

at a time when dynastic succession was well under way. Menahem Mendel himself possessed great yikhus, 

having descended from Israel Halperin, a v  ber din of Ostrog and disciple of the Besht, and David Halperin, 

also av ber din of Ostrog. He would have little to gain by fabncating a tradition that undercut a major tenet of 

his own prestige. Another reason to assume that the statement is authentic because it reflects a reality: the 

Maggid of Kozienice's lack of irnpressive pedigree. 

Another tradition presents the Maggid of Kozienice's humble background as influencing his ideals. 

in the anthology Siah Srafei Kodesh, the following statement is recorded: 

The Rabbi fiom Lublin, may he be remembered, because he was nch and bom in wealt h, 
because of  this perpetuated wealth in the world, because he saw himself that due to wealth, 
we can do the work o f  God. And the Maggid of Kozienice (Israel), may he be remembered, 
because he was poor and bom in poverty, did not wish to perpetuate wealth. Because he saw 
that we can do the work of Cod in poverty.153 

This cornparison of the Maggid of Kozienice's anitude toward wealth to that of the Seer of Lublin suggests 

that the formerl drew strength from his humble background. He appears to have been unashamed of it, 

declaring that one may serve God in poverty just as effectively. Wealth and yikhus are two different things; 



however both are tied to social prestige. The Maggid of Kozienice's humble background is mentioned often 

enough to produce the impression that it was rernarkabIe for a Zaddik of such origins to achieve his stature. 

Yet, in his work Avodat Yisrael, the Maggid of Kozienice betrays his appreciation for yikhus. He 

describes how one's deeds reverberate throughout one's ancestral chain: 

when a man does something good in the eyes of God, he arouses the root of his sou1 through 
his father and his father's father, and brightens everyone in the light of its holiness. And 
when, God forbid, the man is blemished in his deeds in a certain matter, this is enough to 
blemish his root through his father and his father's father.154 

This teaching is, in fact a reverse of the notion ofyikhus, which assumes that the deeds of one's forebears 

affect him. But it does illustrate the intimate, spiritual bond between father and son. The Maggid of 

Kozienice a f f m s  that bond, as well, in his interpretation of the incident between Ham and Noah. He 

expiains that "the son confises the mind of the father, even if he is a Zaddik, because the mind of the son 

cornes fiom the mind of the father." Similarly, the father's mind c m  becorne awakened to holiness by a wise 

son.155 Finally, wcrthy of note is a third passage, in which the Maggid of Kozienice takes pains to describe 

the genealogy of the biblical character ~hineas.156 

It is difficult to reconcile the above views. nie  Maggid of Kozienice's first teaching, regarding the 

nobility of al1 who have descended from the forefathers, a rather egalitarian pronouncernent which is 

understandable considering his own background, clashes with his attitudes in Avodar Yisrael, in which he 

teaches that a person is rooted in his origins. Of the several traditions available to us, the latter is the earliest 

and therefore easiest to vouch for. However, if the other traditions accurately reflect the Maggid of 

Kozienice's outlook as well, we rnust conclude that his conception ofyikhus was complicatel by his unique 

background. Unlike most other Zaddikim of his generation, the Maggid of Kozienice did not possess 

distinguished ancestry. He therefore had to legitimize his position with statements like the first examples 

quoted above. At the sarne time, being raised in a society which championed the sons of the elite, the 



Maggid of Kozienice no doubt internalized some of his society's values, becoming convinced of the mystical 

nature of the father-son relationship and, by extension, the essential worth ofyikhus. 

A second category of Zaddikim h m  this pivotal generation entails those who are much less hesitant 

to uphold the importance of possessing yikhus than those listed above, and unwilling to condemn even 

excessive pride in yikhus. We may assume that many of these Zaddikim derived a great deal of their 

authority nom theiryikhus, and were reluctant to question its value. For Zaddikim belonging to this category 

invariably possessed great yikhur. One example, is Joseph of JampoI (d.1824), a son of Jehiel Michael of 

Zloczow. About his patemal grandfather, Isaac of Drohobycz, Joseph daims that "the Holy Spirit had been 

with R. Isaac's family uninterruptedly for seventy-two generations," a statement which, of course, reflec ts 

positively upon Joseph himself 157 

Two Zaddikim, Moses Hayyim Ephraim (1 748-1 800) and Baruch of Miezyboz (1 753- 18 1 1), were 

able to boast the greatestyikhur of all: descent from the Besht. These brothers were grandson's of the Besht, 

through his daughter, Adel. In Degel Mahaneh Ephraim, Moses Hayim Ephraim is unfailingly positive 

about the worth ofyikhus. He dedicates a section of his work to the sayings of his father, Jehiel Michael 

Ashkenazy, and ofien quotes teachings of the Besht, referred to proudly as "my grandfather."158 He deems 

Zaddikim the new Kohanim, which might irnply a special genetic caste.159 Like several of the above 

Zaddikim, Moses perceives an extremely intimate spirihial bond between father and son. In his 

gandfather's name, he claims: 

He who dies and has no son cannot raise the heavenly curtain, and even if he has 
a son who does not behave properly or has several failings, it is also a failing for 
the father.. .But in the opposite case, if the son is a complete Zaddik and has no failings, then 
he raises also the father.. -160 

While this message includes the requirement that the son be a Zaddik, and thus demands merit, it also entails 

an extreme dependency between father and son. 



Moses' interpretation of the yikhu chain in the story of Noah is revealing, as well. He asks, why is 

Shem described as the brother of Yefet? He reasons that the description is not for the sake of establishing 

Shem's yikhus, for "if the purpose was to convey his yikhur, it would have been more appropriate to mention 

his yikhus afier Noah, his father, about whom it is written that he was a pure Zaddik." Moses proceeds to 

give a rnystical explanation for the mention of Shem's brother. For Our purposes, however, it is important to 

regard Moses' positive tone as he considers ~hem's yikhus.161 Also, it is significant that Moses uses the 

term in its narrow, genealogical sense. 

Another passage, concerning the biblical Sarah, M e r  illustrates Moses' positive regard for yikhus. 

Sarah is descnbed as a dwelling-place for the Holy Spirit, for she "like the chain of fathen, needs to preserve 

world. And heavenly judgment was with her, for fiom her came the fathers of the Zaddikïm to preserve the 

world, and not fiom any other family." This teaching is remarkable in that it praises a female figure, 

something rare in Hasidic literahire, going so far as to even portray Sarah as a vital source ofyikhus. 

Given his stance on yikhus, Moses' negative cornments about proselytes are not surprising. He 

remarks that " 'proselyte' is a nickname for the lowest leve1."162 In his grandfather's name, Moses' quotes: 

"when a m m  is in (a state of) srnallness, he gives birth to proselfle souls."163 

Moses' brother, Baruch of Miezyboz, is farnous for invoking his own yikhus to assert his authority, 

regarding himself as a successor to his grandfather, the ~esht.164 But, according to Rapoport-Albert, much 

of the evidence for Baruch's most radical daims is fiirnsy. In an allrped argument with Shneur Zalman, 

contained in Butsino Dinehora, Baruch says angrily, "1 am the grandson of the Besht and 1 should be shown 

respect." Shneur Zalman answm, "1, too, am the grandson of the Besht, his spiritual grandson, for the great 

Maggid was an outstanding disciple of the Besht and 1 am a disciple of the ~ a ~ g i d . " l 6 ~  Some scholars have 

taken this discussion to be a dispute over types of succession, with Baruch advocating hereditary transfer of 

leadership and Shnem ZaIman defending the principle of transmission from teacher to disciple. 166 

Rapoport-Albert not only rejects this exaggerated interpretation, but raises serious doubts as to whether this 

conversation even took place. She considers it "a piece of fictional writing by Rodkinson, inspired by the 



dynastic outlook which had become characteristic of Habad by the second half of the nineteenth century.. .", 

tacked ont0 an authentic letter by Shneur Zalman. 167 

In fact, many parts of Buisino Dinehara HaShelenz have been proven inauthentic. It contains 

material collated and composed as late as the 1920s' and relies upon forgeries.168 Significantly more reliable 

is an earlier collection of Baruch's teachings, entitled simply Butsino Dinehara. On the very first page, we 

encounter an exegetical comment which speaks positively ofyikhus. According to Baruch, 

Abraham trusted in God that his son also would bnghten the worlds, like him. And how did 
he trust in God that his son would also be like this? For to do this one would need great 
work and great strength in clinging to the ways of God. 'And He counted it to him for 
nghteoumess (Genesis 15:6),' meaning: because Abraham did not think that by himself and 
his own deeds he came to brighten and illuminate al1 the worlds; and that this righteousness 
was only his because of God. And (therefore) Abraham msted that his son could also 
brighten al1 the worlds. 

In contrast to a similar interpretation by Jacob Joseph, cited above, Baruch's regard for Isaac is not at al1 

negative. He actually denounces excessive pride over one's own ment! Baruch insists that deeds do not 

matter, for everything is according to Cod's will. By de-emphasizing Abraham's deeds and attempting to 

prove that Isaac will be great without his father's trernendous efforts, Baruch is implying thatyiklzus is a 

fom of greatness, equivalent to that achieved through one's own deeds. Apparently, as a grandson of the 

Besht- whose deeds he cannot hope to imitate- Baruch is modeling himself on Isaac, and legitimizing his 

own daim to greatness. 169 

Perhaps the most farnous passage in Butrino Dinehara is the one in which Jacob Joseph deems 

Baruch successor to the Besht. He says to hirn, " 'Bomchl, I heard fiom your grandfatha the Besht that you 

will be his successor; can you bke snuff like the Besht? For the Besht, when he wanted to go to the worlds 

above, would take snuff.. . "'. This tale, if tme, would reveal as much about Jacob Joseph and the Besht as it 

does about Baruch. For Baruch, according to the tradition, is very young (lit. "sofi in years") when this 



conversation occurs. The insmctions for the succession, coming fiom the Besht when he is still alive, would 

have occurred earlier. Therefore, it would be unlikely that the proposed succession was based on merit, but 

rather due to Baruch's yikhus. But what we already h o w  about the Besht and Jacob Joseph renders this 

story problmatic. In ordcr to appoint a successor, the Besht would have had to be consciously crea& a new 

movement, which has by no means been proven. Furthemore, certain teachings of Jacob Joseph, mentioned 

above, state the infi-onty of a yiMm possessor (Isaac) one who rose due to merit (Abraham). It is ciifficult 

to imagine Jzcob Joseph backing the "succession" of a young boy, who has yet to display his mettle. Such a 

scenario would fit more comfortably in the mid-nineteenth century. 

Finally, Baruch's motive for fabricating this tale is ündeniable. Such a tradition must have been a 

tremendous boost to Baruch's career and legacy. According to Arthur Green. Ba& "was not a great 

original thinker or spiritual teacher, but saw himself rather as custodian of the path that had been laid out by 

his grandfather, the Ba'al Shem Tov, and as heir to his authority." He rejected the "rather intellectualized 

mystical path" of Dov Ber of ~iedzyrrec.170 Elsewhere, Green observes: "No doubt Barukh did see 

himself as the Iegitimate heir of the Ba'al Shem Tov and viewed those who opposed him as usurpers."171 

Such a story as that cited here would shore up hisyikhus-based claim on authority. 

A Zaddik who might be expected to oppose the views of Baruch is Shneur Zalman of Lyady (1 745- 

18 13). Fictional though the above conversation with Baruch may be, there was at least some dispute 

between Baruch and himself. Nevertheless. expressions of opposition to the benefit ofyikhw are absent in 

Shneur Zalman's work In a collection of his teachings, Ma 'amrei Admor Ha Zaken, he asserts the intimacy 

of the father-son bond: "the c o ~ e c t i o n  of the son's will to his fadier, is taken from the essence of his 

father's soul, and not (merely) from his influence; there will be no changes at a11 in the connection b e ~ e e n  

his soul and his father's soul, which is in contact with the essence of his father like a unity."i72 This is the 

opposite of the opinion of Elimelekh, who, as cited above, holds that the bond deteriorates as the son 

matures, and is replaced by a bond with the ~addik.173 It appears to be a direct response to Elimelekh. 



In his classic work the Tanya (Lihrtei Ammarint), Shneur Zalrnan explains that parents, when they 

beget children, give them a garment of their own essence, and that garment influences the child's 

performance of good deeds; and "even the goodness that descends tu him fiom heaven flows through that 

gament.. .However gea t  a soul it may be, it still needs the father's sanctification." The only evidence of a 

rnisgiving occurs in Shneur Zalman's admission that a lofiy soul sometirnes begets a lowly one.174 

The Third Grneration 

As Hasidism had never been centralized, there never was a struggle for supreme succession. By the 

third generation, however, stmggles over succession within a departed Zaddik's temtory could occur. The 

clash between Shneur Zalman's son, Dov Ber (1 773-1 828)' and favorite disciple, Aaron of Starosielce (1 766- 

1828), was of this sort. Against that background, Dov Ber's pro-yikhus theories appear as weapons of 

propaganda. Similar to his father, Dov Ber asserts that "for al1 children and every person, his root is in the 

mind of his father." He daims that "even though every generation is called 'father' by their sons in the 

generation after them, ezch generation is contained in the previous generatiod'l75 Proselytes are "as 

harddifficult as a scab" because "they possess a severe admixture in their ascent fiom Nogah (which 

contains good and evil). . .with the exception of those very lofty souls of the nghteous proselytes.. ." 1 76 

While Dov Ber's pronouncements are similar to those of his father, they do occur more frequently. This is 

probably due to the struggle in which he was engaged. 

Yet, in contrast to the teachings of Dov Ber, yikhus was stiIl being questioned in the third generation. 

Like their dissenting predecessors, such teachings never dismiss yiWlus completely. But they are certainly 

less than enthusiastic about it, for distinct reasons. 

Dov Ber's opponent, Aaron, is basically d e n t  about yikhus. It is unclear whether he should be 

included amongst the dissenters. However, in one passage in his Shaar Ha Tefilla, he tells a story about a 

pnnce who must prove himself w0rth.y of his inheritance. As diffcult as it is for the king to do so, he 



banishes his beloved son from his palace. The son is forced to leam to support himself in the outside world 

by using the wisdom he has been taught as a child. Only afier he has proven hirnself successful on his own 

merit does he eam his inheritance.177 Whether Aaron is alluding here to Dov Ber, we can only guess. But it 

may reflect Aaron's feelings about automatic inheritance, and perhaps yikhus. 

Several teachings of Jacob Isaac Horowitz, the "Ses" of Lublin (1 745- 18 15), are highly relevant to 

the son vs. disciple question. Jacob Isaac was a disciple of Elimelekh. His pronouncements elicit an 

unmistakable preference for disciples, as opposed to sons. In Divrei Erne!, Jacob Isaac actually changes the 

obvious simple meaning of "son," claiming that the Torah is really refemng to disciples. He teaches, for 

example, that " t h e  are sons of life and spirihial sustenance, i.e., generations of Zaddikim, and good deeds, 

and students are called 'sons."'l78 On the verse "Phinehas, son of Eleazer, son of Aaron.. ." he explains: 

This needs clarification, and it appears that, with His help, it wants to do more than merely 
explain the yikhus of Aaron's son, for many times it is written simpiy 'Eleazer the Kohen' 
alone, and it (his yikhus) was known. So it wants to exptain that, measure for measure, the 
covenants of peace which were made with 'the son of Aaron the Kohen' meaning 'students' 
of Aaron, lover of peace. 179 

These replacements of "son" with "disciples," which violate the evident meaning of the verses, are 

undoubtediy deliberate. Jacob Isaac's teacher, Elimelekh, had two sons who succeeded him in Lezajsk. But 

they were not nearly as effective in accumulating their father's followers as were disciples like Jacob Isaac. 

Perhaps Jacob Isaac's above teachings were mtended to b ~ g  that situation about. 

In Zikuron Zot, we fnd a message similar to that in Elimelekh's works, as welt. Jacob Isaac teaches 

that there are two types of hearts. The first i s  that of Moses, which is humble and full of repentance. The 

second is the heart of Korah, who "did not desire this (humility), for he thought much of  his yikhus, being the 

'son of Yitzhar,' etc. And thus 'and Korah took.. . ' means that he took the light downwards" (Le., he abused 

his y i~lcr ) .180  In Zikaron Zoî, Jacob Isaac questions whether Korah really had yikhus at all: 



Korah, who has no good qualities, thinks of the yikhus of his father. 'And Korah took' 
something, the son of Yitzhar (if he really was, he wouid have said he was the son of Jacob, 
for he probably would also have thought this). And Dathan and Abirarn took it into their 
heads that they were the sons of Ahaliav. And thus the evil sons of Peleth, who were sons of 
Reuven, who was the first-bom. 'And they rose before Moses' and Aaron: this does not 
signis any yikhur at a11.181 

By dismissing Korah's yikhus, however, Jacob Isaac reveals that he actually thinks highly ofyikhus. Korah's 

abominable deeds prove that he must not reatly have possessed such a noble quality. Jacob Isaac's cnticism 

is consistent with that of the other Zaddikim who spedc negatively about yikhus. He does not dismiss its 

worth; he merely inveighs against its abuse. And like them, he reveals a preference for ment. He teaches 

that, in a certain midrash, God means to Say: "Al1 the gifts which 1 gave you are given according to your 

merit, and to your sons after you according to their merit."182 Concerning Jacob Isaac's defmition of 

yikhus, it is plain that he uses the term to descnie one who is the son or ancestor of someone great. and 

nothing more. 

Several traditions about Jacob Isaac, which appear in the works of othen, are also revealing. The 

followinp is important because it resembles the supposed dispute, of which Rapoport-Albert is skeptical, 

between Shneur ZaIman and Baruch of Miezyboz, regarding the significance of Baruch's Beshtian yikhus: 

1 heard fiom R. Yashish that the rabbi of Lublin said to the rabbi R. Brochele: 'True, 
you have resolve and courage, due to your grandfather, the Besht. But Rabbi 
Shrnuel Shmelke (of Nikolsberg) had resolve due to his Torah (i.e., teaching). 183 

Merit- in this case, Torah- is as great as the greatest yikhus. The fact that the specific conveyer of the story, 

R. Yashish, is narned is encouraging with regards to authenticity. If this conversation actually occurred, then 

the issue of plausibility regarding the simiIar argument between Baruch and Shneur Zalman should be 



reconsidered. At the very least, it provides a M e r  indication that a certain tension did, indeed, result from 

Baruch's over-emphasizing his Beshtian yikhus. 

One fmal story about Jacob Isaac illustrates a belief that the nature of the father determines the 

character of the daughter, and reveals a distaste for wealth without learning. The incident involves a match 

made between Jacob Isaac and the daughter of a "simple rich man": 

1 heard from my fadier, my teacher, the gaon and Hasid M. Tzvi Ezekiel, who was av ber diii 
of Plonsk, in the name of reliable elders, that the Rabbi of Lublin was son of the rabbi R. 
Eliezer, av ber din of Jozefow, who was a great Zaddik.. . And he made a match for his 
aforementioned son, who was a prodigy from the city Krzesnivrod, with (the daughter of) a 
simple rich man who was a property owner there in Hakrecmi, next to the city. 

Jacob Isaac, upon meeting his bride-to-be, has a bad premonition about her, and flees the city in his wedding 

clothes. He eventually takes refuge with Shmuel Shmelke of Nikolsberg. As it h u n s  out, the girl really is a 

'%ad seedT*, for it is later found that she apostatizes.184 Thzt the girl's father is a "simple rich man," and 

nothing else, is revealing of a certain distaste for mariages motivated solely by wealth. 

A similar condemation of matches made primarily due to considerations of wealth is expressed by 

the aforementioned Shmuel Shmelke's father, Meir, also a member of the Horowitz family. In his case, the 

standard for detennining the wordùness of a match is none o h  than yikhur. His injunction is recorded by 

Shmuel's son, in Nmir HaShern: 

He (Meir) commanded me to be very, very careful to rnake matches in the name of heaven 
for my children, according to the sayings of the sages 'nevrr sell', etc. For the majority of 
matches in these generations are made due to considerations of wealth, and the woman is 
purchased with coins and money, or due to rabbinical office, or other reasons. Indeed, God 
forbid that you m u t  be reminded at all, for the fondation and great principle in the eyes of 
God and men is to make (matches) with the yiRhur possessors of Israe1.185 



In addition to affording us a glance at the importance of yikhus through this teaching, Meir also reveals what 

yikhus is no?. He makes an unmistakable distinction between yikhus and possession of wealth or rabbinical 

office in and of thernselves. These are apparently external to the essence ofyikhus, or at least are not taken 

independently to be yikhur. One must not be tempted by a potential match's offenngs of money or office: 

only yikhus is a worthy incentive. Apparently, "the yikhus possessors of Israel" posses something greater 

than wealth or office alone. 

We conclude with a consideration of the conflicted views of Nahman of Braclaw (1 772-1 8 10). 

another possessor ofyikhus fkom the Besht, his great-grandfather. Several scholars have dealt with 

Nahman's feelings about his own yikhus. According to Rapoport-Albert, Nahman's attitude evolved along 

with the high opinion he developed of himself. When he was younger, he often prayed at the grave of his 

grandfather, the Besht, in order to "draw nearer to the Lord, blessed be He." His yikhus from the Besht 

gained him the immediate respect of other Zaddikim. Rapoport-Albert concludes kom this that "it is hard to 

imagine that R. Nahman's sense of his special mission was not fostered by his pedigree when he starred out 

on the path of zaddikism." 

However, "once this sense of mission had crystallized, not oniy did it extend far beyond the 

hereditary link with the Besht but it actually led R. Nahman to reject that link, which did not accord with his 

conception of himself as a liidz~sh- an extraordinary phenornenon the like of which the world had never 

seen."186 R. Nahman develops a messianic view of himself. He therefore must not rely on his Besht yikli~s: 

" 'The world thinks that it is because I am the (great-)grandson of the Besht that 1 have attained this 

eminence. Not so. Only through one thing have 1 succeeded, and through it I have been able to ascend and 

achieve what 1 have."'187 In fact, "kithout denying the fact of his family connection with the Besht, R. 

Nahman stood the relationship between them on its head," claiming that the Besht needs him: 

And when he came to Miezyboz to the house of his nghteous father and mother, may their 
memory be for a blessing, and they rejoiced greatly at his coming, his mother said to him: 
'My son, when wiil you go to your grandfather the Besht? Meaning, to his holy grave. Our 



rabbi, may his memory be far a blessing, replied: 'If my grandfather wants to see me let him 
corne here. 1 88 

This attitude leadç to a rift with his uncle, Baruch of Miezyboz. Nahman has the newe to tell Baruch that he 

(Nahman) had already attained the Besht's level at the age of thirteen. B w c h  is fürious, and attempts to 

push Nahman out of the window. 1 89 

Several problems with Rapoport-Albert's analysis reveal themselves upon close scrutiny. First, die 

idea that Nahman stood the relationship with the Besht on its head is rather too extreme a portrayal of 

Nahman's consideration of his Beshtian yirkhus. In the story of his refusal to visit the Besht's grave, 

Rapoport-Albert omits the last, rather crucial, part of the tale. In the omitted part, Nahman's mother asks 

him a second time when he will visit the Besht's grave, and he answers, "now 1 will not be at his grave. (but) 

during my return, with God's help, 1 will be at his grave."190 Nahrnan thus implies that when he dies (i.e., 

his "return") he wilI be buried with the Besht. This demonstrates Nahman's continued desire to be 

associated with the Besht, even if it is in a limited way. Furthemore, even the portion of the passage that 

Rapoport-Albert does include fails to prove that Nahman actually reversed his relationship with the Besht. 

At rnost, it is a sarcastic statement that displays a newfound self-sufficiency, which is a far cry fiom 

seriously claiming that the Besht needs him in any way. Nahman has outgrown his childhood pilgnmages to 

his great-grandfather's grave. 

Rapoport-Albert is ccrtainly correct in perceiving Nahman's occasional tone of condescension when 

speaking of his forebears. Once, he denies having traveled to Kamenets in order to find letters of the Besht, 

for, he claims, "1 do not need them at all."191 Other examples exist, as well. 192 But they really amount to 

an attempt to free himself fiom the constraints inherent in yikhus, i.e., being regarded only as someone's 

grandson. 

This liberation only goes so far. Although Nahman sometimes attempts to escape the trap ofyikhus 

possession when it compromises his own preeminence, he seems to want to have it both ways. As Arthur 



Green's analysis in Tormen~ed Master proves, far fi-om ceasing to mention his yikhus upon being convinced 

of his messianic mission, which Rapoport-Albert's line of reasoning would require, Nahman actually invokes 

it. Green demonstrates that Nahman's perceived descent from the House of David, allegedly through both the 

Besht and his grandfathm Nahman of Horodenka, is precisely what convinces him of his destined messianic 

role. 

Before descnbing how yikhus actually encouraged Nahman's messianic tendencies, it will be useful 

to recount several instances in Green's study which illustrate how deeply ingrained Nahman's sense of 

yikhus must have been. First, that consciousness was camied into Nahman's conflicts with other Zaddikim. 

Among the possible reasons for his conflict with Ba&, Green quotes an alternative tale to that offered by 

Rapoport-Albert. According to this version, the split occurs when Banikh, whom the Besht used to visit in 

his dreams, is told that the Besht has now abandoned hirn in favor of ~ahman.193 This version therefore 

has Nahman vying for the Besht's legacy, as opposed to belittling it. Green's description of Nahman's 

dispute with Aryeh, the Grandfather of Shpola also suggests an exacerbating lineage factor: Aryeh "would 

have been pained by a challenge from the Besht's own family, and not only because of the chances of its 

success."194 h both conflicts, Nahman's Beshtianyikhuc appears to be an element in his quarrels. 

The depth of Nahman's awareness of his ancestry is further revealed in his dream recollections. in 

December, 1809, Nahman dreams of an old man, who begins to berate him, saying, "How is it that you are 

not ashamed before your ancestors, Rabbi Nahman (of Horodenka) and the Besht?" In the latter pan of the 

drearn, Nahrnan repents for his unnamed sin. As he does so, 

al1 those before whom the old man had said 1 should be ashamed, my grandfaùiers and the 
paîriarchs and al1 the rest, came to me, reciting over me the verse: 'The f h i t  of the land shall 
be pride and splendorY(Is. 4:2). They said to me: 'On the contrary, we shall takepride in 
you.' They brought al1 my disciples and children back to me (for my children, too, had cut 
themselves off from me). 195 

Nahman does not resemble a person who might lose the desire to please his ancestors. 



In fact, diroughout the penod of Nahman's messianic strïvings he refers explicitly to his yiklzus. 

According to one of his teachings, the family of the Besht (himself included) are especially prone to 

rnelancholy, "since they were of the Davidic house, and David's only concern was that he break hs heart 

before the Lord always."196 Elsewhere, he states a similar reason for his sad demeanor.197 In 1803. after 

the wedding of his daughter Sarah to Isaac, the son of the wealthy Leib Dubrovner, Nathan "hinted that it 

would be fitting that he (i.e., the messiah) come from this union.. .".198 Nahman, at a certain stage, believed 

that his offspring would produce the messiah. He considercd himself to be Messiah ben ~ose~h.199 Again, 

his Davidic descent proved that likelihood. Upon the birth of his first son, Solomon Ephraim, Nahman now 

believed the redeerner to be this son, and not the son of one of his da~~hters.200 Nahman symbolically 

dressed in white on the holiday of Shavuot, which served to announce the imminent redemption. These 

messianic ideas came to an abmpt end, however, after the death of his son within a few weeks.201 

Green's analysis proves that, far fiom diminishing his acceptance of his illustrious yikhus, Nahman's 

messianic ideas about himself and his offspring increased his dependence on it. Even after the messianic 

storm abated, durhg his final years, Nahman "took special pleasure" when he heard people say that his 

newbom grandson's name was "Israel ben Sarah, the same as the narne of the ~esht."202 This is not one who 

sought unequivocally to distance himself fiom the Besht. The several instances during which Nahman 

appears to do so are attributable to an earlier stage in his life, when he was still trying to make a name for 

himself. Nahman flaunted his yikhur when it was helpful, and only smck against it when it threatened his 

perceived originality. 

By way of comparison, let us briefly consider the reactions of other sons of great Zaddikim to their 

immense yikhus. One story involves Phineas of Korzec* son Ezekiel, who "came to one of the cities of 

Poland, and when he said that he was the son of the Zaddik Phineas of Kozec, al1 the ichabitants of the city 

feared to cal1 him, and so since then (because of his modesty) he did not Say whose son he was." 203 

Whether Ezekiel's rcticence is due to modesty or not, this passage is important in that it demonstrates the 

apparently natinal need of a son to distance hirnself fiom his great father, as well as the alienation that such a 



son must experience. Sorne sons, however, were content to bask in their father's glory. We have a 

reminiscence of someone whose father received Shmuel Shmelke of Nikolsberg's son Tzvi Joshua as a guest 

in their home. The narrator, thm a boy of twelve years, served Tzvi Joshua diligently: 

And he asked me to tel1 hirn why 1 smed  hirn al1 day, and 1 said to him 'so that 1 will be 
able to say that 1 h e w  a holy man, son of a holy and awesome man, the rabbi R. Shmuel 
Shmelke.' And immediately he said to me, 'You are d e s e ~ n g  of a blessing.' And he 
blessed me with two holy hands.204 

In this story, ayikhus possessor (albeit, one who probably lacked Nahman's ambition) is flattered to be 

recognized as the son of a great man. 

Finally, I shall atternpt to decipher Nahman's attitude towards the universal value ofyikhus, as 

opposed to his own yikhus. One teaching contends with the problem of Abraham, who had to distance 

himself fiom his famiiy, because "there were many follies and lies associated with it." Nahman then 

proceeds to chastise those who do not corne fiom great families, but attempt to many posseçsors of yikhu: 

"those who attach themselves to possessors of great yikhus, as if al1 the honor belongs to them, and al1 that 

cornes out of this is a remainder of follies and confusion, God, blessed be He, orders one to leave and go 

away fkom them."205 Nahman's elitist tendencies are revealed here, as he inveighs against marrying above 

one's station. This, in spite of the fact that his great-grandfather, the Besht, did precisely that. 

Another teaching betrays again how powcrful Nahrnan feels that yikhur is. In a midrash, the biblical 

character Jacob asks that his name not be mentioned in the description of Korah's yikhus, yet he does wish 

his name to be mentioned in a yikhus chah elsewhere. Nahman concludes that this mention of Jacob in the 

latter yiWlus chah is meant to "mend the blight of the Korah rebellion."206 

In one passage, Nahman admonishes those who are preoccupied with their greahiess, whetheryikhus 

or sornething else: 

Evcryone from Israel can reach this level, for example, in his prayer. However if there are 
two motivations, and one is before the prayer, that is, he stands to pray in greatness, because 



he has great yikhur, or because he worked and reached (greatness) in the work of the Creator, 
and because of this it is impossible that he will be ruled by his prayer. One only needs to 
forget al1 this, and it will seem to him as if it is the day of his birth, and he is at one with the 
world. And this is like Menassah, the language of amnesia and forgettïng. And thus: 'For 
God has made me forget.. .al1 my fatha's house '(Genesis 4 1 :5 1 ), this is yikhus.207 

In this teaching, the wont aspect of the greatness ofyikhus is that it obstnicts prayer. However, Nahrnan 

equates "great yikhus" with reachîng greatness "in the work of the creator." Far fiom denigrating yikhus 

aione, Nahman simply wishes one to forget al1 of one's positive qualities- whether attained by yikhus or 

rnerit- in order to pray more effectively. 

Nahman also comments on the son vs. disciple question, favoring the son. Significantly, the 

teaching is published after the death of his own son. First. he equates son and disciple: "son and disciple are 

al1 one, as stated above, for the son is also a disciple.. .and the disciple is also like a son.. .". But Nahman 

t!!en states his preference: 

Despite this, there is a difference between son and disciple. For the son who is a disciple, he 
is higher than the disciple alone. Because the son is entirely drawn from the father, fiom his 
head to his feet, and there is nothing extra which is not drawn from the mind of the father. 
As a result, his attainrnent as a son is greater than his attainment as a dis~i~le.208 

Further on in this same discussion, however, Nahrnan emphasizes that "the son must be like a disciple, and 

the disciple must be like a son, so that both will have reverence."209 Both son and disciple have something 

to leam from each other. But, as voiced in the preceding passage, that does not mean that they are of equal 

stature. The sum of these teachings places Nahrnan finnIy within the category of those who revere the ideal 

of yikhus unswervingly. 



Conclusion 

The term yikhus is used in a vanety of ways in the above examples, ranging from a reference to one's 

genealogy, to one's present-day family. The fact that the genealogical conception is invoked far more 

fiequently might simply have to do with the biblical context in which most of the above teachings occur. 

The narrow, geneaiogical conception ofyikhus found in the Scriptures may have influenced the way in which 

Hasidic commentators used the term in their biblical commentaries. Nevertheless, occasional references to a 

wider, more contemporary yikhus also occur. Yiklzur, in these instances, is glory derived from one's family, 

father, or father's "house." 

Whatever misgivings members of the dissenting group might have had regarding yikhus never ran 

very deep. Never did they offer a fundamental challenge to yikhus. Never did they go much funher in their 

condemnations than the non-Hasidic Hayyim of Volozhin. At most they spoke out against dependence upon 

it. 

Such admonitions, it is tme, were both amplified and multiplied by several Hasidim in the second 

generation. Several explanations have been proposed. It was, perhaps, a reaction against Zaddikim of the 

other category, who occasionally made outrageous claims based on their yikhus; a reflection of dedication to 

Hasidism's theological innovations, which ideally had nothing to do with fmily and mcestry; a reflection of 

the Hasidic emphasis upon modesty; and/or a reaction against an institution stich as family that might 

compromise a follower's allegiance to the Zaddik. But the early Zaddikim were never extreme in their 

denunciations. Their reticence allowed the eventual triumph of the principle of heredity by the fourth 

generation. 

Zaddikim of the other category, many of whom had a greater stake in the enduring %orth ofyiklzus, 

encouraged the revival of dynasty even more. It is not difficult to see how a favorable attitude toward the 

principle ofyiWtus might yield the actual institution of hereditary succession. But the sum of these views is 

not significantly different fiom the stance in the parent society within which Hasidism arose. The most we 



can Say is that these early Hasidim created an ideological environment in which a hereditary solution to the 

problem of stability was viable. 

By the fourth generation, the hereditary ideal was dominant. One quite radical expression of respect 

for yikhus is found in the responsa Bnei Yissakhnr (Zolkiev, 1846) of Tsvi Elimelekh Shapiro of Dinov, a 

disciple of the Seer of Lublin. Tzvi Elimelekh's family name was originally Langsam, but was changed to 

~ha~i ro .210  The passage reads: 

A great thing continues from the names they place before a man, in addition to his principle 
name. From this is lmown one's farnily yikhus for generations to corne, because rnembers of 
generations are caIIed by the names of their fathers, and likewise the sons of sons for 
generations. And it is also known after several generations that he is from a certain bouse, 
for example the families Rapopon, Horowitz, and ~ha~iro.211 

s statement suggests that several generations of prominent men within a family culminat ed in the 

formation of a "certain house," denoting a superior biand ofyikhus. As we will see in the next chapter, 

several of the pillars of the early Hasidic movement hailed from these very families. 
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Chapter III: Yikhzcs in Practice 

Here lies the Rav HaMedina and Rov Av Ber Din of our 
community, the genius, righteous one, famous in piety, the 
great kabbalist, of a chah of yikhus possessors, our teacher 
and rabbi Shmuel Shmeke HaLevi, son of the rabbi, the famous 
genius, ou.  teacher and rabbi Hirsch, of blessed mernory, the man of 
Horowitz. 

-inscription on Shmuel Shrnelke S foombstonel 

Here is buried an anonymous man (ish pfonij bom of an anonymous woman, one 
who was an anonymous man, son of an anonymous man.. . 

-inscription on Aaron of Karlin 3 iornbstone2 

Rapoport-Albert has drawn our attention to the fact that early Hasidim possessed nothing akin to 

rabbinical o E c e  confined ta a specific local, and no formzl system (such as Kahal elections) for determining 

leadership. Furthemore, while a certain hierarchy might exist amongst Zaddikim, especially between 

teachers and disciples, disciples could function as full-fledged Zaddikirn during the lifetime of their masters. 

"Succession," taken literally, therefore, is inapplicable in at least the first wo generations. How, then, did a 

Zaddik corne to power? The answer, according to Rapoport-Albert and others, is persona1 charisma. A 

Zaddik such as the Great Maggid commanded tremendous (although never absolute) authority due to his own 

marvelous charisma and not to any defmitive appointment or election.3 And that authority could not be 

simply bequeathed to an heir of his choice. 

Reasoning of this kind created a scholarly consensus that charisma was the sole, defining 

characteristic of a Zaddik. After exploring both the family backgrounds and marital strategies of the pre- 

dynastic Zaddikim, however, it will become apparent that the vast majority had a second charactenstic in 

common: yikhur. Most either came from a handful of the most illustrious families in Eastern Europe, or were 

the sons or descendants of prominent men. These scions of the elite, in him, sought to assure their children 

and grandchildren's place in the elite through careful matchmaking choices. This evidence will, in addition, 

sustain the current scholarly rejection of previous attempts to explain nse of Hasidism in t ems  of its alleged 



progressivity or social rebellioumess. Finally, it shail become clear that the significance ofyikhus did not 

flag during the onset of Hasidisrn; nor did it in any way assure the institution of dynasty in later periods, two 

ideas which recent scholars have proposed. 

Few Zaddikim possessed yikhus atzmo, or self-produced yikhur. The most glaring exceptions, of 

course, are the Besht and probably the Great Maggid, figures of iremendous stature. This should not, 

however, blind us to the fact that nearly every other Zaddik of the fnst generations possessed yikhus. The 

Besht, Great Maggid, and a small number of other Zaddikim f?om humble backgrounds were exceptional. 

Amongst the Hasidim, members of Jewish society's lower echelons rose to positions of leadership with no 

greater frequency than they might have in the parent society. And those leaders like the Besht and Great 

Maggid, who did manage to penetrate the elite almost always sought to maintain their farnily prestige 

through the same shrewd and deliberate mamage calculations that their yikhus- possessing colleagues 

engaged in. This means that almost no one challengedyikhus in practice. 

We may surmise, through intuition alone, that yikhur contributed significantly to a Zaddik's 

perceived self-worth and, therefore, ability to lead. It also m u t  have bolstered his charisma, providing 

M e r  reason for his followers to be in awe of him. This had been true before Hasidisrn, as well, which is 

born out in the resulting concentration of leadership in the hands of members of certain families. A more 

systematic type of analysis is, however, also possible. In the foliowing pages, 1 will demonstrate rhrough 

genealogy a d  mariage strategies that, c o n m  to suggestions in the older histc'riography, spiritual 

leadership never ceased to be the preçerve of the elite during Hasidism's nse, Save relatively few exceptions. 

In the process, it will become evident that yikhur, alongside persona1 charina,  remained a primary 

charactenstic of a Jewish leader. If Torah scholarship had been displaced by the charisma of Zaddikim, 

yikhus remained an unshaken ideal4 

In the first chapter, we arrived at a basic definition ofyikhus, which was found to be a type of 

prestige emanating from various accomplishments of one's forbears and living relatives, especially in the 



realms of scholarship and mysticism. It is possible to go one step funher, however, and distinguish b e ~ e e n  

the varieties of yikhus. lhree categories of yikhus are discemibie amongst the fint generations of Zaddikim: 

1)Yikhus Atmo, or possessors of self-achieved, honorary yikilus, and their descendants. This 

category, described bnefly in the frs t  chapter, includes descendants of the Besht, Dov Ber of Miedyrzecz, 

and several othm self-made Zaddikim, whom we shall soon enmerate. Traditionally, yikhus atzmo was 

achieved by scholarly aitainment or the acquisition of wealth, both which would facilitate entry into the 

social elite through mariage. However, with the rise of Hasidim, yikhus atzmo came to include the rare 

mystic-leader who erased the stigma of low birth by acquiring a significant following. This latter type of 

yikhur a tmo became superïor to other types amongst Hasidim, as mysticism became the supreme ideal. 

Wealth apparently maintained its traditional place in society, easing but not guaranteeing of itself penetration 

into the upper social strata. YiWlus atzmo was a type of honorary yikhus, acquired through the above 

attainments, and there is no reason to believe that it was considered less prestigious than normative yikhus. 

2)Aristocratic family yikhus, that is, membership in a family with a sumame that had been retained 

for several generations and marked "aristocratic" membership. Little has been written about the significance 

these farnilies. As discussed in the first chapter, Hundert has demonstrated the vast influence of the Landau 

farnily in the Jewish social and political realm. Hundert rem& elsewhere5 that certain farnily names 

denote aristocratic membership. Ben Zion Dinur acknowledges the prevalence of specific families, 

especially the Ginzbiugs and the Halperins, amongst the leadership in eighteenth centxy Poland, Ukraine, 

and ~alicia.6 

Recent compilations of East European Jewish swnames have shown that rabbinical surnames are 

unique, in that they existed long before the mass adaptations of sumames of the late eighteenth century. 

Alexander Beider provides what he considers to be an exhaustive Iist, and claims that al1 but two (Gordon 

and Zak) originated in Central and Western ~ u r o ~ e . 7  Beider, however, makes a blatant error in one case, 

stating that "in other regions the role of bearm of rabbinical sumarnes was Iess important, sînce these areas 

were largely Hasidic, and most Hasidic dynasties were not related to the rabbinical families discussed 



above."8 Many of the rabbinical families (Horowitz, Margaliot, Shapiro, etc.) on Beider's list indeed 

provided several Zaddikim. Overlooking this one shortcorning, however, Beider's dictionaries are a 

substantial contribution. 

Beyond these works, little progress has been made toward identifying, systematizing and 

determining the precise nature and extent of the predominance of certain farnilies in Jewish communal and 

spiritual leadership. For our purposes, it is enough to recognize the various statements of pride about 

membership in certain families (see above, chapter 2), which confirm the tremendous prestige entailed in that 

type of yikhur- 

3)Yikhu.s derived of descent fkom a prominent scholar, rabbinical or lay office holder, or wealth, 

absent an aristocratic family name. To this category, we should add anyone who descended fiom a Zaddik, 

whether self-made or aristocratic. However, for simplicity's sake, 1 have considered the chilben of 

Zaddikim within their parents' and (grandparents') respective categones, in order to map out rnarriage 

srrategies. For example, Nahman of Braclaw was a descendant of the Besht, and therefore actually belongs 

to this third category. But in order to illustrate his connection to the Besht, 1 have included him under the 

Besht's category, yikhur atzrno. And so it is with other sons and grandson's of Zaddikim. It can be taken for 

granted, however, that any child or grandchild of a Zaddik possessed this "Zaddik yikhus." 

I must insert here a word about methodology. In many cases, biographical information is lacking. 

This hinders the study to a degree: however rnost of the Zaddikirn whose biographies are lost wcre minor 

figures. Notable exceptions, unfortunately, are Abraham of Kalusz (1 74 1 - 1 8 1 O), Menachem Mendel of 

Witebsk (1730-1788) and Solomon of Karlin (1 738-1 792). Each were infiuential Zaddikim whose 

biographical backgrounds are relatively obscure. We know that Abraham of Kalusz, son of Alexander, 

married the widow of Solomon Zalman of Vilna, who was, as well, the daughter of a certain Moses Segal of 

Horoka. Of Menahem Mendel of Witebsk, we h o w  only that his father, Moses was a follower of the Besht, 

and that his son and successor Moses married a Sephardic woman in Safed. Finally, regarding Solomon of 

Karlin, son of a certain Meir Halevi Segal of Karlin, we at least are privy to his lucrative rnarriage strategies. 



His son, Dov of Tulczyn married the daughter of Baruch of  Miezyboz; while his other son, Moses of 

Ludomir, married the daughter of Leib Kohen- maggid measltarim in h o p 0 1  and disciple of the Great 

Maggid- and succeeded Solomon in Ludomir. Solomon's daughter Yuta married Israel Hayyim of Ludomir, 

son of Abraham "the Malakh." Another daughter rnarried Dov Moses, grandson of the author of Ha Hakham 

Tzvr' (Amsterdam, 1702). 

Another problem is fhat of contradictory accounts. Dov Ber of Miedzyrzecz's ambiguous lineage 

receives contradictory treatment by biographers,9 as does thaî of Aaron of Karlin. The case of Hayyirn 

Haikel of Indura is also problematic, as we are largely dependent upon the testimony of his arch-enemy, 

David of Makow, for clues about his status. David's testimony does not always jibe with other evidence. In 

the face of conflicting views, one can only choose the most likely one, and be sensitive to probable biases, 

without entirely ruling out the other traditions. 

In each of these cases 1 have usually resisted the temptation of arguments ex silencio, but such 

reasoning is sometimes justified. When dealing with a matter such as yikhus, which would only serve to 

edi@ a Zaddik, we must inquire why biographers would neglect to mention forbears. ft is possible that 

biographers found them unflattering and therefore not worthy of remark. The opposite also occws. Certain 

biographers will sometimes fabricate a Zaddik's lineage, for example, casually crediting him with a 

descendant like Rashi or even King David, without providing even a bit of evidence. Those assertions must 

be dismissed. 

The most prominent member of this category was undoubtedly the Besht, who apycars to have 

lacked yikhus derived fiom anyone but himself, for reasons discussed above (ch.2).10 The manner by which 

he had to acquire his bride, which appears to initially have aroused the ire of his brother-in-law, Gershon of 

Kuty, illustrates the inherent difficulty of such a social climb. Gershon's father, Hayyim, was rabbi of Kuty, 



and, according to a tale in Shivhei HaBesht, quite famous.11 The Besht, upon improving his social station by 

both unique talent and auspicious mamage, then consolidated his standing though shrewd matchmaking 

practices for his own children. He mamied his son, T n i  Hirsch, to Malka, daughter of Samuel Hasid. 

Although precise information about Samuel is lacking, the name "Hasid" denotes an old-style mystic; and he 

was probably a mernber of the Besht's elite circle. For his daughter Adel, the Besht secured a match with a 

member of the aristocratic Ashkenazy family, Jehiel Michael, son of Baruch Ashkenary. Although details of 

Jehiel Michael's past are lost, Save his German origin, the inclusion of his teachings in an entire section of 

his son's work, Degel Mahane Ephraim, suggests a schcrlar of uncornmon stature. 

Tzvi Hirsch and Malka had three sons. The first, I m e l  the Silent, is a mystenous figure whom we 

know of only through legends. The other sons were Dov Ber of Ulanow and Aaron of Titov,l2 both 

Zaddikim in their own right, unlike their father. Dov Ber of Ulanow married a daughter of the Zaddik R. 

Zusya of Annopol; and their daughter married Moses Zvi, son of Abraham Dov Urbach, who was son-in-law 

of Jacob Joseph of Polonne. Aaron of Titov's wife is mknown to us. However, we do h o w  that he married 

two of his children into the Chemobyl dynasty: his daughter, Simha Husha, to Aaron of Czarnobyl: and his 

son, Naftali Tzvi of Skwira, to the daughter of Mordechai of ~zarnob~1.13 Finally, another daughter was 

married to Baruch of Mierlzyboz, grandson of the Besht. 

More famous are several of the descendants of the Besht's daughter, Adel, and Jehiel Michael 

Ashkenay. Moses Hayim Ephraim, author of DegeI Mahane Ephraim, was matched with Esther, daughter 

of Gershon of Kuty, the Besht's brother-in-law. One of their children, Ethel, married David Horowitz, of 

another aristocratic family. (The matches of their other children, Jacob Jehiel, Isaac of Kalusz, and Joseph 

are unknown.) 

Another son of Adel and Jehiel Michael, Baruch of Miedzyboz, was rnanied fxst to the daughter of 

the wealthy Tuvia Katzkish of Ostrog. His second marriage was, as noted above, to his cousin, the daughter 

of Aaron ~ i t o w . 1 ~  Banich had no sons through which to pass on his legacy. However, he married his 

daughters shrewdly. Adel was rnatched with Jacob Phineas Urbach, son of Abraham Dov, Jacob Joseph of 



Folonne's son-in-law. Hanna was married to Isaac of Kalusz, son of Joseph of Jampol. son of the Besht's 

prominent disciple Jehiel Michael of Zloczow. Baruch marrïed his third daughter, Raizel, to DOV Ber of 
, 

Tulcqn, rabbi of Czarny Ostog and son of the Zaddik Solomon of Karlin. 

Adel and Jehiel Michael's only daughter, Feige, was married to Simha, son of the Besht's disciple 

Nahman of Horodenka. Nahman was of splendid yikhw, having descencied fiom the Judah Loewe, the 

Maharal of Prague, and purportedly Rashi.15 His son Simha was not a scholar; apparently he was rnamed 

for his yikhur alone. The child of this union was the famous Nahman of Braclaw. He was mamed first to 

Sosha, the daughter of a lessee of villages named Ephraim ber of Zaslaw (Podolia). It will be recalled that he 

appeared conflicted over his great yikhus, feeling that it both uplified him (to messianic heights) and 

compromised his uniqueness. In the practical matter of mariage, however, Nahman was more decisive. He 

hoped that the messiah would corne from the union between his daughter Sarah and Isaac, son of the wealthy 

Leib ~ubrowner.16 Immediately afier the death of Nahman's wife Sosha, he arranged for himself a second 

marriage, to the daughter of a rich cornmunity leader in Brody, Ezekiel Trachtenburg. 

The mariage strategies of memben of the Besht's family appear to have been deliberate 

consolidations of power. It is difficult to know how many mariages were arranged by the Besht hirnself. 

But we may assume that the Besht had a hand in the matches which occurred during his lifetime. His interest 

in his grandchildrcn, as pomayed in his letter to Gershon which described the progress of Moses Hayyirn 

Ephraim, was keen.17 Eventually, as noted above, Moses became Gershon's son-in-law. 

The sources afford us some insight into the motivations behind various marriages in the Besht 

family. Those include the traditional considerations of scholanhip, wealth, and yikhus. In 17 of the above 

23 marriages, we may decipher the motivations behind the matches. By far, the greatest motivation is 

yikhus, which appears to be a factor in at l e s t  sixteen of the cases. Four of the matches are apparently 

motivated by wealth, and three according to the groom's scholarly ability. The picture which emerges is a 

deliberate attempt by the Besht and his descendants to consolidate their yikhus, and hence their position in 

socieîy . 



Another extraordinary Zaddik who probably acquired yikhur atzmo was Dov Ber of Miedzyrzecz. As 

discussed in the previous chapter, the evidence for his father Abraham's purponed greatness, a daim no 

doubt intended to ease the minds of later generations of Hasidim, is scanty. Little is known about Abraham, 

"a poor Hebrew teacher,"l8 and his wife, Havah. Dov Ber himself, however, was apparently quite a student, 

meriting a teacher as great as Joshua Falk, author of the talmudic work Penei Yehoshuah (Zolkiew, 1742).19 

His scholarly diligence eamed him a father-in-Iaw by the name of Shalom Shakhna, UV bel din of Tulchin. Ln 

spite of his lack ofyikhus through his parents, Dov Ber nevertheless eventually carne to comrnand an 

mormous following, among them the most extraordinary Zaddikim of the next generation. The number of his 

irnmediate descendants, however, was limited to his only son, Abraham "Ha Malakh," and his two 

grandsons, Shalom Shakhna of Probst and Israel Hayim of Ludomir. 

Despite his own apparently unaided rise into the elite, however, Dov Ber secured a prestigious match 

for his son, Abraham, with Wenya, daughter of Meshullam Feibush Halevi Horowitz of Krzernniec. 

Meshullarn Feibush not only belonged to the aristocratic Horowitz family, he was also author of Mishnn~ 

Hakhamim (Ostrog, 1796) and thus a scholar. Dov Ber sought to shore up his social position, and that of his 

family, by comecting his son with an established yikhus possessor. 

Abraham '"Ha Malakh" did not become a Zaddik himself. Rapoport Albert has argued quite 

convincingly that he was in no way a rightfd heir, an idea which would only corne into existence at a later 

stage of the movement. The Great Maggid, like the Besht, commanded no permanent, definitive circle of 

disciples who might suddenly switch allegiance to his son upon his death; nor could he simply hand his 

"crown" over to his s0n.2~ The only way in which Abraham rnight have won the allegiance of his father's 

disciples would have been to become, Iike his father, the greatest Zaddik of his time. instead, he appears to 

have been more reclusive and less inclined toward that role. His memory, nevertheless, is preserved in a 

positive light. In Shivhei HaBeshz, he appears as one too holy for such a mundane task as leadership, 

embodying an old-style h a ~ i d . ~ l  His name "Malakh," meaning "'angel," also reflects a remarkable character. 

The question must be asked, however: how could such a person- who produced no major works, comrnanded 



no following, shunned participation in the new Hasidic movement, and persisted in the ways of an old-style 

hasid- have merited such a legacy of Iegends? ApparentIy, it was due in no srnail part to the yikitur which 

Abraham inherited fiom his father, the Great Maggid. That the same cannot be said of Besht's son Tzvi 

Hirsch confums the latter's mediocrity, which even eclipsed the radiance of his great yikhur.22 

Abraham's sons' mariages reflect a continued effort to consolidate the fmiIy's social status. 

However, it is doubtfùI that either Abraham or his father, Dov Ber, themselves arranged these mamages 

directly. Both passed away when the sons were young, and at least one son, Shalom Shakhna of Probst, was 

raised in the house of Dov Ber's disciple, Solomon of Karlin. In any event, the mamages were auspicious. 

Shalom Shakhna married Hava, daughter of Abraham of Korostyszew, a son-in-law of N a h a n  of 

Czamobyl, and rosh yeshivah and rosh medinah in Korostyszew. (Shalom S h a b a  was father of Israel, 

founder of the Ruzhiner dynasty.) Abraham's other son, Israel Hayyirn of Ludomir, was matched with a 

daughter of Solomon of Karlin. ln his second marriage, Israel Hayyim secured a mamage with a daughter of 

his father's disciple Gedalya Rabinowin of Liniec. As in the case of the Besht's family, the marriage 

arrangements of Dov Ber's descendants were unmistakably with possessors of yikhus (Horowitz, Rabinowitz, 

etc.), and scholars. 

Several other Zaddikim appear to have also hearkened from humble backgrounds and achieved 

yikhur ntnno. Aryeh Leib Sarahs, of whom we h o w  little else, was the son of Joseph, a Hebrew teacher, 

and Sarah, whoce name he inhented. Only legend explains his use of his mother's name.23 We may only 

guess that either his father was rather undisthguished, if the son took his mother Sarah's name, or that his 

mother was extraordinary. Aryeh Leib had no children through whom we might measure his feelings about 

ymus. 

Another Zaddik who belongs to this category is Israel Hapstein of Kozienice, son of S'nabbatai, a 

poor bookbinder. Of his mother Perl, we know nothing. Nor have we discovered the family background of 

Israel's wife, Raizel. Israel, it will be recalled, tumed his humble background to his advantage in sevenl of 

his teachings (see Ch. 2). However, he desired no such humility for his children. He mamed his son Moses 



Eliakum Beriah to the daughter of Judah Leib Hakohen, rnaggid rnenrharim in Annopol. In his second 

marriage, Moses wed the daughter of Eleazar Weissblum, son of the Zaddik Elimelekh of Lezajsk- By this 

stage of the movement, a form of succession must have begun to materialize, for Moses succeeded his father, 

giving nse to the following interpretation of the verse "And it came to pass when the Ark set fonvard that 

Moses said.. ."(Num. 1 O:35): " ' When the Ark set forward' (i.e., when Israel of Kozienice died), 'Moses 

said,' he was succeeded by his son ~oses."24 Israel manied his daughter Perl to Abbi Ezra Zelig Shapiro 

rabbi of Magnuszew, son of Moses Isaac Shapiro. Another of Israel's daughters was rnarried to Ezekiel 

Halevy, son of Ariel Judah, av bet din of Zevalin. Israel's son Motel died Young. We may conclude that 

Israel, like other self-made Zaddikim, mamied his children in a manner which consolidated his place amongst 

the elite, seeking matches with the daughter of a son of a Zaddik who was aIso a Weisblum, a son of an au 

bet din wtio was also a Shapiro, and a son of anoîher au bet din. 

A possible exception to this pattern is Aryeh Judah Leib, the Grandfather of Shpola. His father 

Bamch Gerundi was a tax collector, originally fiom Bohemia, who settled in Poland. His mother, Rachel, is 

unidentifiable. Aryeh seems to have done absolutely nothing to gain membership to the elite, Save 

establishing a following of Hasidim. He apparently refused to serve as rabbi in a formal capacity, and to be 

called "rebbe;" and he required the same of his sons.25 Legend has it that Aryeh was ordered by his master, 

Phinehas Shapiro of Korzec, to many the daughter of a kosher slaughterer in ~~dowdikow.26  This seems 

plausible. It would be no coincidence that a pmon of humble origin like Aryeh be matched with the 

daughter of someone of similarly humble stature, especially by a Zaddik like Phinehas who appreciated the 

importance of yikhus. We do not h o w  how Aryeh manied his children, but the very lack of information 

about his sons' spouses, added to what we h o w  about his characta, might imply that Aryeh refused to use 

their mamages as a tool for social advancement. His sons, in accord with their father's demând, did not 

serve in the rabbinate. On his tombstone, only his name and date of death were written.27 The pictwe 

which mierges is an exceptional one: a Zaddik who achieved renown and yet refused social advancement. 

This is a truly defiant pmonality. Aryeh's apparent failure to secure a place within the elite lefi him 



vulnerable to the scom of other Zaddikim, some of whom regarded him as an impostor. In particular, Baruch 

of Mieyboz and Nahman of Braclaw , the quintessential yiWtus possessors, singled out Aryeh for attack.28 

Yet there is reason to doubt Aryeh's inclusion in the category ofyikhus ufzmo. His father's surname, 

Genmdi, may signify membership in an old Spanish family of the same name. The Gerundi famity is 

described in the work Tgeret Bel David as ". . .of the descendants of the Exile fiom Jerusalem, who live in 

spain."Z9 From the Genmdi family came anceston of both the Horowitz and Epstein families.30 Although 

Aryeh and his descendants did not retain the "Gerundi" surname, the fact that his father possessed it is reason 

for caution. 

Another Zaddik who rnay belong to this category of self-made men is Hayyim Haykl of Indura. The 

precise identity of his father, Samuel, is a rnystery. Regarding Hayyim himself, we know the following: 

David of Makow, a ferocious enemy of Hayyim and the entire Hasidic movement, States derisively that 

"Heike of Indura used to teach srnall childm, by which he earned a bare living. What did this needy man 

do? He went to the holy community of Karlin and there leamt the Hasidic form of worship.'*31 David 

describes Hayyim's father-in-law as "an ignorant man, as the whole town knows," who makes his living 

cooking gniel for Hayyim's ~asidim.32 Such a precise statement cannot be entirely disregarded. If bue, it 

means that Hayyim did not marry the daughter of a prominent man, which suggests that he himself lacked 

yikhus. The image of Hayyim, presmted by an enemy is hence one of a lowly children's teacher who 

exploited the new movement for social mobility. 

However, several facts confiict with this assessment. First, Hayyirn's name appears in the Indura 

communal register as a member of the burial society, the most prestigious society in any community.33 

Elsewhere, he has been described as the town cantor in his youth, a position of at least some distinction.34 

Thus, Hayyim's possession or lack ofyiWlur c m  not be absolutely confumed. In any event, his son Samuel 

filled his place in Indura, and married the daughter of Aamn "the SilentWof ~elechow,35 a disciple of 

Elirnelckh of lezajsk, both of which reflect Hayyim's positive regard for yikhus. 36 Hayyim's daughter 

mamied Nathan of Makow, a disciple of the Seer of Lublin. 



One last possible case ofyikhus afzmo is that of Aaron Perlow "the Great" of Karlin. His placement 

in this category is also questionable, however, for two reasons. First, his possession of a farnily name, 

Perlow, presents the possibility of nobIe descent. 4bPerlow" is probably a calque of the name "~argaliot."37 

This is not enough proof, though, for we know of no forbears by that name. It may be one which Aaron 

himself created. The second discrepancy is the fact that at least one biographer, Isaac Alfasi, alludes to 

Aaron's descent fiom King David, rabbis and "hidden Zaddilom". Yet his daim is unsupponed; he does not 

list any of those allegedly prominent forbears. 38 

Alfasi does, however, record an order by Aaron himself regarding the inscription he wished his 

tombstone to bear, quoted at the beginning of this chapter: "Here is buried an anonymous man (ish ploni), 

bom of an anonymous woman, one who was an anonymous man, son of an anonymous man.. .".39 This 

inscription, rerniniscent of a similar request by the Besht recorded in Shivhei Ha Besht, might simply reflect 

Aaron's modesty.40 It certainly illustrates his attitude towardyikhus, namely that it is not something about 

which one should boast. But, as in the Besht's case, we cannot nile out the possibility that this was a clever 

way of avoiding embarrassrnent about his own lack of distinguished lineage. 

One fact appears to support this latter theory: Aaron was the son of Jacob, a beadle in a ber niidrash 

(house of prayer and study) in the small town of Janowo. The position of synagogue beadle, entailing only a 

modest degree of power, does not seem to have been coveted by the elite. The beadle "camkd out the orders 

of the warden, tended to the stove during the winter, went about collecting for the charities on weekdays, and 

kept order during services at ail times. If educated, he also led the congregation in certain ceremonies during 

s e ~ c e s ,  and where there was no baal kore on hand, he read from the scroll and inspected it on the eve of 

~abbath."41 It is unlikely (but of course, not impossible) that a member of a Iine of great rabbis would 

occupy such a position. 

The identity of Aaron's wife is unknown. Of his childrm's mariages, however, at least several were 

in keeping with considerations ofyikhus. His daughter Hayya Sarah mamed Mordechai of Czarnobyl. 

Another daughter, Ribla, rnanied Israel, author of Ohale ~hem.42  In her second rnamiage, she was matched 



with Shalom Shakhna, son-in-law of Shneur Zalman in his first marriage. Another daughter married Aaron 

of Lachowicze, son of Mordechai of Lachowicze, a prominent disciple of Solomon of Karlin. These were 

top-notch matches in the Hasidic world. The spouses of his other children are more difficult to identifjr. 

Aaron's son Jacob married the daughter of a certain Abraham Karliner. 

Unfortunately, it is also difficult to identiQ the wife of Aaron's most famous son, Asher of Karlin- 

Stolin, beyond her name- Feige-Bathyah. It is possible that she was anotha daughter of Aaron "the Silent" 

of ~elechow.43 We do laiow, in any event, that Asher filled his father's position as rabbi of Stolin, and that 

many of his father's followers eventually atiached themselves to him upon his father's death- both of which 

irnply the latter's esteem foryikhus. En conclusion, if Aaron of Karlin did, indeed, possess yikhus a m o ,  he 

appears to have nevertheless created auspicious unions for his children, as did the vast majority of self-made 

Zaddikim. 

2)Ansocratic Family Yikhus 

The next level ofy ikhs  was that which had previously held the top position: membership in a 

certain aristocratic family, such as Horowitz, Shapiro, Ginsberg, etc. It was no accident that the Besht sought 

colleagues and disciples from thrse families, for each contained descendants of many generations of scholars 

and leaders. Their names alone inspired awe. One such a. the Besht, who wished to spread his teachings 

"'hroughout the world,"44 would have required that prestigious backing. 

The Horowitz family originated in the fifieenth century, deriving its name from Horovice, a mal1 

town in Bohemia. Isaiah ben Moses Ha Levi (d. 15 17) of Prague, who backed the 15 14 publication of the 

Pentateuch, is regarded as the farnily's founder. Of his sons, three rose to prominence: A m n  Meshullam 

~alman,45 1srae1,46 and Shabbetai ~heftel.47 Throughout the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth 

centuries, members of the family served as rabbis and judges in various towns in Poland, Lithuania, Russia, 

Autria, Bohernia, Moravia, Hungaxy, and ~ e r m a n ~ . 4 &  Prominent members of the Horowitz family have 



been noted in the previous chapter, for several of hem, it will be recalled, commented on the concept of 

yikhus. Perhaps the most famous Horowitz before the nse of Hasidism was the Kabbaiist lsaiah ben 

Abraham (1 556- l63O), author of Shnei Luhot HuBrit (Amsterdam, 1 649). 

The first rnembm of the Horowitz family to become Zaddikim (or at least, to be leaders identified 

with Hasidism) were the brothers Shmuel Shmelke of Nikolsburg (present-day Mikdov) and Phineas. Their 

grandfather, Meir of Tykocin, aras av bel din in Lmow, Zloczow, and Ti-. Their father, Tzvi Hirsch, was 

a renowned av bet din in Czortikow. Both brothers became disciples of Dov Ber of Miedzyrzec. Shmuel 

Shmelke manied the daughter of Joshua, a communal leader of Rzeszow, son of Mordechai, rush medinah of 

Tysmienica. The maniages of his own children appear equally calculated to sustain the family yikhus. 

Shmuel Shmelke married their son, Tzvi Joshua of Tmow,  to his brother Phineas* daughter Miriam. He 

m k e d  their daughter, Tova, to Jacob Horowitz, av bet din Katelburg-Karlsburg. 

Mariage strategies in Shmuel Shmelke's brother Phineas* family were executed equally effectively 

for the maintenance of family status. Phineas hirnself was married to Rachel Devorah, daughter of the 

Besht's disciple Joel Halpern, av bet din of Lesnio. The Halpems were another aristocratic family. Phineas 

married his daughter Miriam to his brother's son. Tzvi Joshua, as stated above. His other daughter was 

married to the Zaddik Abraham Hayyim of Zloczow, son of Gedaliah, rabbi of Zolkiew. Abraham Hayyim 

was a disciple of Dov Ber, Jehiel Michael, and Shmuel Shmelke, who authored several prominent Hasidic 

works.49 Phineas' son Tmi Hirsch, who filled his place in the Fraiilkon rabbinate, rnanied first Sarah, 

daughter of Abraham Yekutiel Zalman Rapoport, and then Tovah Landau (both of aristocratic families of 

great influence). Another son, Jacob Meir, was manicd to Nehama, the daughter of Saul, av ber din of 

Amsterdam. 

-4nother renowned Zaddik of the Horowitz clan was Jacob Isaac, the Seer of Lublin. His father, 

Abraham Eliezer Halevi, was av bel din of Jozefow and ~hv~erzhen.SO His mother, Meitel, was daughter of 

Jacob Koppel of Lukow, who was purportedly offered the position of a v  din of Amsterdam, but tumed it 

down.51 According to Otzar HaRabbanim, Jacob Isaac first marricd the daughter of Meir Halevi, av bel din 



of ~ o s t . 5 2  His second wife, Tehila Sprinza, was daughter of Tvi Hirsch of Lancut. Unfortunately, 

information on the mamiages of Jacob Isaac's children is scanty. We h o w  that he mamed his son Israel of 

Lublin to the daughter of David, brother of Moses of Przeworsk, a disciple of Elimelekh of Lezajsk. His 

daughter Czirly married a certain Samuel of Rzeszow; his son Tzvi Kirsch mamed the daughter of a certain 

Aryeh Leibush of Bialystok; and his son Joseph of Tulczyn rnaried the daughter of Mordechai, av  bel din of 

Korzec. Without more infornation, a def~tive conclusion about Jacob Isaac's mariage strategies is not 

possible. However, that both he and at least two of his sons received socially advantageous unions is 

revealing. 

A third Horowitz amongst the early Hasidim was Aaron of Starosielce, disciple of Shneur Zalman 

and rival for the latter's succession. According to Bei Rebbe, Aaron was an eight-generation descendant of 

Isaiah Horowitz, author of Shnei Luhot ~ à B r i t . 5 3  Aaron's father was Moses Horowitz of Starosielce. This 

distinguished lineage bears upon our understanding of his controversy with Dov B a ,  son of Shneur Zalman, 

for it forces us to achowledge the conflict as one between two members of the elite. This is worth 

emphasiùng, because the quarrel has been portrayed in terms of hereditary vs. non-hereditary succession. 

Aaron, too, had a form of heredity on his side, even if it was slightly inferior. Regarding the mamiages of 

Aaron and his children, however, we must remain silent. His spouse and that of his son Hayirn Raphael are 

udmown. Hayirn did succeed Aaron as rabbi of Starosielce, a fact which alone might suggest that yikhs 

was important for Aaron. 

Another aristocratie family that managed to conquer a large number of leadership positions in Jewish 

communities across Europe was the Shapiro family, which claimed descent from ~ashi .54 The family 

derived itç name fiom the German city Speyer, in memory of martyrs of that city from Crusades (1096) and 

the Black Death (1 348) massacres. Perhaps the most famous Shapiro was Nathan Xata (b. 15 85), author of 

the first extensive mathematical interpretation of the Scnptures, Megale Amukot (Cracow, 163 7). The first 

Hasidic leader fkom this family was Phineas Shapiro of Koxzec, a colleague of the ~esht.55 Phineas' father, 

Abraham Abba of Szklow, a Lithuanian scholar, was an itinerant preacher. His grandfather, known as 



Phineas Shapiro the Elder, was magid meusharim of ~eiscn.56 His rnother, Sarah Rachel Sheindel, was a 

descendant of Elieza bar Nathan, known as "Raban" (c. 1090-1 170). Phineas fvst married Reina, daughter 

of Jonah Weill of Slawuta, descendant of many other prominent scholars bearing the name "wei11."57 His 

second marriage was to a woman named Yuta. Phineas was exceedingly proud of his family, signing his 

letters "Shapiro" and ordering that his tombstone be engraved with that name.58 

Phineas' mamiage strategies for his children were as follows: 1) Judah Meir of Szepietowka mamed 

Sarah, daughter of the Zaddik Jacob Samson of Szepietowka, a disciple of Dov Ber of Miedyrzecz, and a 

descendant of Samson of Ostropole; 2) Moses of Slawuta mamed Rachel, daughter of Isaac, a rabbinical 

judge in Prague, son of Saul, av ber din of Cracow. Rachel was sister of the Zaddik Gedalya of Liniec, 

another disciple of Dov Ber of Miedzyrzecz and, allegedly, a descendant of Rashi; 3) Jacob Samson of 

Zaslaw rnamied the daughter of Dov, rabbi of Zaslaw, whose position Jacob Samson inhcrited; 4) Ezekiel 

m k e d  the daughter of a certain Joseph of ~o lome;59  5) Joseph married the daughter of a certain Joseph of 

Wisniowiec; 6) Rezel Sheindel married Samuel, av bel din of Kaniow and ~weni~orodka.60 An 

unmistalcable pattern of yiMus-preservation emerges from most of these matches. 

Another prominent Zaddik fiom the Shapiro family was Mordechai of ~eskhiz.61 a disciple of Jehiel 

Michael of Zloczow. Like Phineas, his lineage can be mced to the author of M e g d e h  Amukot. 

Mordechai's father, Dov Ber, was a scribe of the vaad of Tulczyn and av ber din of Lesmow and Neskizh. 

Mordechai mamied Reiza, daughter of Joseph of Lesznow, son-in-law of Jacob of Ludomir, a v  ber din and 

rosh yeshivah in Ludomir. Mordechai semed as av ber din of Ludomir, Neskhiz, and Kowel. The fvst two 

positions were doubtless received due to family connections. His son Jacob Leib served, not coincidentally, 

as av ber din of Neskhiz and Kowel; and also of Trisk. Mordechai married a second time, to the daughter of 

the Zaddik Samuel Ginzberg of David-Gorodok, disciple of Jehiel Michaçl of Zioczow. 

Regarding his maniage strategies for his childm, we how:  1) Joseph of Ustilla married the 

daughter of Judah Meir of Szepietowka, son of Phineas Shapiro of Korzec; 2) Isaac of Nieswiez married the 

daughter of Michael of Kaszowka, husband of the daughter of Moses Halevi Ephrati- rosh yeshivah of 



Berdyczew and ~atoshin,62 and father-in-law of Israel of Ruzhin; 3) Zartel married Meir Shraga Reivel, 

rabbi of Rzeszow; 4) another daughter married a certain Joseph of Lesmow. Most of these mamages reflect, 

as well, a concern for family and ancestral background. 

The third family which the Besht purporiedly adrnired was the Margaliot family. Deriving its name 

from the Hebrew margalit, meaning ''pearl," this farnily îraced its descent to Rashi. Jacob of Regensburg (d. 

between 1499 and 1512), rabbi of Regensburg, is the earliest identifiable member. The family spread 

throughout Eastern Europe. One distinguished member of this line was Ephraim Zalrnan Margaliot (1760- 

1828), who authored many books and reqonsa.63 The most prominent Margaliot among the Hasidim was 

Meir of Ostrog, author of Meir Netivim (Polonne, 179 1-2) and Sod Yakhin u V o n  (Ostrog, 1794). Meir, it 

will be recalled, encountered the Besht with his brother, and they both became immediate followers. In the 

tale (recounted in Gedole M m e  Zaddikirn) their father Tzvi Hirsch expresses surprise that "ones such as 

yourselves," ie., his sons, would be attmcted to the apparently humble Besht. He is probably alluding to his 

sons' yikhus. 

Their grandfathm was rabbi of ~azlowiec.64 Their father, Tzvi Hirsch, succeeded his father in 

Jazlowiec; and then served in the district of Podolia. Their mother, Shayntzya, was sister of Aryeh Leib 

Urbach, av bet din of Stanislaw, and daughter of Mordechai Merdosh of Krzemieniec, av  bet din of 

Jazlowiec and Bomberg. Meir himself served first as rabbi of Horodenka, before filling his father's place in 

Jazlowiec. Meir would subsequently receive appointments in other cities, as well as over the entire Ostrog 

district. His first marriage was to Hayya, daughter of a certain H a y y h  Katz of Horodenka; and his second 

was to Reizel, daughter of Meir's uncle Aryeh Leib Urbach, av bet din of Stanislaw, and widow of 

Meshullam Zalman Ashkenazi, av bet din of Pomcrania. 

About Meir's children's marriages, we can Say the following. Bezaiel, who succeeded his father in 

Ostrog, m h e d  the daughter of a certain Joshua Rishver. He also wed the daughter of Hayyim Hakohen 

Rapoport, author of ZeWer HaHa)3/irn (Lmberg, l865).65 One daughter mamed Naftali Hertz, av bet din of 

Szarograd. Another daughter married Simha, son of Nahman Katz Rapoport. Meir's daughter Hayya, of his 



second marriage, mamed the wealthy Judah Leib of Pinsk. The matches of Meir's other children- Sad, 

Joseph Nahman, and Naftali Mordechai- are unidentifiable. From those we have been able to identify, there 

seems no reason to suspect that Meir deviated fiom traditional matchmaking considerations- rabbinical 

office, yikhu, and wealth. 

In addition to the Horowitz, Shapiro and Margaliot families, we fuid prominent Zaddikim of the first 

generations from 0th- old and prestigious families, among them Leiper, Ginzberg, Hager. Rabinowitz, 

Katzenellenbogen, Heller, and ~eisblum.66 From the first family on this list, Leiper, came the Zaddik Meir 

of Przemyslany (1780-1 850), an eariy disciple of the Besht and son of Jacob "the hocent"  of Przemyslany. 

Wunder describes his forbears as "fifty generations of possessors of holy spirits fiom him, until R. Jacob 

Mervish of KoM1, author of the responsa Min ~hamaim."67 Meir's son Aaron Aryeh Leib mamed Yenta, 

who appears to be unidentifiable. The wives of Meir's other sons, David of Kalusz and Pesah Hasid, are 

unfortunately elusive, as well. Without more information, we cannot gauge Meir's attitudes. 

A member of the Ginzberg family who became an early Hasidic Zaddik was Samuel Ginzberg of 

David-Gorodok. A disciple of Jehiel Michael of Zloczow, Samuel was son of Michael Gizsburg of Kosow. 

He married the daughter of Aaron, av ber din of Turobin. Samuel mamed his daughter to the Zaddik 

Mordechai Shapiro of Neskhiz, as remarked above.68 The spouse of his son Ze'ev, who succeeded hirn, is 

unfortunately not known. 

ho the r  aristocratic family which provided a major Zaddik early on was the Hager family, of 

Menahem Mendel Hager of Kosow (1 769-1 826). Menahem Mendel's descendants included several who 

served as rabbis throughout Eastern ~urope.69 His father was Jacob Kopel Hasid Hager of Kolomyja, author 

of Ahavat Shalom. Menahem Mendel was married young to Sheina Rachel, daughter of his uncle, Samuel 

Simha Zimmel Kook of Kosow. They had two sons and a daughter, each o k ~ h o m  was provided with a 

distinguished spouse. David of Zabolotov married the daughter of the Zaddik Moses Leib of Sasow, a 

disciple of Dov Ber of Miedyrzec and Shrnuel Shmelke of Nikolsburg. Another son, Hayyim Hager of 

Kuty, rnarried Zipporah, daughter of Judah Meir Shapiro of Szepietowka, son of the Zaddik Phineas Shapiro 



of Korzec. Their daughter Sarah Leah mamed a certain Israel Abraham of Annopol, and after their divorce, 

Gershon Ashkenazi, av  bet din of Kolomaja. 

The Rabinowitz famil y provided an early Zaddik, as well: Gedalyah of Liniec, (1 73 8- 1 8 04) disciple 

of Dov Ber of Miedzyrzecz. (Jacob Isaac , the Holy iew of Przysucha, was a Rabinowitz too; but he falls 

outside the purview of this study.) Gedalya descmded from his father, Isaac of Liniec, a rabbinical judge in 

Polome, and, ultimately, Rashi. His sister Rachel manied Moses of SIawuta, son of the Zaddik Phineas 

Shapiro of Korzec. Gedalya himself married the daughter of a certain Moses of Chartorier. We do not h o w  

who was the Mfe of his son Samuel Judah Leib. His other son, Isaac Joel, was son-in-law of a certain Jacob 

of Lubariow. Arnongst his daughters, two unquestionably advantageous matches cm be discerned: one 

rnarried Elijah Dov, son of Moses, av  bet din of Iwanicze and student of the Besht; and another married the 

Zaddik Aaron of Czarnobyl, son of Mordechai of Czarnobyl. Of the other daughters, one mamîed a certain 

Jacob Kugal, another married a certain Tzvi ben Joseph of Kamenka, and the match of a third, Hanna. is 

unloiown. 

Another old family, Katzenellenbogen, apparently provided a major Zaddik as well: Menahem 

Nahum of Czarnobyl(1730- 1798). This Zaddik's family background has been hidden, due to the fact that 

his grandfather, for some reason, seems to have dropped the sumame, being referred to simply as Nahum 

"Ha Gaon," QV bel din of Norinsk. But this Nahum's father was Nathan Nata Katzenellenbogen, son of 

Nahum Katzenellenbogen, son of Meir Katzenellenbogen, son of  Sad  ~ a h I . 7 0  

Menahem's family was therefore a mode1 ofyikhus. His father Tzvi, was Nahum "Ha Gaon's" 

successor in Narinsk. One of Tzvi's brothers, Aryeh Leib, was a friend and colleague of the Besht. For his 

talented and well-connected son Mmahem, Tzvi was able to procure a match with Sirnha Sarah Shapiro- 

granddaughter of Isaac Shapiro, av bet din of Kowno and Lublin, son of Nathan Nzta Shapiro, author of 

Mavoh Shaarim (1575) and descendent of the Nathan Nata Shapiro who authored Megale Amukot. 

Menahem was the first Zaddik to institute hereditary succession, îransmitting his office to his son 

Mordechai upon his own death in 1798.71 Mordechai married fmt Hayya Sarah, daughter of Aaron of 



Karlin. A legend exists around this match, in which the Great Maggid himself acts as matchmaker for the 

pair.72 In his second marrïage, Mordechai married Feigelah, daughter of the Zaddik David Leikas. Of 

Menahem and Simha Sarah's other chikiren, st is known that one daughter, Malka, mamed Abraham, son of 

Tzvi Hirsch, rosh yeshivah and rosh rnedinah of Krzeszow; and that another daughter married Leib, av bet 

din of Bendery (in Bessarabia). The spouse of their other son, Moses, is unhown to us. The way in which 

Menahem, himself a possessor of great yikhw, further consolidated his farnily's yikhus by shrewdly marrying 

at least two of his children, adds an interesting dimension to his character. For legends tend to portray him as 

a humble, impoverished teacher of children, not as one ensconced within the elite. 

Another Zaddik who was a member of an aristocratie family was Meshulam Feibush Heller (1740- 

1799, author of Derekh Emef (Lwow, 1830) and Yosher Divrei Emet (Munkacs, 1905), two works which are 

fimdamental to Hasidic thought. He was a disciple of Jehiel Michael of Zloczow. Meshulam Feibush was a 

descendant of Yom Tov Lipman Heller, and son of Aaron Moses Heller, a v  bel din of Sniatyn. He married, 

first, the daughter of Mordechai Halpern, av bet din of Bnezany. From this union was bom Moses Aaron. 

In his second maniage, he wed Yentl, daughter of Abraham Hayyim Shor, author of Zon Kedoshim 

(Wandsbeck, 1729). The children of this rnarriage were Baruch Isaac, av bet din of Zwiniacz, and Samson of 

~ezierzan~.73 Of the latter, it is known that he married Sheindel Leah, daughter of Joseph Joska Halevi 

Horowitz, av bel din in Jassy. 

One last family worthy of note is the Weisblum family. This was the family of Elimelekh of Lezajsk 

and Zusya of Annopol (d. 1890). Their father, Eleazar Lipman, was a wealthy landowner of noble descent 

(fiom Rashi and, it is claimed, Jochanan "Ha Sandlar.") Their paternal grandfather, Abraham of Tiktin, had 

mamied the daughter of Eliezer Lipman Halpern of Tamogrod. Eliemelekh married Shprintza, who, in 

Wunder's words, possessed "a yikhus h t t e n  in gold letters," which included her faCier Aaron Rokeah, 

brother of Eleazar, av ber din of Amsterdam. One of her brothers, Moses, was UV bet din of Bednn. 

Elimelekh, it will be recalled, emerged as the most vociferous critic of excessive reliance upon 

yildiur. It is therefore fascinating to note his behavior in matiers which affected the yikhus of his own 



descendants. Elimelekh does not appear to have diverged at al1 from traditional practice. There is an episode 

related in Aaron WaIden's Seder Dorot Mi Talmide Ha Besht, in which Elimelekh entmsted his son with the 

task of curing an ascetic of his debiiitating practices.74 Rapoport-Albert, who can hardly be said exaggerate 

such matters, views the story as an example of Elimelekh attempting to groom his son for future 

leadership7S. Ironically, upon his death, Elimelekh's followers adhered to his teachings and not his wishes: 

the majority switched allegiance to one of his disciples, and not his son.76 

Elimelekh mamed at least several of his chiidren due, in part, to considerations of yikhus. 

Elimelekh's son Eleazer married, first, the daughter of Israel Tzvi Hirsch Lipiner, a v  bet din and maggid 

mesharim of Grodzisk. Israel was grandson of Libush Dominitz of Grodzisk. The Dominitz family 

contained several renowned rabbis. In his second maniage, Eleazar wed the daughter of the wealthy "Nagid" 

of Sieniawa. Another son, Eliezer Lipa, manïed the daughter of Samuel "the Melamed" of Sieniawa, whose 

precise identity and descent are unhown. Elimelekh's third son, Jacob, who became av bel din of 

Mogielnice, married the daughter of a certain Reuven of Grodzisk. Of Elimelekh's daughters, one (Meirush 

or Meirel) rnamïed die Zaddik Elijah of Biala Cerkiew, son of Jacob Jokel of Lancut. Another mamed Israel, 

av bel din of Grodzisk. 77 What emerges is a Zaddik who, despite his reservations about the importance of 

yikhus, was not prepared to deviate from traditional matchmaking considerations. At least, that is the case 

with three out of his five children. 

Zusya Weisblum, Elimelekh's brother, rnamied a certain Hendel, with whom he had two sons, Tmi 

Menahem Mendel and lsrael Abraham Abba. T'mi was married twice; first to the daughter of a certain 

Moses Ibenetzer, and second to the daughter of Dov of Olionow, descendant of the Besht. Tzvi's brother 

Israei married the daughter of the Zaddik Ze'ev Wolf of Czamy Ostrog, disciple of the Great Maggid, and 

was Ze'ev's successor. 

It is evident that a substantial number of early Hasidim were members of aristocraàc Jew-sh families, 

the type ofyikhirr which was traditionaliy considered the most exalted. The rise of Hasidism may be said to 

have moved this category down a notch, as descent fiom specific Zaddikim like the Besht and Great Maggid 



gained the supreme position. But these families evidently lost little in the ascendance of Hasidisrn, for their 

own members succeeded in filling its top positions. 

3) YiWtur by descent, lacking an aristocratie farnily name: 

We shall now tum to the third, slightly inferior type ofyikhur: descent fiom a scholar, rabbinical 

office holder, or possessor of wealth, absent a family name. It is clear that such yikhus possessors attained 

enormous prestige, even if they lacked a family name to attach it to. We are Uius speaking of very slight 

inferiority. What follows is a s w e y  of several early Zaddikim of this category, for whom substantial 

information is available. Many of them are among Hasidisrn's most erninent sages, as we shall see. 

The first, Nahman of Horodenka (d. 1870), has already been considered in the above discussion of his 

grandson, Nahrnan of Braclaw. He traced his descent back to Rashi. Nahman of Horodenka, of course, was 

able to achieve the supremeyikhus, attaching his family to that of the Besht by manying his son Simcha to 

the Besht's granddaughtcr, Feige. 

Another possessor of great yikhu was one of the Besht's most illustrious disciples: Jacob Joseph of 

Polome. His father, Tzvi Hakohen Kay was a descendent of Samson of Ostropol and Yom Tov Lipman 

Heller. We do not h o w  to whom Jacob Joseph married his son, Abraham Samson. But, significantly, this 

son replaced him as rabbi of Breskow, in keeping with traditional practice. Jacob Joseph married his 

daughter to Abraham Dov Urbach, son of Abraham HaKohen Urbach, refmed to as "Ha Rav" in various 

biographies. The Urbachs were a prominent Jewish family- the Besht claimed that Aryeh Leib Urbach 

(d. 1750), uncle of Meir Margaliot, had the sou1 of the talmudic sage ~bayye.78 Abraham Dov published 

Jacob Joseph's masterpiece, Toledot Yakov Yosef (Miezyboz and Korzec, 1780)and succeeded him as rabbi 

of Polonne. He marrieci his son, Moshe Zev, to the daughter of Tzvi Hirsch, son of the Besht. In this way, 

Jacob Joseph wodd eventually penetrate the Besht's farnily, as well, attaining the ultimate yikhus. 



Another disciple of the Besht who could boast of noble lineage was Jehiel Michael of Zloczow. His 

father, Isaac of Drohobycz, was a disciple of the Besht, about whom many stories are told.79 Isaac was 

maggid measharim (official Kahal preacher) in Ostrog, Drohobycz and Kharkow. Kis father was Joseph 

Wimik of Pistyn, hown as "Joseph the Honest." His grandfather, Moses of P i sm,  UV bet din of Swierze, 

became a famous martyr. The family ultimately claimed descent nom Rashi. 

Jehiel Michael might have been a member of the Rabinowitz family, because that name is attached to 

one of his descendants, Baruch Rabinowia of Jassy. This cannot, however, be more fvmly established. 

Regarding Jehiel Michael's mariage stmtegies, at Ieast several auspicious unions are to be found amongst 

his sons. His f~st-bom son Isaac of Radziwilow was mamied to the daughter of the Zaddik Moses Shoham 

of Dolina, a disciple of the Besht. In his second marriage, Isaac wedded the daughter of Tzvi Hirsch of 

Nadworna, and succeeded him as rabbi there. His son Joseph of Jampol rnarried the daughter of a certain 

Menahem of Wigstadl. Another son, Mordechai of Knemniec, manieci the daughter of Eliezer, a children's 

teacher in Kowsow, son of Ephraim Fischel, who is mentioned in the approbrium to the book Zikaron Shmuel 

and was the descendant of many famous rabbis.80 Jehiel Michael's son Moses manied the daughter of 

David, av bet din of Gmbowiec. The wife of another son, Benjamin Zev Wolf of  Zabarazh, cannot be 

identified. Finally, Jehiel Michael married his daughter to David Halevi of Stepan, a disciple of the Besht. 

David Halevi was grandson of the author of Turei Zohav (Zolkiew, 1754) o f  the same name. 

Among the disciples of Dov Ber of Miedzyrzecz are found several other members of thls third 

category. Abraham Abba-Joseph of Soroca, a relatively obscure disciple, was the son of Shemariah, rnaggid 

merharim of Korzec. His bener-known son, Shemariah Weingarten of Lyubashevo (d. 1847), mamed a 

daughter of the Zaddk David Halevi of Stepan. 

Abraham Hayyim of Zlocmw (1 750-1 8 16), as rnmtioned above, was son of Gedalya, av bet din of 

Zolkiew, son of Benjamin Wolf, also av ber din of Zolkiew. In his fmt  m d a g e ,  he wed the daughter of the 

Zaddik Phinehas Horowitz, also stated above. After her death, Abraham married a second time to the 



daughter of Isaachar Dov Ber, av ber din of Uoczow and author of Bet Eyni pubno,  178 1) and Mevusser 

Tzeddek (Lvov, 1850). He succeeded his father-in-law as rabbi of Zloczow. 

Another disciple, Jacob Samson of Szepietowka, was the son of Isaac, rabbi of Slawuta, and a 

descendant of Samson of Ostropole. Jacob Samson mamed the daughter of Hayyim Jacob, UV bet din of 

Polonne and grandson of Joel Sirkes, "the Bach" (156 1-1640). He married his daughter, Sarah, to Judah 

Meir of Szepietowka, son of the Zaddik Phineas Shapiro of Korzec. The wife of his son Jacob is unhown. 

One of the Great Maggid's most prominent disciples of this type of yikhus was Levi Isaac of 

Berdyczew. His father Meir was av ber d h  of Gusakow, and according to several biographers, the sixteenth 

generation of his farnily to obtain an av bel din position (in various locales).81 His grandfather was Moses, 

av bet din of Zamosc, son of Tzvi Hirsch, av  bet din of Lwow. Levi Isaac's mother, Sosha Sarah, was also of 

an elite line: she was granddaughter of Moses Margaliot and a descendant of Samuel Eliezer Edels, "the 

Maharsha." Levi Isaac was wedded to Pearl, daughter of a rich contractor named Imel Peretz, also of 

distinguished lineage.82 Levi Isaac married his son Meir to a woman who was the daughter of Eliezer, rosh 

yeshivah of Karlin, and sister of Moses, av bet din and rosh yeshivah of Botosani, father-in-law of the 

Zaddik Israel of Ruzhui. We do not know the identity of the wife of Levi Isaac's son and successor, Israel of 

~ikov83; nor of the wife of his other son, Dov Bensh. He mamed his daughter to Eliezer Lipa, son of Meir, 

who is described as a "famous genius" by ~riedman.84 One more comment pertaining to Levi Isaac's 

mamage strategies: the book Zikarnn Le RLÎhonim States that Levi Isaac was (in some capacity) an iq-law of 

both Mordechai Shapiro of Neskhiz and Shneur Zalman of Lyady, neither of which I have been able to 
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Finally, we shall illustrate the yikhus of a disciple of the Great Maggid whose star has never faded: 

Shneur Zalman of Lyady, author of what was the first attempt to systematize Hasidic thoughr, the Tanya 

(Likkutei Amrarim) (Slawuta, 1796). Heilmann, the author of Bet Rebbe, mces  the descent of Shneur 

Zalman's father Baruch back to Judah Loewe, the Maharal of ~rague.86 Baruch's wife Rebecca, although 

her father's name is not extant, must have been remarkable herself, for Shneur Zalman occasionally signed 



his name as "son of ~ebecca."87 Bm~~ch and Rebecca had, in addition to Shneur Zalman: 1)a son named 

Judah Leib, author of Shaa~r Yehudah, 2)a son named Mordechai Posner, rabbi of Orsha (Witebsk), 3)a son 

named Moses, nv bet din of ~ j e w a g ~  and Rudnya, and 3) a daughter, Sarah, who rnarried Imel Kozak, 

subject of at least one tale.89 

They married their son Shneur Zalrnan to Stema, daughter of a rich businessman named Judah Leib 

Seigel of Witebsk. Shneur Zahan and Sterna had three sons- Dov Ber, Moses, and Hayyim Abrahm- and 

three daughters- Debrah Leah, Fneda, and Rachel. Dov Ber mamed Shayna, daughter of a children's teacher 

who was one of Shneur Zalman's Hasidim. Moses married the daughter of a certain Tzvi Hirsch of Ulla. 

Hayyim Abraham's spouse cannot be identified. Regarding his daughters, Shneur Zalman marrîed Debrah 

Leah to Shalom Shakhnah, son of Noah (father-in-law of Issachar Ber, maggid rneasharim of Lubavitch); 

Fneda to a certain Eliezer, son of Mordechai; and Rachel to Abraham Shaynas of Shklov, son of Tzvi. In Bel 

Rebbe, Heilman describes the latter, Tzvi, as a prominent man in Sklov who opposed the Hasidim. True to 

the pattern described in the majority of cases above, then, Schneur Zalman came f?om noble lineage, married 

well, and sought the sarne for at least several of his children. 

Conclusion 

In 178 1, at the Fair of Selva, a ban of excsmmunication against the Hasidim was read which 

contained, among other severe proclamations, an explicit prohibition against mariages with the Hasidim. 

Rabinowitch suggests that Hasidism's opponents refused to intermarry with them in practice even earlier- 

following the bans of 1772.90 The extent of the effectiveness of these bans is not known exactly, but it rnay 

be assumed that they affected the marriage strategies of Zaddikim to no small degree. Tnis helps partly to 

explain the extent to which Zaddikim forged marriage alIiances with other Zaddikim. Nevertheless, the bans 

could not have been the sole motivation for such maniages. For, as is borne out in the above examples, the 



new Zaddikim possessed the greatest yikhw of all. Ban or no ban, they and their children were, for the 

movement's sympathizers, the most attractive matches. 

29 Zaddikim fiom the first three generations of Hasidism have been considered in this study, on the 

basis of their importance and the availability of at least some infornation about their descent, rnaniages, and 

marriage strategies for their children. Of those 29, only 7, and probably fewer, might have tackedyikhus in 

the nomal sense of the term, being compelled to obtain yiWIus atzrno. 22 of those Zaddikim unquestionably 

had yikltus. Each descended fiom prominent scholars and were usually the sons of communal rabbis. Of 

those 22 Zaddikim, 9 were membm of easily recognizable aristocratic families. The remaining 13 were by 

no means lacking in impressive pedigree, as well. The proportion ofyikhuî possessing Zaddikirn to self- 

made Zaddikim was therefore more than 4 to 1, even according to a conservative estimate. 

In marrying their children, al1 Zaddikim seem to have behaved similarly, with the possible exception 

of Aryeh Leib of Shpola. In the vast majority of matches, yikhus was a primary consideration. In 109 of the 

above matches, it is possible to discern motivations. Yikhus was apparently a factor in 79 of those matches. 

This extremely high number is due in part to the fact that a woman was pnmarily rnarried for her father's 

merits, not her own. But were we to only consider the daughters' mamiages, yikhus would remain a factor in 

a wide majority of cases. Arnong other motivations, I counted rabbinical or lay office (1 1), being a Zaddik 

(6), wealth (8) and scholanhip (5). In two cases, Eliezer Lipa and Dov Ber of Lubavich, the bride's father is 

known to be a humble teacher of childm, at least one gf whom was a follower of the groom's father. And 

Aryeh Leib of Shpola mamied the daughter of a Kosher slaughterer. But these are aberrations; and we can not 

dismiss the possibility that those matches, too, had yikhur. It is plain that yiWIus confinued to be the rnost 

important consideration in matters of mamiage amongst the early Hasidim, an indication of the enduring 

value of yikhus. 

The above results point to two major trends regarding yikhus in the early stages of Hasidism. 1) The 

majority of Zaddikim (and cornpanions of the Besht) had yikhus to begin with, often belonging to the 

aristocratic families which traditionally dominated Jewish communal and spirihial leadership. In only a few 



cases can it be detennined with a degree of certainty that a Zaddik altogether lacked it. 2) Nearly every 

Zaddik (and cornpanion of the Besht), whether of yikhus or yikhus atzmo, acquired for his children 

spectacular matches, according to the societal standards. Usually, this meant matches with other yikhus 

possessors. The Zaddik who was possibly exception to this nile, although far from being confirmed, is 

Aryeh Leib of Shpola. In his case, we simply lack information and can only guess that such a defiant 

personality might also be defiant regarding his children's mamages. In the rare case that a Zaddik himself 

lacked yikhus, he usually made sure to compensate for that lack through scrupulous matchmaking strategies. 

As far as ideals are concerned, addressed in Chapter 2, no Zaddik was prepared to cnticize yikhus 

itself. The worst criticisrns are really wamings against the dangers inherent in pnde over one's yikhus. This 

type of criticism seems to have increased under Hasidism, revealing amongst some Hasidim a degree of 

discornfort over nepotism. The possible reasons for an increase in that criticism, as noted in that chapter, are 

as follows: 1)Such criticism may have been a reaction against the audacious daims of Zaddikim Iike Baruch 

and Nahman; 2) It may have been due to the fear that undue appreciation for yikhus might belie the 

movement's ideological foundations; 3)Zaddikim rnight have feared that undue allegiance to one's family 

would compromise allegiance to the Zaddik; and 4)It may merely reflect the Hasidic emphasis on hurnility. 

Whatever the reasons for that increase, however, no one, not even Elimelekh, was prepared to attackyikhus 

itself. 

Those critics only represented one camp. Other Zaddikim, most noticeably descendants from the 

Besht who stood to lose the most from such criticism, refrained absolutely from questioning even the pride of 

yikhus possessors. The only Zaddik of this latter group to occasionally dispute yikhus, Nahman of Braclaw, 

did so when he feared that his own dependence upon his forbears might compromise his perceived 

singularity. In principle. Nahman was as supportive ofyikAus as anyone else, as his teachings and mamage 

practices prove. 



When it came to manying off their own children, members of both categories were loathe to violate 

traditional matchmaking practices. They almost unanimously sought for their daughters matches of wealth, 

scholarly attainrnent, and yikhus; and for their sons, matches ofyikhur alone. 

This analysis wiII correct four basic misconceptions of Hasidic historiography. First, the idea of a 

Hasidism that appeaied to the Jewïsh masses because it prornised a libmtion from the prevailing oligarchie 

leadership is finther undermined. The Zaddilam were rarely humble preachers, as Joseph Weiss portrays 

them, nor the "lowly folk" of Isaac Levitat's description. They do not appear to have harbored the slightest 

democratic conviction, as Martin Buber and Harry Rabinowitch argue. Xnstead, they continued to inherit and 

bequeath rabbinical offices within their own families. They were not strangers to the anstocratic families, as 

Raphael Mahler implies; in fact they were usually members of those very families. Finally, the Zaddikim 

were not disgnintled members of a "secondq intelligentsia," as Ben Zion Dinur would have it. To the 

contrary, we can safely place most Zaddikim comfortabiy within the elite of Jewish society. 

Second, we must correct the simplistic characterization of a Zaddik as any member of the movement 

who, thanks to his great charisma, accumulated a following. Such a definition has been offered by Jacob 

Katz, Gershom Scholern, Ada Rapoport-Albert, and Mendel Piekarz. A Zaddik, we have found, also usually 

had to corne from a specific background: one ofyikhus. In tum, that yikhus no doubt enhanced his charisma 

to no srna11 degree. 

Third, the above study enables us to dismiss the possibility that any decline in the ~ignificance of 

lineage occurred during the rise of Hasidism. Although encompassing a very minor portion of their works, 

that possibility has been mentioned by both Gershon Hundert and, in a less direct manner, Arthur Green. 

Finally, we must depart from the tendency to view the mid-nineteenth century Hasidic dynastic 

institution as a natrnal outgrowth. Such a view, offered by A& Rapoport-Albert and Steven Shizot, is 

unfounded. If there is no evidence for the diminishing significance ofyikhus, there is also no evidence for its 

increase. Hasidic society, in rnatters of yikirus, seems to have merely gone on as before. The major change 

entailed the type of merit by which suchyikhus was achieved. Descent fiom, or relation to, a Zaddik became 



more important than descent frorn, or relation to, a scholar. We cannot explain dynasticism through the 

importance ofyiRhus in Hasidic society. It would be wiser to seek such an explanation in the implications of 

the loss of scholarship as an instrument of quality-control. 

Apprcciation for yikhrrr- which we have defined as prestige emanating from the scholarship, 

charima, office, and (to a lesser degree) wealth of one's forbears and living relatives- therefore endured 

throughout the nse of Hasidism. The institution of Zaddik was as oligarchic as the leadership that preceded 

it. While it might have been rare in the parent society for yikhus-Iacking individuals Iike the Besht and Great 

Maggid to rise to such enormous heights, this was probably due to a degree of volatility which is inherent in 

any new movement. Such figures, in any event, were not permitted to become the nom. They functioned 

sotidly within an elite group, surrounded by yikhus possessors. And in marrying off their children they 

nearly always behaved according to the d e s  of that elite, seeking alliances with the yikhus possessing 

families. ln practice, as in p ~ c i p l e ,  the Hasidim continued to cherish yikhus. 

Nathan Nata Kroncnberg, Shemen HaTov (Petersburg, 1 gOS), p. L 52. 
Isaac Alfasi, Entsvklopedva Le Hasidut: Ishirn (lerusalem, l986), p. 1 69. 
Fbpopon Albert, "Hasidism After I772;"and The Problem of Succesion in the Hasidic Leadership, ch.2. 
' The twenty-nine Zaddikim or members of the Besht's inner circle of rnystics have been chosen according 
to their influence in Hasidic thought and their (in most caszs) ability to accumulate a substantial folowing. 
1 have use& as a guideline, the chart provided in the Encvclopedia ludaica, Vol. 1, pp. 160-69. 
' Gershon H n d m  and Genhon Bacon, 
1984), p.66. 
6 Ben Zion Dinu., EkMifiie Ha Dorot (Jerusalem, 1954), p.108. Dinur must have failed to notice the 
sizable presence of memben of these very f d e s  within the Hasidic leadership, for he put forth the 
unsustainable theory that Hasidic leaders rose from a "secondary intelligentsia" which was excluded from 
the elite. Sec Dinur in Hundert, Essential Pa~ers, ch. 4. 
' Alexander Beider. A Dictionan, of Jewish Sumames from the Kinedom of Poland (New Jersey, 1996). 
pp.33-4. 

Ibid., p.34. 
As w; have setn, some wish to regard him as a self-made Zaddik, whiie othen are apparently 

embanassed by the notion, bestowing Davidic lineage upon him. The former scems more likely. This 
contradiction highiights a gcneral indecisiveness about yikhus in eighteenth and even nineteenth century 
Jewish society. WC seme that the biographers arc tom between admiration of noble birth and admiration 
of pure merit. 
'O The most blatant fabrication of the Besht's iineage occurs in Nathan Zvi Friedman, Otzar HaRabbanim 
(Bnei Brak, n.d.), a work which Wundcr desmies as containing 'hiany mistakes in both content and 
arrangement." (Awtaynu 11 :4, 1995). Friedman decides to idcntiQ the Besht's father, Eliezer, as Eliezer 
Isserles, a descendant of Moses Isserles! (p.52). 
'' Set tale no. 8 in Ben Amos and Mintz. 
l2 Possibly either Tiîov Veles, near Skopje, in former Yugoslavia; or (more likely) Tynivenai, in Lithuania. 
l3  Of thcir other son, Abraham, we know nothing. 



'' Regarding this marriage, Arthur Green wites: "A marriage with the granddaughter of the Besht's only 
son seems iike a move calculated to strengthen his authority, and perhaps to assure that male hein fiom 
that line not serve as competitors to his own descendants. In fact Banikti hzd no nale issue, and afier his 
îixne the famiiy lost its prominence in the Hasidic world." Tomented Master, p. 125. If Green is correct, 
then this revealç the supcrior prestige of patrilineal descent. However, at l e s t  through Isaac of Kalust, 
husband of B a . s  daugbtcr Hannah, the Iine endured for many generations, including such ZaddikKn as 
B& of Jassy, Eliaer Hayyim of Skole, B a c h  Phineas, and Isaac E%. See chart in 
EncycIo~edia Jubica, Vol 1, pp. 1 60-69. 
IJ Nahman of Horodenka was son of Ha* of Horodcnka, son of Saul, son of Hayyim, son-in-Iaw of 
Isaac of ZoIkiev, son of Samuel, son-in-law of Nafataii Katz (av ber din of Prostanycz and Lublin), son of 
Isaac, son of Samson Hakohen (QV bet din of Prague), son-in-law of Judah Loewe, the Maharal of Prague. 
See Nathan Tzvi Koenig, Neve Zaddikim (Bnei Brak, 1969). p.9. 
l6 Green, Tomented Master, p. 1 89. Nahman's purponed descent fiom the House of David on both sides 
of his family (most doubdirl!) bolstered his belief that this union wodd produce the messaiah, according to 
Green. 
" See chapter 2. 
" S.D. Horcsdezky, Leaders of the Hassidim, (London, l928), chapter on Dov Ber. 
'%id. 
'O Rapoport-Albert, "Hasidism After 1772," pp.9 1-3. 
'' Ben Amos and Mintz, Shivhei HaBesht, p.95, tale no.75. 

The mediocrity of Tzvi Hinch is not only attested to in Shivhei HaBesht. We also have a lener from his 
uncle, Gershon of Kutov, in which the latter urges Tzvi Hirsch to mend his ways and become scrious about 
his studies. See Rabinowitz, Encvclovedia of Hasidism, "Tzvi Hirsch." 
a Legend ascribes this to Sarah having manied an eldedy scholar in order to escape the advances of the 
local squire's son, an act which earned her an illustrious son bearing her narne. See Harry Rabinowicz, 
The World of Hasidism, p.204. 
'' Ibid., p.99, uncitad. 
Levi Hdevi Grosman, Shem U-She'erit (Tel Aviv (?), n-d.), p.101. 

'6 Robably Medwjcdowka, in the Ukraine. The main source for these t o m  has bcen Gary Mokotoff and 
Sallyann Arndur Sack, Where Once We Wakcd: A Guide to the Jewish Cornmuniries Destroved in the 
Holocaust (New Jersey, 199 1). 
27 Horodezky, Leaders of Hassidism, p.68. 

'' Regarding Nahman's attack on Aryeh. see the account of Green's analysis above, ch.2. Regarding 
Baruch's, see Rapoport-Albert, "Hasidism After 1772," p. 12 1. 
'' M.Y. Weinstock, Tiferet Bet David (Jerusalem, 1968). Cited in Neil Rosenstein, "Ashkenazic Rabbinic 
FamiIies," Avotavnu m:3 (Summer 1987) 7. 

ibid. 
" David of Makov, Sever Posheim and ZVnrat Am Ha Arets, quoted in Simon Dubnov, Toledot Ha 
Hasidut, p. 158. Cf. Rabinowitch, Lithuanian Hasidisim (London, 1 WO), p. 122. 
j2 Simon Dubnow, A Historv of Hasidisrn Vol. I, tram. fiom Germm by Helen Lederer, ed. by Ellis 
Rivkin, unpublished, p.226. 
" Rabinowitch, p.121. Cf. Dubnow, p. 159. 
Y Rabinowitch, p.24. 
" According to legend, Aaron was named "the Silent" because he never spoke a profane word. See 1. 
Alfasi, Hasidut, p. 1 15. 
in a letter to Asha of KarIin, Iaael of Kozienice praises either the daughter or widow of Aaron the 

Silent, which reflccts positively upon Aamn. For Rabinorvitch's description of the letter, see below, 
number 33. Aaron was also a disciple of Uziet Meislisz, author of Tireret UzieZ (Warsaw, 1862). See 
Hayyim Haikel's Hawùn ve Hesed (Warsaw, 1790; rpt. Jemalem, 1970). p.S. 
j7 Beider, A Dictionarv of Jewish Sumames from the Kinndom of Poland. 

Isaac Alfasi, Enmkowdva Le Hasidut: Ishim (Jerusalem, 1986). p. 169. 
39 ïbid. Cf. Rabinowitch. 
'O See above, cb2, 
4 1 Isaac Levitats, The Jewiçh Community in Russia, p. 17 1. 



" 1 have been unable to confirm this. Notably, the book does not appear in Yehayahu Vinograd, Thesaurus 
of the Hebrew Book (Jerusalem, 1993). 
" Rabinowitch, p.77. Amongst the writings found in Stolin is "a letter (dated the day afier Sukot, 180 1) 
from R Yisrael of Kozhenits to R. Asher afier the death of the latter's wife, in which the writer expresses a 
high regard for thc widow of R Aharon 'the Silent' of Zhelikhov (or for bis daughter?)." 

Sec the Holy Epistle, in Rosman, Founder of Hasidism, p,106. 
" Foundcr of the "PÎnkas-Schul" in Prague. "Horowitz." Encvclopedia Judaica, p.984. 
46 Martyr in Prague, 1568/9, in ibid. 
" Communal leader, in bid. 
48 fiid. 

Orah LeHawim (Badyaow, 18 l7), Pri Hawim (Lvov, 1873) on Avor, and a cornmentKy on the 
Passover Haggadah (Lwow, 1873). Cited from Rabinowitz' Encvclopedia of Hasidism. 

Also known as Stolbtsy, in White Russia. 
" Shapiro, Jacob Leib, ~ i shoaho t  Atikot be Yisrael (Israei, 198 l), p. 1 82. 

Friedman, p.269. 
a Heilmnn, Hayyim Meir, Bet Rebbe, (Tel Aviv, 1902)- p.133. 
Y A detailed exposition of this family. which describes the links to Rashi, is found in Jacob Leib Shapuo's 
Mishpahot Atikot Be Yisrael (Israel, 198 l), pp. 19-47. 
'' Technically, Phineas should not be referred to as a Zaddik. Phineas and other intimates of the Besht's 
circle were not Zaddikim as the term came to be known. As explained in Chapter One, we have used the 
term "Zaddik" in rcferencc to ail early Hasidic leaders for the sake of simplicity. 
" Mso known as ~ y d y n a ,  south of Poznan. 

Ibib, p.147. Jonah Weill's grandfather was Moses Meir Weill, kiown as the "Maharam of Shtinglen." 
'"id., p. 137. 
'' 1 have been unable to determine if this is the daughter of the sarne Jacob Joseph of Polonne, author of 
ToIdot Yakov Yiizhak, but it seems uniikely, as such a fact would have been publicized. 

TWO more sons, Eiiyahu and Mordechai, are listed by Friedman in Opar HaRabbanim; but these cannot 
be corroborated, Notably, 7rVunder makes no mention of these sons. 
6t Also known as ~eniLho~ezhe,  located near Rovno in the Ukraine. 
'' PossibIy Botosani, in Romania. 
" ''Margoliouth." Encvclopedia Judaica, p.963. 

Ais0 hown as Pomortsy. 
" Again, wc are r e l ~ g  u&n Friedman alone. 
' Zaddikim fiom two other aristocntic families- Halpern and Landau- will not be included, because they 
were minor Zaddikim. They are, howevcr, worthy of brief mention. 1)Joel Halpern, av bet din of 
Lesmiow, son of Israel Harif Halpern, av bet din of Zaslaw and Ostrog, was a disciple/colleague of the 
Besht He married his daughter to the Zaddik Phineas Horowitz. 2)David Halpern, another early 
discipIdcolleague of the Besht, inhentcd his position of rabbi of Ostrog fkom his father, lsrael (probably 
the samt Israel in no.1, making him Joel's brother). David was a forbear of the Zaddik Menahem Mendel 
of Kock (d.1859). 3)Tzvi Aryeh Landau of Alik, son of Abraham Landau of Alik, was a disciple of Jehiel 
Michael of Zloczow. He rnarried his son to the daughter of the Zaddik Mordechai of Krzemieniec, his 
teache's son. 
67 Meir Wundn, EntsikIovedia Le Hahame G a l i ~ a  (Jenisalem, 1986), Vol. tet-ayin, p.53 1. 

" I have not bccn able to c o n f i  this, however. Some biographers describe Samuel as Mordchai's father- 
in-law, but the tenn is flex.ï'blc in Hebrew. 
Wunder, on&., vol. tet-ayis p46-60. 
'O Menachem Nahnm's connection to the Katznellenbogen family is noted by Friedman in Ocar 
Rabbanim, which is reason for caution. Friedman identifies Nahum the Gaon of Norinsk as a son of 
Nathan Nata KatzeaeiIenbogen, rabbi of Miemecz.  This woufd make Nahum the brother of David 
Katzenellenbogtn, rabbi of Kotzk. 1 have yet to verify this. 
" Rapoport-Albert in ''Hasidism AAer 1772," p. 129. 

A m n  David Twaçky, Scfm Ha Yihkhus Mi Chernobvl (Lublin, 1908). p.18. 
" Aiso known as Ozhhn, in the Ukraine. 
l4 Aaron Waldcn, Seder Ha Dorot Mi Talmide Ha Besht (Jenisalem, 1965), p.58. 



" Rapoport-Albert, The Problem of Succession, p.85. 
76 But see Etringer. who claims that Elimelekh " k e l f  acted on the principle of tramferring authority to a 
disciple: there is a hadition that 'the rabbi Rabbi Melekh in his old age ordered al1 who were sick or 
embittered to come to his disciple R ltzikel of Lancut (the "seer" of Lubh).  Until he accustomed 
everyone to corne to Lancut. And bey ccased to come to him. And he waxed very woth '  (Ohel elimelekh, 
165)." In Hundert, e&, Essential Papers, p.240. Both Ettinger and Rapoport-Albert base themselves on 
questionabie sources. But judging by the additional fact that Ehelekh's son EIeazar succeeded him in 
Lezajsk, it appears that Rapoport-Albert's view is more likely. 

Probably her brother Eleazar's father-in-law from his fust &age. 
Wuder, op. cit., deph-daled, p.33. 
See, for example, Heschel Circle of the Baal Shem Tov, Chapter 4. 

" Shapiro, Misboahot Atikot be Yisrael. p.38. Ephraim Fischel was son of Samuel. av ber din of Indura, 
Minsk and the GaliI, author of Responsa Shmuel. Samuel's father was Joseph, av bet din of Fiorda; and his 
grandfather, Samuel, was one of the greatest rabbinic legislators of the 1P century, author of Ber Shrnuel. 
" See, for example, Rabinowitz, Encvclo~edia of Hasidism, "Levi Isaac of Berdichev." This statement is 
probably more legend than reality, but I have been able to fmd av bet din members going back several 
generations. 
'2 See Tiferet Bet Levi, p.28. 
83 Accordmg to Mokotoff and Sack. "a number of towns share this name." See Where Once We Waiked, 
p.260. 
" Friedman, Otzar HaRabban@ p.260. 
ci M.H. Klainman, Shem Ha GedoIim He Hadash (Israel, 1977). "Lcvy Isaac of Berdyczew." 

H.M. Heilman. Bet Rebbe (Berdyczew, 1 gOî), p. 17. Baruch was son of Moses of Posen, son of Yudel 
(author of Kol Yehudah), son of Moses, son of Tzvi Hirsch, son of Joseph Yoske (av bet din of Lublin), 
son-in-Iaw of Judah Loebe, the Maharal of Prague. 
" Ibid., p. 108. 

I have been unable to determine the actual name of rhis tom.  Perhaps it is Olejow. 
"HeiImao, p.111. 

Rabinowitch, p.24. 
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